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MILITARY CURRICULUM MATERIALS

The military-developed currisAllum materials in this course

package were selected by the National Center for Research in

Vocational Education Military Curriculum Project for dissemr

ination to the six regional Curriculum Coordination Centers and

other instructional materials agencies. The purpose of

disseminating these courses was to make curriculum materials

developed by the military more accessible to vocational

educators in the civilian setting.

The course materials were acquired, evaluated by prcject

staff and practitioners in the field, and prepared for

dissemination. Materials which were specific to the nilitary

were deleted, copyrighted materials were either omitted or appro-

val for their use was obtained. These course packages contain

curriculum resource materials which can be adapted to support

vocational instruction and curriculum development.
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Military
Curriculum Materials
Dissemination Is ...

an activity to increase the accessibility of
military developed curriculum materials to
vocational and technical educators.

This project, funded by the U.S. Office of
Education, includes the identification arid
acquisition of curriculum materials in print
form from the Coast Guard, Air Force,
Army, Marine Coups and Navy.

Access to military curriculuni matei ials is
provided thiough a "Joint Memorandum of
Understanding" between the U.S. Of fice of
Education and the Department of Defense.

The acquiied materials are reviewed by staff
and subject matter specialists, and courses
deemed applicable to vocational and tech-
nical education are selected for dissemination.

The National Center for Research in
Vocational Education is the U.S. Office of
Education's designated representative to
acquire rhe materials and conduct the project
activities.
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Course Description

,2

This course is designed to provide the student with a general knowledge of the principles of fuels and the function, operation, and maintenance of
components utilized in fuel systems. It is divided into five lessons.

Lesson 1

Lesson 2

Lesson 3

Introduction to Fuels and Fuel Systems describes the characteristics of fuel combustion and carburization, and the purpose

of fuel system components.

_ Fuel System Components covers the construction, operation, and maintenance of components included in convention&
fuel systems.

Carburetor Circuits discusses the purpose and function of basic carburetor circuits, and common troubleshooting and
maintenance operations on carburetors.

Lesson 4 Gasoline Fuel Injection Systems discusses the pnnciples of air-fuel injection, and construction, operation, and maintenance
of a representative gasoline fuel injection system.

Lesson 5 _ Multituel System Covers the philosophy of multifuel engines, construction and operation of multifuel systems, and principles
of diesel, multifuel, and gas turbine engines.

,
This course is designed foi student self-study and evaluation. Each lesson contains objectives, coded text material, reviewexercises and answers to the

exercises. The answers are programmed so the student has immediate feedback on a correct answer. An incorrect answer refers the student back to the

text for further reading, before continuing the exercises. A course examination is available, but no answers are provided. This course can be used as a

sub-unit in any engine repair or design course.

CCM CHOIR KP NXADOKU (DuCA101
1.4 '040 5111, ,N,04,, ..
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CORRESPONDENCE COURSE
of the

US ARMY ORDNANCE
CENTER AND SCHOOL

ORDNANCE SUBCOURSE NUMBER 403, PRINCIPLES OF FUELS
AND, FUEL SYSTEMS

(16 Cretht Hours)

INTRODUCTION

The Arrny's ground mobility is based essentially on the reciprocating engine, either
spark 14nition or compression ignition. This is due to the high degree of development this
type engine has received during the past 50 to 80 years; development which has produced
flexible, reliable, relatively economical engines.

The reciprocating engine is basically a device for converting the high internal energy
or not gases (produced by the combustion of a hydrocarbon fuel in air) to mechanical energy.
This is done by transiorming the linear motion of the piston produced by the force of
expanthng gases to rotary motion of the crankshaft.

Of utmost importance in the operation of an internal combustion engine is the fuel used
and the system used to supply the fuel-air mixture to the proper place at the proper time.

Tms subcoux se is desiened to provide you with a general knowledge of the principles of
fuels and the :unction, operation, and maintenance of components utilized in fuel systems.

This subcourse consists of five lessons and an examination, organized as follows:

Lesson i Introduction to Fuels and Fuel Systems
Scope Characteristics of fuel, principles of fuel combustion and carburetion,

and the purpose of fuel system components.

Lesson 2 Fuel System Components
Scope Construction, operation, and maintenance oi components included in

conventional fuel systems.

Lesson 3 Carburetor Circuits
Scope Purpose and functions of basic carburetor circuits; cornrnon trouble-

shooting and maintenance operations on carburetors.

Lesson 4 Gasoiine Fuel In)ection Systems
Scope Principies or air-fuel injection, construction, operation, and maintenance

of a representative gasoline fuel injection system.

Lesson 5 Mu Itifuel System
Scope Philosophy of multifuel engines; construction and operation of the

multifuel system, principles of diesel, multifuel, and gas turbine engines.

Examination



CHECKLIST OF TEXTS AND MATERIALS FURNISHED

Ordnance Subcourse No 403
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Only one text is required for this subcourse. It will be returned to the US Army
Ordnance Center and School with the final examination answer sheet. Final examination
sheets submitted without this text will be returned to the student ungraded. Before you
start working on this subcourse check and make certain that in addition to the Study Texts
incorporated in this lesson booklet, you have the following text:

ST 9-177, Fuel Injection, January 1973

If the above item is missing, notify us at once.

This subcourse may contain errata sheets. Make sure that you post all necessary
changes before beginning.

For your convenience in returning the above text use the postage and fees paid card on the
back cover of this subcourse. DO NOT include your answer sheets in the text.

Note. - The following references were used in the preparation of this subcourse.

TM 9-2815-202-34, w/C1 DS and GS Maintenance for Engine,
Diesel, Turbocharged, 8V71T

Sep 71

TM 9-2815-210-35, w/C1-5 Engine, Multifuel, LD-465-1 and LDS-465-1 Sep 64

TM 9-2910-200-35, w/C1 Pump, Injector, Fuel, Simmonds, Model SU Dec 59

TM 9-8000 Principles of Automotive Vehicles Jan 56
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CORRESPONDENCE COURSE
of the

US ARMY ORDNANCE
CENTER AND SCHOOL

LESSON ASSIGNMENT

Ordnance Subcourse No 403 Principles of Fuels and Fuel Systems

Lesson 1 Introduction to Fuels and Fuel Systems

Credit Hours Three

Lesson Objective After studying this lesson you will be able to:
,..0

1. Describe the characteristics of fuels.

2. Describe the principles of fuel combustion
and carburetion.

3. Describe the purpose of fuel system com-
ponents.

Study Assignment Study the text that follows. It will provide you
with information on characteristics of fuel and
the principles of fuel combustion and carbure-
tion. It will also provide information on the
purpose of fuel system components.

Materials Required Exercise response list and answer sheet.

Suggestions Study each illustration as you study the text.

STUDY TEXT

1. INTRODUCTION.

a. Petroleum is the most common source of fuel for modern internal combustion
engines. It contams two important elements (carbon and hydrogen) in such proportions that
they will burn freely in air and liberate heat energy.

b. No matter how a barrel of crude oil is distilled, various products other than
gasoline are produced. In the early days of the petroleum industry when kerosene was
the proauct in demand, distillation was the answer to the problem. However, with tociay's
vehicles, numbered in the millions, the products in demand are gasoline, diesel fuels, and
lubricants.

OS 403, 1-P1
July 1975



c. In the processing of oil, several forms of fuel are obtained. Figure I shows
the approximate percentage of each that is available in a barrel of crude oil.

83/91
Gasoline

Viscosity &
Pour Limite
Middle Distillate

Figure I. Workable fuel spectrum.

3%

44%

85 -

36%

3%

8%

(1) Crude petroleum obtained from underground deposits is first distilled
into the various hydrocarbon fractions by heating to the boiling point. The vapors that are
separated first form the highly volatile "natural" gasoline when condensed. Next is straight
run gasohne, followed by kerosene, distillate fuels, and lubricants, in that order, leaving
a paraffin or an asphalt residue, depending upon the basic type of crude petroleum.

(2) Since fractional distillation would not produce the quantity of gasoline
needed without an excess of other petroleum products, the heavier, more complex hydro-
carbons remaining after the gasoline is removed are reduced or split into lighter and less
complex molecules and are reprocessed to produce more gasoline. This reduction (or
craclung) is accomplished by either a thermal or catalytic cracking process or both.
Decomposition by thermal cracking is done at temperatures from 7000 F to 12000 F and
pressures of 10 to 15 atmospheres. The catalytic process, using a catalyst to assist in
chemical decomposition at similar temperatures and pressures, is more expensive than
the thermal process, but produces a higher quality fuel with more desirable antiknock
qualities and less sulfur content.

2. CHARACTERISTICS OF FUELS.

a. The greater the hydrogen content of the hydrocarbon molecule, the greater
the potential heat energy per unit weight. Petroleum is predominately composed of a
mixture of the paraffin, olefin, naphthene, and aromatic families of hydrocarbons. The
olefins are not actually found in crude oil; they are formed during refining,

b. Hydrocarbons with a double-bonded carbon atom are unsaturated and, hence,
generally more unstable than those that have only single bond saturated carbon atoms.
Because of these factors the paraffins have more heat energy per unit weight and are
relatively stable.

I 3
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3. PROPERTIES OF GASOLINE, As the power to r,:n the internal combustion engine
is derived from the fuel burned, the importance of the energy content of fuel is obvious. Less
apparent., perhaps, are the facts that an appropriate amount of air must be mixed with the
fuel to support complete Lombustion where efficiency is of importance and that, often, fuel
and air must be present in different proportions required by a wide range of special operat-
ing conditions.

a. Volatility is the ease with which the fuel is vaporized under prescribed con-
ditions. To initiate and complete combustion in the spark ignition engine within permissible
time limitations, a fuel-air vapor must be present. In cold weather starting or for rapid
acceleration, a highly volatile fuel is required. Volatility is also desirable to insure that
raw liquid fuel does not wash the lubricant from piston walls and dilute the crankcase oil.
After the engine has reached operating temperature, a less volatile fuel is necessary; such
a fuel is also desirable for economy in that losses from evaporation will be minimized.
Vapor lock in a fuel system occurs when vaporization of the fuel in the fuel lines prevents
a sufficient quantity of liquid fuel for satisfactory operation from reaching the carburetor
discharge nozzles. Consideration of this problem requires that a fuel must not be so highly
volatile as to vaporize readily from ambient or radiated engine temperatures. From these
requirements it can be seen that a carefully blended gasoline falling between the extremes
of volatility is required for current spark ignition engines.

b. Stability is the ability of a fuel to retain its initial physical and chemical
properties. This is essential because of the relatively iong periods of storage after pro-
duction and the metals and gases to which the fuel will be exposed before being used.
Olefins and &olefins (chemical properties of gasoline) tend to oxidize, especially when
exposed to sunlight and high ambient temperatures. This oxidation causes a gum formation,
not soluble in gasoline, which lodges in fuel lines and carburetor passages, on valves, and
on the surfaces of the combustion chamber, increasing engine deposits and lacquering of the
cylinder walls. Chemical reactions with other elements or with themselves will nullify the
effect of careful blending and antiknock additives. Careful selections of the base stock com-
ponents, removal of sulfur compounds, tars, resins, and diolefins by chemical treatment,
and the addition of chemical inhibitors are methods used to promote stability.

4. OCTANE RATINGS. The ability to resist detonation is such an important fuel
property that it is desirable to have some standard method of measuring this characteristic.
For many years this measurement has been accomplished by use of a standard test engine
in which the performance of a fuel is compared to the performance of various mixtures of
iso-octane and normal heptane. The results are reported as the octane number of the
fuel.

a. To establish a common reference level upon which to base octane rating, a
standard fuel is used in a standard test engine which is run under specified conditions.
Engine construction, fuel composition, and operating conditions are specified by the
American Society for Testing Materials. The engine used is designed so that compression
ratio may be varied. For this first step of the test, however, the compression ratio is
maintained at a specified value. Knock intensity of the standard fuel is recorded under
these conditions. This intensity is measured through a pressure-sensitive device in the
cylinder that closes an electrical circuit that, in turn, deflects a knock indicator needle in
propor.ion to the intensity of knocking. Next, the test engine is run on the fuel whose
octane rating is to be determined. The compression ratio of the test engine is varied until
knock intensity is th3 same as that of the test engine runring on standard fuel. Keeping the
same compression ratio, by trial and error, the blend of iso-octane and normal heptane
that will give again the same knock intensity is determined. The percentage by volume of
iso-octane in this blend is the octane number or rating of the fuel.

I 6
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b. Iso-octane has great resistance to detonation but normal heptane causes the
engine to knock. So, the higher the octane rating of the fuel, the greater is its resistance
to detonation. When the unknown fuel has less tendency to knock than pure octane, the
rating is reported as 100 plus the number of milliliters of tetraethyl lead per ,allon that
must be added to the octar.e to achieve the matching mixture.

c. Fuels for different purposes demand different conditions of testing ii test
results are to be significant. Several methods of testing and of reporting test data have
been developed. The basic methods are research, motor, aviation, supercharge, and AN
performance number (a method of reporting performance data). Only the first two methods
are used for rating fuels for automotive engines. The other methods are used for aircraft
purposes. Test conditions for the motor method are more severe than in the research
method. For this reason, the research method leads to higher octane ratings for a given
fuel and is the method whose results are most frequ atly quoted in advertisements.

d. There are limitations to the octane rating of a fuel. It is only one of the
characteristics of importance in the selection of a motor fuel. All properties of fuels must
be considered to obtain fuel suitable for gi.ven operating conditions. A fuel may have good
antiknock qualities and be so deficient in another respect to preclude its use in an automotive
engine. Fuel having the same octane number may give dissimilar performance when
operated in different engines or even in the same engine.

e. From this discussion, it can readily be concluded that paying a premium for
fuel. of higher octane rating than a particular engine requires is a waste of money.

5. CHEMISTRY OF COMBUSTION.

a. Complete combustion. The term "complete combustion" means combustion in
which the fuel is completely changed to carbon dioxide and water; that is, there is no fuel
remaining nor is there any carbon in the form of free carbon or carbon monoxide.

b. Normal combustion.

(1) It would be desirable to have combustion initiated and completed at top
dead center. This would give the constant volume heat addition and the ideal output of the
air standard cycle. Constant volume heat addition is impossible in the actual cycle, how-
ever, because of the definite period of time it takes to initiate and complete combustion.

(Z) At the end of the compression stroke on engines having a 7 to 1 or 8 to 1
compression ratio, the temperature of the 'fresh charge of fuel reaches about 7000 to 8000 F
betbre combustion is init,atcd. Self-ignition temperature of a homogeneous fuel-air mixture
is approximately 9000 F under quiescent (quiet or still) conditions. The arc of electrical
energy released across the electrodes of the spark plug must provide sufficient release of

heat to raise the temperature of the mixture in and near the spark gap above the mixture's
self-ignition temperature. Since the actual charge is nonhomogeneous (not the same in
structure) and a high turbulence exists, the temperature in the spark gap is approximately
40000 F, which insures ionization and the beginning of dissociation of the fuel molecules.
Engines with higher compression ratios must use fuels with correspondingly higher self-
ignition temperatures.
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(3) Combustion does not begin, however, at the instant the spark jumps the

gap. A period of time lapses before the fuel and air molecules are energized by the elec-
trical heat energy to a level where the dissociation reaction of the hydrocarbon and the
suosequent combining with oxygen are self-sustaining. Once dissociation of the fuel and
combuung of the carbon and hydrogen with oxygen has begun, the release of heat energy
from this initial reaction is sufficient for propagation of further similar reactions. The
resulting flame front rnol,es across the combustion chamber in a ragged spherical front. This
advancing flame front is similar to waves or ripples traveling outward from a pebble
thrown in a pool of water. As an example, consider a long tube containing a fuel ar.d air
mixture. If the mixture is ignited, the flame front will advance about 3 feet per second.
This is far too slow for high speed, high output engines. Flame speeds in modern power-
plants vary from 20 to ol,er 100 feet per second, depending upon the operating conditions.
In keeping with the flame front, temperatures must be considered because they become
higner as the flame progresses across the comoustion chamber. The cylinder temperature
oecomes higher from the heat hberated during combustion as the flame front progresses
across the combustion chamber. Temperature of the burned gases also increases with the
increase in chamber pressure. It can be deduced that the combustion chamber pressure
rib, is gradual, that the temperature and pressure of the last portions to burr. (the end gas)
is much higher than that oi the initial fresh charge, and that the temperature at the spark
plug is higher after complete combustion than it was when burning was initiated.

c. Irregular combustion. No discussion of fuels can be complete without an
explanation of the several forms of irregular combustion. The importance of understanding
the nature, causes, and effects of irregular combustion can hardly be overestimated. Com-
bustion chamber design is dictated to a large extent by the necessity for avoiding abnormal
combustion.

(1) The speed of the flame that spreads out from the spark plug in the spark
ignition engine is much greater than the mean speed of the piston. For flame speeds
mentioned earher (20 to 100 feet per second) mean piston speeds are about 15 feet per
second. Of course, when combustion takes place, the piston is near top dead center and
its instantaneous speed is even less. As a result, the flame front rapidly overtakes the
piston and, in domg so, heats the unburned fuel-air mixture ahead of it. Temperature and
pressure in the unburned fuel-air mixture ahead of the flame front are raised as previously
discussed. The res ilt of this may be auto-ignition of the unburned fuel. When the unburned
fuel self-ignites, it is consumed with extreme rapidity. Associated with this rapid com-
bustion is a very high rate of pressure rise and an audible ping or knock. This irregular
combustion is called detonation, which is a result of the fuel used, the mechanical design
of the engine, and the conditions under which the engine is operated.

(2) Contrary to popular belief, detonation in itself does not produce a
significant loss in thermal efficiency. Undesirable effects chargeable directly to detonation
are:

(a) Overheating of combustion chamber parts adjacent to the last part of
the mixture burn.

rise.
(b) A severe stressing of engine parts due to the rapid rate of pressure

(c) Failuze of engine components under severe detonation conditions.

(d) Objectionable knocking sound.

OS 403, 1-P5



(3) For the reasons gwen above, detonation must be avoided at all costs. In
most spark-ignition engines, detonation of present day fuels is the major factor in determin-
ing the maximum practicable compression ratio.

(4) The ignition of the combustion chamber charge before the spark occurs is
known as preignition. Its cause may be attributed to any of the following:

(a) Overheating of the spark plugs.

(b) Hot exhaust valves.

(c) Burning carbon deposits.

(d) Incandescent gases from previous cycles.

(5) Preignition leads to progressive overheating of valves and spark plugs,
which may result in failure of the engine. While the presence of preignition may lead to
detonation, or vice versa, the two may exist independently and definitely are not the same
event. Preignition has the same effect as excessive spark advance; that is, it reduces the
efficiency of the engine, increases engine temperatures, and increases cylinder pressure.

6. FUEL-AIR RATIO REQUIREMENTS.

a. General. It is a generally established fact that the best mixture for normal
gasohne engine operation is approximately 15 parts of air to 1 part of fuel. However, ariyone
who has driven a car or operated a machine that is powered by a gasoline engine knows that
normal operation will not always satisfy the requirements placed on the engine. At idling
speeds, during acceleration speeds, and during times that additional power is required, the
fuel-air mixture must be varied to best satisfy the particular situation. Also, the 15:1
ratio is based on a typically blended fuel and all fuels are not alike.

b. Ratio for maximum power. When additional power is required from an engine
for such purposes as climbing hills, starting from a standstill, accelerating for passing, or
for holding high speeds, a richer fuel-air mixture is needed. In this case a greater volume
of fuel and air enters the cyhnders with the volume of fuel increasing more rapidly than that
of the air. Each engine has a point where it will burn all the fuel-air mixture that enters
the cylinder. Any volume above this amount will be wasted by going out of the exhaust or,
worse yet, draining down into the crankcase. The power ratio, approximately 12:1 or 13:1,
will provide from 5 to 7 percent more power at an expense of about 20 percent more fuel.

c. Ratio for economy. Maximum' economy of the fuel-air mixtures is accomplished
wnen all the fuel in a cyhnder burns. Because it is impossible to have the perfect fuel-air
mixture present in all areas of the cylinder at the exact instant of ignition, economy is
gained oy reducing the ratio of fuel and air a shght amount from the optimum of 15:1.
Depencent on the throttle position, this ratio does reduce the amount of fuel wasted.

d. Ratio for idling. When an engine is idling, the vacuum of the intake manifold
is very high because of the closed throttle position in the carburetor. This allows very
httle air to be mixed with the fuel. The mixture ratio for idling is therefore much richer
than the power ratio and is approximately 10:1.

e. Excessively rich ratios. There is a point at which engines will cease to
operate correctly when the fuel-air mixture is too rich; if the richness is continued, com-
bustion will not take place. During operation this condition becomes noticeable by a pattern
of misfiring or power surging. When enough of the cylinders are affected, engine operation
will cease completely, due to what is commonly called flooding.

i d OS 403, 1-P6
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f. Excessively lean mixtures. When fuel-air ratios are too lean, they will not

burn in a spark ignition engine. When mixtures approaching the too lean condition are
introduced in an engine cylinder, it will cause backfiring through the carburetor. This is
due to the extremely slow burning time of the mixture, whereby it will still be burning when
the intake valve opens for the next cycle and ignite the mixture in the manifold. Lean
mixture may also cause spasmodic misfirings whereby the mixture will be exhausted into
the exhaust system. The slow burning of the mixture that has been ignited could then cause
a burning mixture to be exhausted also and cause backfiring.

g. Cold engine starting. When starting a cold engine, some of the fuel remains
as a liquid or recondenses on the cylinder wall or piston. Because the mixture is not
vaporized at this time, care must be taken to prevent flooding. The mixture requirerzients
for cold starting vary in accordance with the temperature and the condition of the engine
and ignition systems. Fuel-air mixtures ten times the normal requirement are not uncom-
mon for cold starting.

OS 403, 1-P7
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LESSON EXERCISE QUESTIONS

Instructions for use of the answer sheet:

1. The procedure by which you will answer the exercise questions in this subcourse is
probably new to you. The information is presented in a programed instruction format
where you immediately know whether or not you have answered the questions correctly.
If you have selected an incorrect answer, you will be directed to a portion of the Study
text that will provide you with additional information.

2. Arrange thin subcourse booklet and your answer sheet so th-it they are convenient.
Each exercise question has three choices lettered a, b, and c. Your answer sheet has
three groups of numbers for questions 1 through 200. The numbers indicated for each
question represent the a, b, or c choices. The exercise response list is inclosed
with this subcourse. It contains a listing of 3.cligit numbers in numerical sequence. Each
number is followed by a response that either reinforces a correct answer or gives you
additional information for an incorrect answer.

3. To use this system proceed as follows:

a. Read the first exercise question and select the choice you think answers the
question correctly. Go to the question 1 area of your answer sheet and circle the 3-digit
number that corresponds with the choice you selected.

b. After you have identified the 3-digit number, locate it in the exercise response
list. If you selected the right choice, the first word of the response will be "CORRECT."
This tells you that you have answered the question correctly. Read the rest of the response
which tells why your choice was correct and then go to the next question.

c. If the word "CORRECT" is NOT the first word of the response, you have selected
the wrong answer. Read the rest of the response and then turn to the area in your study
text that is mentioned. There you will find the information necessary for you to make
another choice. Be sure to read all of the response because it will help you select the
correct answer aria it also provides more information. Line out the incorrect 3-digit
response on your answer sheet..

d. After you have reread the reference, select another answer and circle the 3-digit
response for that choice. Again check the number of this second choice with the response
list to sea if your choice is now correct and to obtain more information about your choice.
If your second choice it4 still not correct, line out the 3-digit response on the answer sheet
and continue until the correct answer is selected. When you have answered all of the
questions in an exercise, count the number of lined out responses and see how well you did.

4. You will notice that the lesson exercise question numbers continue consecutively from
lesson to lesson. This allows you to use one answer sheet for the entire subcourse.

5. After you have finished the exercise questions for all lessons, fold and seal the answer
sheet so that the USAOC&S address is on the outside. Drop the answer sheet in the mail
so the school will kacw you have completed the study portion of the subcourse and are now
ready for the examination.
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EXERCISE

1.. What elements are contained in petroleum in such quantities as to make it. burn freely?

a. Hydrogen and oxygen
b. Carbon and hydrogen
c. Helium and nitrogen

2. Which vapors are separated ftrst when crude oil is distilled?

a. Kerosene
b. Gasoline
c. Heavy distillate

3. Decomposition by thermal cracking is done at temperatures of

a. 4000 F to 6000 F.
b. 700° F to 12000 F.
c. 13000 F to 15000 F.

4. What refining process produces a higher quality fuel with less sulfur content?

5.

6.

a. Thermal cracking
b. Fractional cracking
c. Catalytic cracking

What determines the potential heat energy per unit weight of the hydrocarbon molecule?

a. Percentage of hydrogen content
b. Amount of oxygen content
c. Percentage of carbon content

What is formed in crude oil during refining?

a. Paraffin
b. Naphthene
c. Olefin

17. Why is high volatility in fuel desirable during cold weather?

a. Helps reduce crankcase dilution
b. Reduces manifold evaporation
c. Helps reduce the chance of vapor lock

8. What can be added to fuel to promote stability?

a. Inhibitors
b. Diolefins
c. Resins
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9. What chemical properties of gasoline tend to oxidize when exposed to sunlight and high
ambient temperatures?

a. Resins and asphalt
b. Sulfur and tars
c. Olefins and diolefins

10. What reference fuel has a great resistance to detonation?

a. Heptane
b. Tetraethyl
c. Iso-octane

11. What test method used to determine the octane rating of fuels developed for automotive
engines produces the truest results?

a. Supercharge
b. Motor
c. Research

12. What is the approximate self-ignition temperature, in degrees Fahrenheit, of a
homogeneous fuel-air mixture under motionless conditions?

a. 700
b. 800
c. 900

13. What is the major factor in determining the maximum practicable compression ratio
in most spark ignition engines?

a. Detonation of present day fuels
b. Brake horsepower availability
c. Consumption of present day fuels

ti
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7. PRINCIPLES OF CARBURETION.

a. Composition of air. Air is composed of various gases, mostly nitrogen and
oxygen (78 percent, by volume, of nitrogen, 21 percent, by volume, of oxygen). These
gases ire, in turn, made up of tiny particles called molecules. All substances whether
solid, liquid, or gas are made up of molecules. In solids, such as iron, the particles are
held closely together so that they seem to have no motion. In liquids, the molecules are
not held together tightly, so they can move with respect to each other. Liquid can flow.
In gases, there is less tendency for the molecules to hold together; therefore, the molecules
can move quite freely. The molecules of a gas are attracted to the earth by gravity, or by
their weight. It is the combined weight of the countless molecules in the air that we feel as
atmospheric pressure.

b. Evaporation. When a liquid changes to a vapor (gas), it has evaporated. When
this happens, molecules of the liquid move from the liquid into the r. As this continues,
the liquid disappears from its container and appears as vapor in the air. The rapidity of
evaporation varies with a number of factcrs. One of these is the volatihty of the liquid.
Others include temperature, total pressure above the liquid, and amount of liquid that has
already evaporated into the air above the liquid (degree of saturation).

(I) Liquid consists of molecules that move about. As they do so, they collide
with each other. If a molecule happens to be moving upward rapidly enough, it will be able
to jump clear of the liquid. As the molecules of liquid continue to do ti.is, the liquid
evaporates.

(2) At higher temperatures, molecules move faster. This is true regardless
of whether the molecules are in a solid, liquid, or gas. At low temperatures, the molecules
move more slowly. When a liquid is heated, there are many fast-moving molecules
escaping from the liquid. In other woccls, the rate of evaporation increases. This action
can be easily seen in the process of boiling water, where the molecules are moving so
rapidly they escape in large numbers and in a violent manner.

(3) When there is little pressure above the liquid, the molecules can escape
from the liqind easily. When the pressure is high, it is more difficult for the molecules
to escape and the rate of evaporation is decreased. Some of the molecules from the liquid
collide with molecules of the air above and are often knocked back into the liquid.

c. Atomization. Atomization is the breaking up of a liquid into very tiny particles
or globules. Atomization nelps to turn a liquid into a vapor. LI a spoonful of gasoline were
put into a pan, it would take several seconds for it to evaporate, the lerigth of tirne depending
on temperature, volatility, and pressure. However, if a spoonful of gasoline were put into
an ordinary spray gun, of the type used to spray insecticides, the gasoline would be broken
into a fine mist when operating the gun and would turn almost instantly into vapor. The
reason for this is that a much greater area of the liquid is exposed to air when the gasoline
is atomized. Evaporation takes place from all surfaces and increases with greater surface
area.
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ci. Venturi effect. A venturi is an hourglass-shaped restriction. In the
carburetor, a venturi is placed in the air horn through which the air must pass on its way
to the intake manifold and the engine cylinders. The purpose of the venturi is to create
a partial vacuum (low-pressure area) at the outlet of the nozzle, which will permit
atmospheric pressure on the surface of the gasoline in the float bowl to force the gasoline
out through the nozzle. This gasoline is then sprayed and atomized in the passing air to
form the fuel-air mixture. It may seem like a contradiction to say that the restriction
produces a vacuum, but let us examine the action of the air molecules as they pass through
the venturi (fig 2). As they enter the horn on the left, they move toward the venturi at
uniform speed. However, as they approach the venturi, they must increase their speed if
all molecules are to get through. That is, with the restriction, the molecules must.move
faster to get through. The increased speed of the molecules produces a decrease in
pressure (a partial vacuum). It is a known fact that the total energy of all things in nature
remains constant, but energy can change from one form to another. Rubbing two sticks
together to produce fire is an example of motion (one form of energy) being converted into
heat (another form of energy). Also, if one form of energy increases, one or more other
forms of energy must decrease, since the total energy remains constant. Thus, the
increased speed of the molecules in a venturi produces a decrease in pressure; the
increased speed results in a decrease in temperature. Evaporation of the fuel further
decreases the temperature. Atmospheric pressure is admitted to the bowls and presses
downward on the liquid. Since there is less than atmospheric pressure in the venturi, the
liquid is forced up into the tube. In a carburetor, the atmospheric pressure on the fuel in
the bowl (fig 3) forces fuel through the fuel nozzle and into the high speed stream of air
where it is atomized.

DIRECTION Of

AIR FLOW

Figure 2. Action of air flowing through a venturi tube.

2 0
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Figure 3. A simple carburetor.

8. FUEL SYSTEM COMPONENTS (SPARK IGNITION ENGINES). The fuel system
(fig 4) supphes a combustible mixture of gasohne and air to the engine cylinders and con-
sists of the following components:
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Figure 4. Gasoline engine fuel system components.
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a. A fuel tank to store gasoline in liquid form. Fuel tanks are fabricated in various

sizes and shapes to conform with the item of equipment on which it is used.

b. Fuel lines, hollow metal tubes, that allow the liquid fuel to flow from the storage
tank to other components of tht system.

c. A fuel gage, though not necessary for engine operation, used as a signaling
device to indicate to the operator the amount of fuel in the storage tank.

d. A fuel filter designed to remove dirt and foreign particles from the liquid
gasoline.

e. A fuel pump, a mechanically or electrically operated device to pump gasoline
in liquid 1.)rm from the fuel tank through the fuel lines and into the carburetor.

f. A carburetor to mix the liquid gasoline with air. In this mixing process, the
liquid gasoline is partially vaporized (turned to vapor). The carburetor also serves as the
throttle to control the speed of the engine.

g. An air filter, normally mounted on the carburetor, to remove dust particles
from the air as it passes through on the way to the engine.

h. A degasser to shut off the fuel supply to the carburetor idle system when there
is a high intake manifold vacuum during deceleration. This device is, generally used with
tracked vehicle engines where magnetos are used and it is the most effective means of
stopping the engine.

i. Two types of manifoldsintake and exhaust. The intake manifold is a series
of pipes or passages through which the air --uel mixture from the carburetor is directed to
the engine cylinders on the intake stroke. After the mixture is burned and the piston is
moving up within the cylinder on the exhaust stroke (exhaust valve now open), the burned
gases are discharged into the exhaust manifold. From there they pass through pipes,
through the muffler (which muffles the noise), and through the tailpipe into the atmosphere.

j. A primer system, used with some vehicles to enrich the fuel-air mixture for
starting. The system incorporates a hand pump, actuated by the operator, that sprays fuel
directly into the intake manifold.

k. An engine governor to prevent overspeeding of the engine and help to reduce
engine wear. There are several types of governors, but they aU produce essentially the
same result, that is, they cut down, or limit, the amount of fuel-air mixture into the engine
when engine speeds tend to go beyond specified limits.

1. A fuel-air distributor impeller or diffuser system is used on radial engines or
on engines with many cylinders. This system's functirn is to provide a more uniform
distribution of fuel-air mixture to the cylinders.

2 l
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9. FUEL SYSTEM COMPONENTS FOR COMPRESSION IGNITION INTERNAL COM-
BUSTION ENGINES. The fuel system (fig 5) supplies fuel and air in correct amounts and
proper sequence to permit proper functioning of the compression ignition engine. It consists
of the following components:

FUEL INJECTOR NOZZLZ
ANO HOLDER ASSEMBLIES

FUEL INJECTION PUMP
INLET HOSE

/
vENT VALVE

FUEL FILTER BYPASS
VALVE (OPENS AT

60 TO 70 PSI)

FUEL INJECTOR
NOZZLE HOWER

FUEL RETURN
TUIE

FUEL INJECTION
PUMP ASSY

FUEL INLET FROM VEHICLE TANK

FUEL RETURN TO
VEHCLE TANK

ANAL FUEL FILTER

PRIMARY FUEL FILTER

FUEL SUPPLY two.io.Fun.
FILTER INLET HOSE

Figure 5. Compression ignition fuel system components.

a. A fuel supply pump that is part of the fuel injection pump assembly. This
pump takes fuel from the vehicle fuel supply tank and delivers it under pressure to the
primary and final fuel filters. Fuel is pumped through the fuel filters to the fuel injection
pump. The injection pump then meters and distributes the fuel to the proper fuel
injector nozzles and holcier assemblies in firing order sequence.
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b. Primary, secondary, and final fuel filters to insure that clean fuel is
delivered to the fuel injection pump, which is important in maintaining troublefree engine
operation. The secondary and final fuel filters are identical and have interchangeable and
replaceable elements. The primary and secondary fuel filiers remove most of the foreign
material from the fuel. The final fuel filter removes any remaining foreign material which
has escaped the filtration of the secondary fuel filter.

c. A fuel injection pump assembly that is driven by the engine camshaft gear.
This pump is used to supply pressurized fuel to each individual fuel injector nozzle and
holder assembly in sequence with the engine firing order.

d. In a 6-cylinder engine, there are six fuel injector nozzle and holder
assemblies used to inject fuel into the combustion chambers. The injector nozzle and
holder assemblies are sealed against leakage by copper gaskets. The nozzle and holder
assemblies are interconnected by fuel return tubes to provide a path for the return of
excess fuel back to the fuel tank. The nozzle and holders are designed to provide adjust-
ment to allow proper opening pressure and spray pattern for economical engine operation
and proper performance.

e. A fuel supply pump-to-fuel filter inlet hose, fuel injection pump inlet hose,
and fuel injection pump fuel return hose which are flexible rubber composition hoses or

plastic tubing. The six fuel injection tubes are soft annealed steel tubing which are
subject to high fuel pressure operation. The tubes are the same length and are pre-
formed to convey fuel from the fuel injection pump head to each individual fuel injector
nozzle and holder assembly. The fuel injector nozzle holder fuel return and fuel excess
tubes are made of a nylon or plastic composition.

f. A turbosupercharger to increase the velocity and pressure of the intake air,
thereby forcing a greater volume of air into the combustion chambers as compared with a
nonsupercharged engine. This higher volume of air, resulting in a more constant fuel air
ratio, increases engine power. A turbosupercharger, which is essent.lally an exhaust
gas-driven blower, utilizes the kinetic energy usually lost in the exhaust gases to compress
air into the cylinders. The exhaust gases from the engine enter the turbosupercharger and
are forced around the turbine housing radially inward, through a nozzle ring. The exhaust
gases drive the turbine wheel which, in turn, drives the compressor wheel, since both
wheels are fixed onto a common shaft. Air enters at the center of the compressor wheel

and flows radially outward thrOugh a tangential outlet on the outside of the compressor
housing and enters the intake manifold. The exhaust gases that were the contributing force

to drive the supercharger unit are expelled from the turbosupercharger into the vehicle's
exhaust system.

Note. - Answer the questions.below.

14. What action is taking place when the molecules of a liquid move from the liquid into the
air?
a. Atomization
b. Evaporation
c. Condensation

15. When liquid is broken into tiny particles or globules, it is

a. vaporized.
b. atomized.
c. evaporated.
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16. What is a function of the venturi in the air horn?

a. To reduce the molecular speed at the nozzle
b. To increase the fuel temperature for atomization
c. To create a partial vacuum at the outlet of the nozzle

17. What forces the gasoline from the fuel bowl through the nozzle in a simple carburetor?

a, Atmospheric pressure
b. Partial vacuum
c. Manifold pressure

18. What spark ignition fuel system component is employed in a radial engine but is NOT
required in a 6-cylinder in-line engine?

a. Hand-actuated primer pump
b. Degasser
c. Fuel-air distribution impeller

19. What type of material is used to fabricate the injection tubes in a multifuel engine?

a. Rubber composition
b. Nylon composition
c. Soft steel

ZO. Why is a turbosupercharger used with a compression ignition engine?

a. Reduce volume of fuel burned
b. Burn excess exhaust gases
c. Increase engine power
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STUDY TEXT

1. INTRODUCTION. Fuel system components are responsible for supplying the
correct amounts a ad mixtures of fuel and air to the engine cylinders. To accomplish this
function the system must include a fuel container, a means of delivering fuel from the
container to a fuel and air mixer, a device for metering the fuel-air mixture, and tubes
or conduits for coltveying the fuel or fuel mixture to the proper place. In addition to the
primary components mentioned above, most fuel systems include filters to assure that
water and sedimer:t are removed from the liquid fuel and that dust is removed from the air.
To aid the operator, a visual device indicates the amount of fuel that is in the container.
Each component hz.s a specific function to perform and any unsatisfactory performance of
that function results in inefficient engine performance.

2. DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION OF FUEL SYSTEM COMPONENTS.

a Fuel tanks. The fuel tank is a storage tank and may be located almost anywhere
on the equipment. On most passenger cars and on some trucks, the gasoline or fuel tank
is located at the rear of the vehicle. The location of the tank is not too important, if it is
out of the way, as a fuel pump will force the gasoline to the carburetor. If the tank is higher
than the carburetor, gravity eliminates the need for a fuel pump.

(1) A cutaway drawing of one type of fuel tank is shown in figure 1. Tanks
for fuel are usually made of thin-gage metal covered with an alloy plating to prevent rust
and corrosion. A fuel tank has a filler spout or pipe for filling the tank. The spout or pipe
is covered with a iiller cap to keep out rain and dirt. Usually these caps are not airtight
as air must enter the tank as fuel goes out. On vehicles designed to ford streams, the filler
cap is both airtight and watertight. In this type vehicle the tank is vented to the atmosphere
by a special vent f ipe that opens somewhere above the gas tank where water cannot enter
but air can. The outlet pipe, fitted for the fuel line connection, may be located almost
anywhere on the tank, but it extends into the tank to about one-half inch from the bottom.
This prevents dirt or sediment in the bottom of the tank from entering the fuel line. Baffle
plates in the tank .7einforce it and prevent splashing of the fuel. The baffles have holes to
allow the fuel to seek its own level in the tank. The loat mounted in the tank actuates a
lever to give a rez ding as to the amount of fuel in the tank.

(2) some vehicles have more than one fuel tank. When there is more than one,
they are interconnected by fuel lines and each has a shutoff valve. Some tanks may have
special kind of rubber lining so that if they are punctured they will seal themselves to
prevent the fuel from leaking out.

b. Fuel lines and fittings.

a

(1) Fuel lines are located betweeza the fuel tank and fuel filter, between the
filter and fuel pump, between the pump and carburetor, and frame to engine flexible line.
Each fuel line is a rather small metal tube. lt is usually made of copper or rust-proofed
steel tubing and it is connected to each part it joins by fittings. These fittings make it
possible to easily remove and replace the parts of the fuel system which are connected by
the fuel lines.

(2) Figure 2 shows two typical kinds of fittings: one is the flare-type and
the other is the ccrnpression ring-type. The part of the fitting that fits into the unit has
tapered pipe type threads. The other end of the fitting may have special threads. In the
compression ring type the compression ring is loose on the pipe until after it has been
tightened down onfte in use. There are many kinds of fuel and oil line fittings but most of

them are similar, at least in principle, to the types pictured.
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c. Fuel filters. The fuel filtermay be located anywhere between the fuel iznk

and carburetor. Usually, it is located between the fuel tank and fuel pump.

(1) The purpose-of the filter is to prevent water, dirt, and other foreign
materials from passing through the carburetor and into the combustion chamber.

3 d
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(2) Another type of filter is a separate unit made of a series of disks in
layers. The diss are in a bowl which acts as a settling chamber. Figure 3A illustrates
this type filter. Fuel enters the filter at the top inlet connection and fills the bowl. To go
out the outlet, the fuel must pass between the disks in the strainer assembly. Since the
disks are close together, the dirt and water cannot pass between them and are deposited on
the outer rim of the disks. Water cannot pass through when it is present in gasoline
because it forms globules that are too large to pass between the disks. This fuel filter is
easily disassem-)led for removing water and foreign matter.

Figure 3A. Disk-type fuel filter.

(3) The tank-type fuel filter and pump assembly (fig 3B) is located inside the
fuel tank as a single unit and is accessible from the top of the tank. The pump is a 24-volt,
electrically ope:ated, plunger type with a hollow steel plunger in a brass cylinder. The
filter element iE replaceable, self-contained, and made from helically wound ribbons of
phenolic resin impregnated cellulose. Impurities in the fuel are deposited on the edge of
the ribbons and :an be easily cleaned off without damage to the filter element.

Figure 3B. Tank-type fuel pump.



d. Fuel pumps.

(1) Most fuel pumps are actuated by an eccentric on the camshaft through the
rocker arm, but some pumps are operated by electricity. Pumps are classified as either
positive or nonpositive. Most fuel pumps are nonpositive, which means they cease to
pump when the carburetor bowl is full. This is made possible by the type linkage that
actuates the diaphragm.

(2) As figure 4 illustrates there is a rocker arm which is held against the
eccentric on the camshaft by a spring. When the carburetor bowl is not full and the pump
is in operation, the diaphragm in the pump is pulled down as the eccentric moves the
rocker arm. This action creates a partial vacuum or low pressure in the fuel line and
atmospheric (au.) pressure forces gasoline from the fuel tank through the filter and inlet
valve and into the pump chamber. The pump chamber is above the diaphragm. As soon
as the eccentric permits, the spring under the diaphragm pushes the diaphragm up. This
upward movement exerts pressure on the fuel in the chamber and forces it into the
carburetor. The fuel cannot return to the tank because the inlet valve is a one-way check
valve. Fuel can come in that way but cannot go out. The outlet valve is also a one-way
check valve. However, it, permits fuel to go out but not to be drawn in. Very often the
intake and outlet valves are exactly the sazne, but the way they are installed causes one to
act only as an inlet and the other as an outlet. When the carburetor is full and the pressure
above the diaphragm is about 8 pounds, the spring cannot push the diaphragm up. The
rocker arm still moves as the eccentric actuates it, but only the lower linkage moves and
the diaphragm stays still until the pressure on the fuel is under 8 pounds. The diaphragm
is fueltight and airtight and is made of a cloth or fabric that is covered with a petroleum-
resistant material.

Figure 4. Fuel pump.
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(2) Some mechanically operated fuel pumps have vacuum boosters built
into them to provide better vacuum for windshield wiper operation. In figure 5 the top half
is the vacuum )ooster and the bottom half a conventional fuel pump. Without this booster,
vacuum-type windshield wipers stop or move slowly on acceleration. The booster's only
operational connection with the fuel pump is that it is actuated by the same rocker arm. In

operation the diaphragm of the booster is pushed down by the rocker arm. This movement

expels air from the chamber through the outlet valve to the engine intake manifold. On the

return stroke of the rocker arm, the spring moves the diaphragm up to create a partial
vacuum or low air pressure in the chamber. This vacuum causes air from the windshield
wiper to be admitted through the inlet valve. If the windshield wiper is not used or if there
is sufficient vacuum without the booster, atmospheric (air) pressure holds the diaphragm
down and the pimp is inoperative.
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(4) Electric fuel pumps are used on some equipment. These are either
solenoid or electric motor operated.

(a) In the solenoid-type, the solenoid operates metal bellows that act
somewhat as the diaphragm in the mechanically operated fuel pumps. As the bellows
expand, gasoline is drawn in; when they reach their maximum expansion, electrical
contacts in the solenoid are tripped open and the bellows release. This allows spring
pressure to close the bellows, close the intake valve, and open the outlet valve. The
contracting bellows thus force gasoline to the carburetor.

(b) The electric motor type fuel pump is located in the fuel tank and
pushes fuel to the carburetor by means of a gear or impeller type pump that is powered by
an electric motor.

e. Air cleaners.

(1) Air cleaners remove dust and dirt from the air that passes through the air
intake of the carburetor. Dust and dirt are abrasive and cause damage to the pistons and
cylinder walls. Some would also get into the crankcase and damage the bearings. An air
cleaner usually has a flame arrester to prevent fire in the event of an engine backfire.
The air cleaner also silences the "hissing" sound made by air entering the carburetor.

(2) Air cleaners are of two types; wet and dry. The wet-type is an oil-bath
cleaner (fig 6). In this cleaner air enters into the body and the compartment containing
the metal wool in the filter element. To get to the outlet the air must make a 1800 turn
above the oil in the oil reservoir. Here, the heavy particles of dust and dirt are dropped
into the oil. The air is further cleaned by passing through the curled hair filter in the
upper filter element on its way to the outlet. The arrows in the figure show the air
movement. This type is more effective in its cleaning action than is the dry-type.
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Figure 6. Wet-type air cleaner.
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(3) A dry-type air cleaner is pictured in figure 7. This filter has no od

bath. As the arrows indicate, the air is cleaned only by passing through the copper gauze

in the cleaner or filter element. In both type cleaners, it is important to keep the gauze

clean by washing. the dirt out with a solvent. In the od bath cleaner, the oil in the reservoir

must be changed regularly and the sludge in the bottom of the reservoir removed. If the

gauze gets chokt.d with dust, the engine may be starved for air and the gasoline con-
sumption will in:rease. Too much oil in the oil bath cleaner will produce the same result.

Dirty filters afffct the power of the engine.

00°"1

Figure 7. Dry-type air cleaner.

f. Carburetor systems. To this point, we have traced fuel from the tank,

through the connections and lines, through the filters, and through the pump. We have also

explained how a.r is cleaned and how it gets into the air horn of the carburetor where it

will be "chargec." with fuel. The carburetor is between the air cleaner and intakeS manifold.

A fuel line connects it to the fuel pump. The carburetor will be discussed in the next lesson.

g - Intake manifolds.

(1; In the description of the fuel system thus far, the fuel has been brought

through the carburetor. From the carburetor it enters the intake manifold. Figure 8

shows the intak,: and exhaust manifolds for a 6-cylinder engine. The carburetor is

mounted on top af the center section of the intake manifold. A thick gasket is between

the carburetor and manifold to keep heat from being conducted to the carburetor where

it could cause vapor lock.

do
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Figure 8. Intake and exhaust manifolds.
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(2) The manifold distributes fuel as evenly as possible to each cylinder and

furthers the vaporization of fuel which began in the carburetor. Ideally, fuel and air are

completely mixed as a vapor when entering the combustion chamber. The walls of the

manifold must be smooth to offer little resistance to the flow of the fuel-air mixture.

The intake manifold should be as short and as straight as possible to lessen the chances of

the fuel being condensed to a liquid. To'assist in the vaporization of fuel, some intake

manifolds are constructed so that part of their surfaces can be heated by the exhaust

manifold. This is especially helpful until the engine gets warm. A ialve placed in the

exhaust manifold is actuated by a bimetallic spring that reacts to changes in temperature.

When the engine and spring are cold, the spring holds the valve open (fig 9) which causes

the hot exhaust gases to pass over part of the intake manifold before being allowed to

escape. When the spring gets hot, it closes the valve, or door, and the exhaust passes out

the exhaust pipe without circulating around the manifold.

WAKE?
klAtAPOLDI

fkletAII41
khAMPCX01

an174:62

Figure 9. Operation of intake manifold hot spot.
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h. Exhaust manifolds. Figures 8 and 9 show both the intake and exhaust

manifolds. The exhaust manifold carries the waste gases from the engine. Like the
intake manifold, the exhaust manifold should be smooth inside with no abrupt turns to
hinder the escape f the gases. If the gases cannot escape freely, back pressure is created
in the engine whicn reduces power and causes overheating. Figure 8 shows there are two
end exhaust openingsone for each exho.ust valve. The two inner ones are a little wider, and
and each picks LI') the gases from two exhaust valves. Between the cylinder head and both
manifolds, there are gaskets to provide an airtight seal. The manifolds are bolted to the
cylinder head.

L. Mu.alers and tailpipes. Figure 10 shows the complete exhaust system. The
exhaust pipe con.lects the manifold to the muffler. The muffler (fig 11) is designed to
muffle engme no se, cool the exhaust gas, and lower exhaust gas pressure. The tailpipe
is attached behind the muffler to carry the gases from the vehicle. Exhaust gases are
dangerous ii breathed in quantity, so it is important that there are no leaks in the exhaust
system.
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Figure 10. Exhaust system.
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Figure 11. Internal construction of a muffler.
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J. Governors. Governors are used to set maximum engine speeds. Wear is
greater at high speeds. Vehicle speed is, of course, an important factor in safety.
Governors work either by centrifugal force, by air velocity, (Yr vacuum. There are

several different applications O f these principles; however, only one typical example of

each kind will be described here.

(1) Figure 12 illustrates the principle of a centrifugal fo7ce operated
governor, and figure 13 shows a typical velocity operated (vacuum) governor. In the

centrifugal governor, the weights fly out as the speed of the shaft, on which they are
mounted, increases. As they move out to a predetermined distance, the linkage begins to

close the throttle valve and additional speed is prevented. A predetermined speed is made

possible by adjusting the spring tension. The driite shaft is driven by the engine camshaft

or by an accessory drive from the engine.

(2) When the velocity, or vacuum, governor is used on gasoline engines, it is

mounted between the carburetor and intake manifold. This type governor has a throttle
valve mounted off center. The mainspring attached to the flywheel on the valve shaft keeps

the throttle open at normal or predetermined speeds. As speed increases and the velocity

of fuel and air from the carburetor becomes great enough, it tends to overcome the

mainspring tension and partially closes the valve. As speed continues to increase, there
is a tendency for the valve to be closed further. To prevent closing the throttle altogether,

the compensating spring goes into use. As the throttle tends to close, the flywheel shoulder

bears against the compensating spring and the proper throttle opening is maintained. This

governor, like the centrifugal type, can be adjusted for various maximum speeds.

(3) Some governors are of a combination centrifugal and vacuum, or velocity,

4 -t
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Figure 12. Centrifugal governor.
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Figure 13. Velocit or vacuum governor.
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Note. - Refer to lesson exercise directions, in lesson 1.

21. If the fuel tank of a vehicle is positioned high enough, what component of the fuel
system is NOT required?

a. Intake manifold
b. Carburetor
c. Fuel pump

22. Where is a fuel filter normally located?

a. Between the fuel tank and fuel pump
b. Between the fuel pump and carburetor
c. On the carburetor

23. What type of fuel pump ceases to pump when the carburetor bowl is full?

a. Positive
b. Gear
c. Nonp*sitive

24. What is the purpose of the vacuum booster on some fuel pumps?

a. To increase the volume of fuel being pumped
b. To provide for better windshield wiper operation
c. To provide for smoother acceleration

25. Which is :haracteristic of the electric motor type fuel pump?

a. Normally submerged in the fuel tank
b. Operates on the vacuum principle
c. Normally mounted close to the carburetor

26. What will cause fuel cons.imption of an engine to increase?

a. Fuel lines too large
b. A clogged vent in the fuel tank cap
c. Too much oil in the oil bath cleaner

27. What controls the valve to the intake manifold hot spot?

a. Bimetallic spring that reacts to temperature changes
b. Electric solenoid controlled by the acceleration linkage
c. Vacuim control in the intake manifold

4 `-1
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3. MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR OF FUEL SYSTEM COMPONENTS.

a. Air cleaner. Air cleaners seldom require repair, but frequent cleaning and
servicing are necessary. A wet-type (or oil bath) air cleaner is composed of three sections:
body, filtering element, and top cover. A clamp on the bottom of the body holds the air
cleaner to the carburetor air horn. Ey loosening the screw on the clamp, you can remove
the air cleaner from the carburetor. Loosening and removing the wingnut on top of the
cleaner permits removing the top cover and filtering element. The element should be
soaked.in cleaning solvent and the dirty oil poured from the bottom of the body. Clean the
inside and outside of the body and the top cover with solvent and wipe dry. After the
element has soaked in cleaning solvent for 5 minutes, remove it and dry with compressed
air. Refill the bottom of the body with a seasonal grade engine oil up to the "Oil. Level" line
or mark. Do not overfill. Place the element in the body, install the top cover, tighten the
wingnut, and the air cleaner is ready for installation.

b. Mechanical fuel Dump. A fuel pump can develop many troubles such as a leaky

valve, cracked diaphragm, worn rocker arm, broken spring, etc. Although fuel pumps
made by various manufacturers differ in design, they all operate on the same basic
principles.

(1) When it becomes necessary to rebuild a fuel pump, a standard repair kit
should be used. Each kit contains the internal working parts most subject to failure By

the use of a repair kit, an old pump can be made to perform like a new one. The parts
contained in a typica/ kit are shown.in figure 14. The "Parts Catalog" section of the
applicable technical manual. for the tipe of vehicle on which a pump is installed gives you the

correct stock number and nomenclature of the repair kit. The "Overhaul Instructions" part
of, the same technical manual provides a detailed description, with illustrations, of how
fuel pump repairs should be accomplished.

"Diaphragm and
Pull-Rod
Assembly

Bowl Gasket

Link

Diaphragm
Spring

Mounting
Gasket

Retainer Screw

I/

Valve and
Cage Retainer

Screen

fit

Cover Valve andST,ws Cage Ass embl y

I If (2°.Valve Cage
Gasket

@T\ R
Cover Screw Rocker Arm

Pin Bushing
Lock Washers

Figure 14. Typical repair kit for fuel pump,
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(2) Before removing a fuel pump or disconnecting the fuel lines, clean the

outside of the pump housing and the area around the mounting flange and engine block.
Select the proper size wrenches (open end or box end, whichever is best suited), disconnect
tht, lines, and remove the pump from the engine block. Cover the opening in the engine
block to keep dit out of the crankcase. Clean the outside of the pump with a good cleaning
solvent and dry with compressed air. Do not try to clean the inside of the pump.

(3) After selecting the proper repair kit (by consulting the applicable technical
manual) and prior to disassembly, take a fine file and make a crosamark on the flanges
where the top ccver and pump body come together. By referring to this mark, you can
reassemble the top cover and pump body in their original positions. Remove the capscrews
which hold the cover to the body; then separate the cover from the body by tapping it lightly
around the circunference with a rawhide or wooden mallet. Do not use a hammer. When
the top cover is removed, all of the internal working parts are accessible and can be
removed easily. Always install all of the parts in the repair kit. This is extra insurance
against an early failure, as old parts can be on the verge of failure even when they appear
to be in good condition. Clamp the mounting flange of the pump body in a soft jawed vise
with the riveted end of the rocker arm up and with the gasket surface of the flange against
one jaw of the vise. File off the upset end of the rocker arm pin flush with the face of the
washer, so that it can be driven from the pump body, allowing removal of rocker arm and
linkage for disaisaembly. The sediment bowl assembly should be taken off next so that the
strainer screen can be removed from the top cover of the pump. The outlet valve and
spring should be removed also.

(4) All of the metal parts should be washed in an approved cleaning solvent
and all passages blown out with compressed air, If you find the parts difficult to clean, use
a special solvent designed for removing carbon deposits. Parts not having replacements
included in the repair kit should be inspected thoroughly. The top cover should be replaced
if it is warped or cracked. If warped only slightly, it may be flattened by lapping or by

using a disk grinder. Replace the bowl gasket seat if it is warped. Replace all valve seat
covers of the inuert type whenever any part of the raised valve seat is worn off flush with
the shoulder of the valve. Sometimes stripped or crossed threads can be corrected with a
tap, or they may be drilled out and retapped to a larger size. The pump body should be
replaced if the diaphragm flange is warped (unless a slight warping can be refinished by
lapping or using a disk grinder) or if the rocker arm stop is broken. If a visual inspection
of the rocker arm shows that it is worn or broken, it must be replaced also. Replacement
of the cover is necessary whenever the threaded holes in the diaphragm flange are stripped
or damaged beyond repair.

(5) Reassemble the pump only when you are sure that all parts have been
thoroughly inspected and, if need be, replaced or repaired. First assemble the pull rod
and links. Then place the pull rod in the pump body with the sheared edges of the links up
toward the body and threaded end of the pull rod. Insert the rocker arm through the mount-
ing flange so that its hooked end lies between the outer links and over the center link pin.
Again, clamp the mounting flange of the pump body in the vise with its gasket surface
against one jaw Df the vise. Aline the holes in the rocker arm, link, and pump body; then
drive in the new rocker arm pin. After installing the rocker arm pin washer on the pin,.
peen over the end of the pin or install wire pin clips as required.



(6) If there is a priming lever to be installed, lift the pull rod out of the hole
and install the lever in the body grooves provided. Open the lever end around the pull rod

hole and reinsert the pull rod. Position the diaphragm spring over the inner boss and the
rocker arm spring over the outer boss in the bottom cover. Place a spring cap over each
spring and put the gasket on the cover. By holding the pump body by the threaded end of the

pull rod, you can keep the hand primer in place. Then place the bottom cover and gasket
assembly on the body with the spring caps seated against the pull rod and rocker arm.
While holding the cover in place, install the cover screws and tighten them securely.

(7) The new diaphragm should be soaked in clean kerosene or diesel fuel
before it is installed. Do not use shellac or sealing compound. Place the engine mounting

flange of the pump body in the vise with the diaphragm flange upward. Now place the parts
of the diaphragm assembly over the threaded end of the pull rod in proper order. Aline the

diaphragm holes with the holes in the body flange. Maintain the alinement by temporarily
inserting two or three cover screws. Tighten the pull rod nut securely, using another

wrench to hold the hex-washer stationary, thus preventing distortion of the diaphragm. Be

sure to put the gaskets on the airdome and valve plug. Place a drop of light grade oil on
the airdome valve before installing it in the valve chamber over the diaphragm. Just insert
the valve spring in the valve plug, tip it into the chamber, and tighten the plug securely.
Place the strainer screen and bowl gasket in the top of the cover, position the bowl in place

on the cover, swing the bowl assembly into position, and adjust the thumbnut securely with

the fingers. Later, check the assembly for leaks at the bowl gasket. If a leak is detected,
remove the bowl and check the gasket and gasket seat. Overtightening the thumbscrew
with pliers or wrench will probably result in a broken bowl.

(8) The cover must now be installed on the body. Make sure that the file
marks on the cover and body are in line. Since the diaphragm spring holds the cover away
from the pump body, push on the rocker arm until the diaphragm is flat across the body

flange. Install several top cover screws and lockwashers (loosely) until the screwheads
just touch the lockwashers. Move the rocker arm into its normal full stroke position and
tighten the cover screws securely. Hold the diaphragm in a full stroke (flexed) position,
while tightening the cover screws, to properly position the diaphragm between the flanges.

(9) To test the operation of the pump valves, attach an air pressure gage to
the outlet side of the pump and operate the priming lever or rocker arm a few strokes while

observing the pressure gage. The gage should not show too rapid a pressure drop after

the pumping stops. Figure 15 shows the disassembled parts of a typical fuel pump. Some
pump units perform a single function, that of delivering fuel under pressure from the fuel
supply tank to the carburetor. However, other units incorporate both fuel and vacuum

pump sections to accomplish a dual function. This unit supplies fuel from the fuel tank to

the carburetor and also pumps air, drawn through the windshield wiper vacuum line, into

the intake manifold section. In this manner, more uniform operation of the windshield wiper
is provided at all engine speeds and loads. Figure 16 shows the disassembled parts of a fuel

pump with a vacuum booster.
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Figure 15. Exploded view of a fuel pump without vacuum booster.
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(10) When a combination fuel pump and vacuum pump unit is to be overhauled,
use a file te mal k the edges of the fuel flanges and the heat shield stud position, if a heat
shield is used, o that the parts may be reassembled in their original positions. Begin the
disassembly by removing the cover heat shield stud. After removing the remaining studs,
separate the cover from the pump body by tapping it lightly with a rawhide mallet. Mark the
edges of the vacium cover and pump body flanges. Remove only two of the cover screws
from opposite sides of the covers, then substitute two fillister-head screws of the
same size and a. least 1-1/2 inches long. Turn the two long screws all the way down, and
then remove the balance of the regular cover screws. By alternately backing off the long
screws a few tu:ns at a time, you permit the force of the heavy vacuum diaphragm spring
to be relieved si.fely. If the flanges stick together after the long screws have been backed
off one or more turns, tap the cover lightly with a rawhide mallet to loosen it. After the
two long screws have been taken out, the cover assembly, diaphragm spring, and spring
retainer can be removed.

(a) File off the riveted end of the pump rocker arm pin until it is flush
with the steel w..sher, drive out the pin with a drift punch and hammer, and move the
rocker arm unti. the links unhook from both diaphragms. Now the rocker arm spring,
rocker arm, and link assembly can be removed. Disassemble the rocker arm assembly
by removing the linkage and bushing from the rocker arm. Lift the vacuum diaphragm
out of the body and remove the lower oil seal retamer by turning it until the slot is lined up
with the flat side of the pull rod. This will allow the oil seal assembly to be removed.
Remove the fuel diaphragm assembly by pulling it straight out of the body. Be careful not to
tilt it excessively or you will damage the oil seal. Disassemble the fuel cover, which was
detached previously, by removing the valve and cage retainer screw and bow screws.
Disassemble the N a c uu m cover by removing the valve and cage retainer screw and cover
plate scr^w.

(b) Clean, lay out, and inspect all parts, following the same procedure
pattern used wit the single unit. When the cleaning, inspection, and exchange of kit parts
nave been completed, reassemble the pump. Start assembling by placing the link spacer
over the fuel lint. Place the vacuum links on each side of the fuel link. The hooked ends of
the vacuum link: should come together so that they surround the fuel link and so that all
link hooks point in the same direction. The assembly of links and spacer should now be
placed between the lobes of the rocker arm along with the outside spacer washer, so that
the rocker arm )ushing holds them in place. Now stand the pump body on the bench with the
luel ilange down, set the rocker arm spring into position (with one end over the cone cast
into the body), and slide the rocker arm and link assembly into the body. The outer end of
the r..,.ker arm spring slips over the projection on the link spacer, and the open end of
al: ii. hooks mist point toward the vacuum flange. You can temporarily retain the assembly
in position with 4- or 5-inch length of 1/8-inch rod.

(c) Soak the new fuel diaphragm in clean kerosene or fuel oil for a short
while. Do not use shellac or any other sealing compound between the flanges and the edges
o: the diaphragm. In the meantime, turn the purnp body over with the fuel diaphragm flange
upward. Set the diaphragm spring and retainer on the oil seal and push the diaphragm pull
rod through these parts. The flat side o: the pull rod must oe at right angles to the fuel
link with its hoot at right angles to the link. The diaphragm pull rod can now be hooked to
the mei (short, ;enter) link. Be careful not to tilt the diaphragm pull rod too much or you
may damage the oil seals. Remove the temporary pin that was used to hold and aline the
rocker arm assembly, drive in the new rocker arm pin, place the washer over the end of
the pin, and rivot t:ie pm end by peening it with a ball -p e e n hammer.
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(d) Assemble the parts of the fuel cover, placing the valve and cage
gaskets in place before the valves and cages are installed. The inlet valve must have its
two-legged spider facing out of the cover. Secure both assemblies with the retainer and
screw. Install the strainer screen and other parts in their proper order. If an airdome
is used, install it in the threaded hole located in the threaded hole located in the projection
of the outlet casting. When installing the cover on the body, make sure that the file marks
on the cover and body line up. Move the rocker arm until the diaphragm is flat across the
body flange; then install the cover screws and lockwashers (loosely) until the heads begin to
touch the lockwashers. Move the rocker arm into its normal full stroke position and tighten
all of the cover screws securely. To properly position the diaphragm between the flanges,
hold it in a full stroke (flexed) position while tightening the cover screws.

(e) Assemble the vacuum pump cover by placing the two gaskets and
two valve and cage assemblies in the cover, so that the three-legged spider of the inlet
valve faces out of the cover while the outlet valve faces into the cover, and secure the
valves and cages with the retainer and screw. After turning the cover over, ,set the screen
and retainer in the recess located around the valve hole; place the cover gasket, cover,
and other parts into proper position; and secure them with the cover screw. Place the
vacuum pump cover on the pump body after placing the diaphragm, which has been soaked
for a time in clean kerosene or diesel fuel, in proper position between the flanges.
Assemble the oil seal on the vacuum diaphragm pull rod in correct sequence and turn the
lower retainer 900 in order to lock it in position. Lift the pump body above eye level, so
that as y o u face the vacuum diaphragm flange, the two vacuum links will swing down into
view. Then you can hook the vacuum diaphragm pull rod to both links. While holding the
vacuum diaphragm in this position, clamp the body in a soft-jawed vise vacuum flange side
up. The vacuum diaphragm must be held level with the body flange during the positioning
of the vacuum pump cover. You can do this by inserting a piece of steel 3/16 inch
by 3/32 by 8 inches, with one end bent to form a right-angle hook which should measure
three-eighths of an inch from'the bend to the end.

(f) Place the spring and retainer assembly on the riveted end of the
diaphragm pull rod. Position the vacuum pump cover over the spring and aline it with the
file marks. Insert two screws of correct diameter, but 1-1/2 inches long, into the two
opposite holes in the cover flange. Turn these bottom long screws down, alternating a few
turns on each. Install the regular screws and washers (loosely) and tighten until the
screwheads just engage the lockwashers, Replace the two long screws with the regular
screws and washers. The spacer may now be removed from its position between the pump
body and rocker arm, thus allowing the heavy vacuum spring to push the diaphragm into a
flexed position so that all of the cover screws can be tightened securely.

(g) The vacuum pump side of.combination fuel and vacuum pumps is not
always bench tested; consequently, when the pump is reinstalled on the engine an opera-
tional test of the vacuum pump section should be nade by checking the operation of the
windshield wiper while the engine is on a power pull. The speed of the wiper blades should
remain practically constant during engine acceleration. Should the action be too slow,
check the vacuum lines to be sure that they are not either plugged or leaking before
jumping to the conclusion that the pump is at fault.
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(11) Troubles frequently attributed to the fuel pump may be difficulties
involving the fuel supply tank. Failure of a fuel pump to deliver fuel to the carburetor is
not always due to a faulty fuel pump, but may be due to faulty fuel lines or an obstruction
of some kind in the fuel tank that has settled over the outlet. Temporary relief is provided
by disconnecting the fuel line at the fuel pump and blowing compressed air back through the
fuel supply line into the fuel tank. However, the only way to permanently remedy such a
condition is to remove the fuel tank and clean it thoroughly.

c. E .ectric fuel Pumps.

(1) General. After removal from a vehicle, the fuel pump should be cleaned
thoroughly. To clean, use drycleaning solvent or volatile mineral spirits and a soft brush
to remove sediment. Blow through all passages with compressed air to make sure they
are open. The commutator slots of the armature should be cleaned with a piece of
cardboard.

(2) Testing electrical :parts.

(a) Field coil test. If resistance of the field coil, when tested as shown
in figure 17, is not within limits, use a new or serviceable field housing, bearing, and
coil assembly to replace it. Coils for 12-volt pumps should show 25 to 32 ohms of
resistance, and for 24-volt pumps 113 to 125 ohms.

OHMMETER SET

Ir- - -

I
LEAD

Figure 17. Test of field coil.

(b) Armature.

L _ _ _ J
ELICTRMAL CIRCUrT FOR TEST:
BATTERY OF OHMMETER SENDS

CURRENT THROUGH FIELD COIL
METER MEASURES FIELD COIL RESISTANCE

1. Test for ground. Test the armature as illustrated in
figure 18. Cse a 12- or 24-volt test lamp, depending on the pump voltage, and fasten one
lead of the test lamp to the armature. Touch each commutator bar, in turn, with the other
lead shaft. If the lamp lights when any bar is connected to the test lamp, the armature is
grounded and unserviceable. Do not attempt to repair a grounded or shorted armature since
the armature i.: in dynamic balance and cannot be disassembled for repairs.
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Figure 18. Test of armature for ground.

ATTERY LAMP

ELECTRICAL CIRCUIT Of TESTI
IF INSULATION IS BROKEN, CURRENT

WILL FLOW, LIGHTING LAMP.
THIS MEANS ARMATURE IS GROUNDED.

2, Resistance test A. Measure the resistance of the windings
between adjacent commutator bars of armature as illustrated in figure 19. If resistance
is not within limits stated below, use a new or serviceable armature assembly. Windings
between adjacent commutator bars for 12-volt pumps should test 0.70 to 1.00 ohm for
24-volt pumps the resistance should be 3.0 to 3.85 ohms.

LEAD

ARMATURE
COMMUTATOR

SEGMENTS

OHMMETER

1

ARMATURE WINDING BETWEEN
ADJACENT COMMUTATOR SEGMENTS

INSULATION

ARROWS SHOW
DIRECTION OF CURRENT

BATTERY METER

ELECTRICAL CIRCUIT OF TEST:
METER MEASURES RESISTANCE

OF ARMATURE WINDING

Figure 19. Test of armature windings between adjacent commutator bars,
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3. Resistance test B. Measure the resistance of the windings
between alternate commutator bars as shown in figure 20. If resistance is not within
limits stated below, use a new or serviceable armature assembly. Windings between
alternate commu:ator bars for a 12-volt pump should test 1.35 to 1.7 ohms; for 24-volt
pumps the resistance should be 5.4 to 7.0 ohms.

ARMATURE

LEAD

ON/AMETER

LEAD

ARMATL RE COMMUTATOR
SEGMENTS

ARMATURE WINCING
BETWEEN ALTERNATE

COMMUTATOR SEGMENTS

INSULATION

ARROWS SHOW
FLOw Of CURRENT

BATTERY METER

ELECTRICAL CIRCUIT Of TEST:
mETtZ MEASURES RESISTANCE

Cf ARmATURE WIND1NC;

Figure 20. Test of armature windings between alternate commutator bars.

(c) Cable assembly. Use a 24-volt battery and test lamp and test cable

ass. )1y wire for continuity of circuit and for ground. If circuit is grounded or not
continuous, use a new or serviceable cable assembly.

(3) Reassembled pump test (fig 21). Attach t pressure gage to the fuel
discharge part of pump. Connect a source of power to the pump and submerge the entire

pump in a can of drycleaning solvent of volatile mineral spirits. Operate pump by

closing the switc h. Regulate the rheostat until the voltmeter indicates the rated voltage

of the pump. If no undue vibration is observed and if the pressure gage indicates a pressure
of 3-3/4 PSI or more, the pump is satisfactory.
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Figure 21. Test of electric fuel pump.

Note. - Answer the following questions before continuing to lesson 3.

28. What should be done before disassembling an unserviceable fuel pump?

a. Make a scribe mark across the top cover and pump body where they come together
b. Try to clean the inside of the pump by blowing through it with compress.:d air
c. Tap the connection joint with a hammer

29. What is the resistance, in ohms, for the field coils of a 12-volt electric fuel pump?

a. 12 to 20
b. 25 to 32
c. 58 to 66

30. What should be used to check the continuity of the cable assembly on an electric fuel
pump?

a. Voltmeter
b. Ammeter
c. Battery and test lamp
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CORRESPONDENCE COURSE
of the

US ARMY ORDNANCE
CENTER AND SCHOOL

LESSON ASSIGNMENT

Ordnance Subcourse No 403 Principles of Fuels and Fuel Systems

Lesson 3 Carburetor Circuits

Credit Hours Three

Lesson Objective After studying this lesson you will be able to:

1. Describe the purpose and functions of the
basic carburetor circuits.

2. Describe the procedures for troubleshoot-
ing the carburetor circuits.

3. Describe the procedures for maintenance
of carburetors.

Study Assignment Study the text that follows. It will provide you
with information on the purpose and functions
of the basic carburetor circuits, and common
troubleshooting and maintenance operations
on carburetors.

Materials Required Exercise response list and answer sheet.

Suggestions Study each illustration as you study the text.

STUDY TEXT

1. GENERAL. The purpose of the carburetor is to supply the correct mixture of fuel
ana air for any and all conditions of speed and load imposed upon the engine. The engines
of present-day vehicles must be completely flexible in the speed range from approximately
500 RPM to more than 3,000 RPM. At any point in this range, the vehicle may be subjected
to a comparatively light load or a very heavy load. It must adapt itself immediately to any
change of load or speed imposed upon it, within the limits of its maximum power output.

2. PURPOSE AND FUNCTION OF CARBURETOR CIRCUITS.

a. Throttle circuit. The first and most important control that the carburetor
requires is a means of vakrying the amount of fuel-air mixture that enters the intake mani-
fold. When a maximum amount can enter, the engine cylinders will produce maximum
power (for the speed at which it is running). When less than the maximum power is required
(as when cruising slowly or idling) the engine must be throttled down. This is accomplished
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by reducing the amount of fuel-air mixture with a throttle valve in the carburetor. The
throttle valve is simply a round disk mounted on a shaft so it can be tilted at arious angles
in the carburetor throttle valve body. When it is parallel to the airflow, it offers almost
no restriction and a full volume of fuel-air mixture can pass into the intake manifold. When
It is tilted away from this position, it reduces the amount of fuel-air mixture that can pass
into the intake manifold. Therefore, engine power is cut down. The throttle valve is con-
nected by linkage to the throttle pedal (accelerator) in the driving compartment. When the
pedal is deprest ed, the throttle valve is opened, which means it is tilted in the throttle
valve body so at to offer less restriction and permit more fuel-air mixture to pass through.

b. Float circuit.

(1) The fuel level :n the carburetor bowl must be maintained at a constant
level during engine operation. If the level is too high, fuel will feed too freely out of the
nozzle and the mixture will be too rich; high fuel consumption will result and the engine
may suffer frorr formation of large amounts of carbon in the cylinders. On the other hand,
if the fuel level is too low, insufficient fuel will feed from the nozzle and the mixture will
be too lean for ood engine performance. To maintain the correct level, a float circuit is
used. Essentially, this circuit consists of a float pivoted at one side of the bowl and so
arranged as to cperate a needle valve (fig 1). The fuel pump delivers fuel under pressure
to the bowl. WI en fuel is delivered faster than it is used, the bowl tends to fill up. This
causes the float to rise and move the needle valve into its seat. This action shuts off the
flow of fuel to tke bowl. When the fuel level falls, the float falls also. This allows the
needle valve to move out of its seat in order to permit the entrance of more fuel. In actuai
operation, tne f:oat and needle valve maintain a position that permits the fuel coming in to
Just balance the fuel going out of the bowl.

MIEDU VALVE

rarek
9/40/44

PIVOT

Figure 1. A typical float circuit.

(2) The vent at the top of the bowl (fig 1) may be opened to the atmosphere or
it may be vented into the carburetor air horn. In the latter case, a dirty air cleaner will
have little effect on mixture richness. However, if the vent is to the atmosphere and if the
anr cleaner is dirty, the mixture may become excessively rich. The reason for this is that
airt in the air cleaner acts as a restriction and thereby increases the vacuum in the air
horn and at the luel nozzle. This causes a heavier discharge of fuel and greater mixture
richness. If the vent is to the air horn, the effect of the dirty air cleaner will be the same
on the vent as or. the fuel nozzle ana there will be no appreciable increase of richness due
to the dirty clea.ier.
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c. Low-speed circuit. 5'0
(I) When the throttle is almost closed, there will be very little air passing

through the venturi. Therefore, there will be very little vacuum at the venturi and the fuel
nozzle will not discharge any fuel. Without some additional circuit to assure fuel delivery
with a closed throttle, the engine would stop. The circuit that takes care of fuel delivery
during closed or nearly closed throttle is called the idle- and low-speed circuit (fig 2).
Actually, in some respects, this is really two circuits, an idle circuit and a low-speed cir-
cuit.

OCNIN

klIO

w,a0 LOW.
Vtge 000,1

MOTU VALVI

Figure 2. A typical idle- and low-speed circuit.

(2) When the throttle is closed, there is a relatively high vacuum in the intake
manifold and below the throttle. The idle circuit has a discharge port, or hole, that is
below the throttle valve when it is closed. With a closed throttle, there is a high vacuum
in the intake manifold, and at the idle speed discharge hole. Atmospheric pressure in the
float bowl will force fuel from the float bowl through the idle circuit and out the discharge
hole. An adjustable needle valve is positioned to permit more or less fuel to discharge
from the hole. This makes it possible to adjust the idling mixture richness by allowing
more or less fuel to discharge during idle.

(3) An air bleed is located between the air horn and the low speed fuel pas-
sage to allow air to bleed into the idle circuit when it is operating. This air mixes with the
fuel and partly atomizes it before it discharges from the hole into the air horn. Such assis-
tance is needed because air movement through the horn is much slower and there is less
tendency for atomization to take place at the hole during idle. The air bleed also helps to
produce fuel flow when pressure differences between upper and lower portions of the air
horn are low, because the mixture flows easier than liquid fuel alone.

( 4) When the throttle is opened a little, the airflow is still too restricted for
the venturi to discharge fuel. Yet more air is flowing and, consequently, more fuel must
discharge. The idle-circuit discharge hole alone cannot supply this additional fuel. To
supply the additional fuel needed for this low-speed operation, an additional hole (low-speed
discharge hole or port) is included in the idle circuit. This hole is placed so that it is
slightly above the edge of the throttle valve when it is closed, but slightly below the edge of
the throttle valve when it is opened a small amount. In this latter position, intake manifold
vacuum can act on the low-speed hole and therefore supply additional fuel from the bowl
through the circuit. The same circuit is used by both the idle and the low-speed holes.
The low-speed hole simply permits more fuel to discharge into the throttle-valve body as
the throttle is swung away from the fully closed position.
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d. High-speed circuit.

(1) The high-speed circuit consists essentially of the main nozzle, which is
centered in the venturi. The carburetor normally contains a multiple venturi; that is,
several ventt.ri, one inside another. For example, three venturis are shown in figure 4.
When the throttle is opened sufficiently, the air passing through creates a pressure differ-
ence which c.tuses a discharge of fuel from the nozzle. Throughout the intermediate and
high-speed range, this discharge increases with the volume of air passing through so that a
fairly uniform fuel-air mixture ratio is maintained. Assisting in maintaining this fairly
constant rati) is an air bleed which is incorporated in the nozzle. With increased air speed
through the venturi, increased air bleeding into the main nozzle takes place, preventing
overrichness. Note the air bleeds in figures 3 and 4.

Figure 3. Power jet.

Figure 4. Metering rod circuit.
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(2) The high-speed and low-speed circuits overlap. For example, as the
throttle 1$ moved from the closed to opened position the idle, low-speed and high-speed
circuits successively take over the main job of supplying fuel. With a closed throttle, the
idle discharge hole alone supplies fuel. As the throttle is opened so its edge moves past
the low-speed hole, the low-speed hole begins to discharge fuel to meet the added fuel
requirements of the engine as engine speed increases. As the throttle opens still wider,
the additional and fast-moving air through the air horn begins to produce fuel discharge
from the main nozzle. As the main nozzle takes over, the low-speed discharge hole is
closed.

(3) The carburetor is so designed that the fuel-air ratio of the mixture sup-
plied with an open throttle provides economical operation. This ratio is near 15:1 by
weight. If the mixture is enriched to around 11:1 or 12:1, the engine will produce greater
power, even though it will not run quite as economically. To increase engine power for
high-speed or heavy-load operation (as when pulling up a hill), and still maintain reasonable
economy, an additional circuit is included in the carburetor which enriches the mixture
with a wide-open throttle. Several varieties of full-power circuits are described in (a), (b),
and (c) below.

(a) Power jet. In some carburetors, a power jet provides the additional
tuel necessary for maximum power at wide-open throttle. The power-jet valve (fig 3), con-
trolled by a vacuum-actuated piston assembly, operates in accordance with the t.,:ottle
opening. With the throttle closed a high manifold vacuum is present, and the vacuum-
controlled piston assembly is moved up by atmospheric pressure in the float chamber to the
top of its cylinder against the tension of a spring, closing the valve. When the throttle is
opened to a point where additional fuel is required, the manifold vacuum has decreased suf-
ficiently so that the spring on the piston assembly moves the piston down, opening the power
jet to feed additional fuel into the high-speed circuit. The jet valve is sometimes referred
to as the economizer valve since its operation provides full-power operation where needed
and more economical operation at other times.

(b) Metering rod. Instead of using a power jet, some carburetors
accomplish the same result by employing a metering rod (fig 4) which varies the size of the
high-speed jet openings. Fuel from the float bowl is metered to the high-speed circuit
through the calibrated orifice provided by the high-speed jet and the metering rod within it.
From this point the fuel is conducted to the nozzle extending into the venturi. As the throttl.e
valve is opened its linkage raises the metering rod in the jet. The rod has several steps,
or tapers, machined on the lower end; and, as it is raised in the jet, it makes the effective

size of the fuel orifice greater, permitting more fuel to flow through the circuit to meet the
load demand imposed on the engine. At the wide-open throttle position the smallest step of
the metering rod is in the circular opening of the jet, permitting the maximum amount of
fuel to flow through the circuit to meet the requirements of maximum power. The metering
rod position must be synchronized with every throttle valve position so the proper ratio of
air and gasoline is delivered to the engine for all speeds and driving conditions.

(c) Vacuum step-up. The vacuum step-up (fig 5) operates similarly to
the power jet. It consists of a step-up piston which is fastened to a step-up rod. When
vacuum develops in the intake manifold, as it does under part-throttle operation, atmospheric
pressure holds the step-up piston down against its spring pressure so that the step-up rod
is held down in the step-up jet, thus closing off the jet. With wide-open throttle there will
be a low vacuum in the intake manifold and the difference in pressure above and below the
piston is small. Consequently, the piston is moved up by its spring pressure and the rod is
raised out of the jet. Then additional fuel for full-power operation is supplied.
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Figure 5. Vacuum step-up circuit.

e. Accelerating pump circuit. The accelerating pump circuit controls a small
amount of fuel that is momentarily discharged into the airstream when the throttle is opened
quickly. This extra amount of fuel is necessary to insure instantaneous response from the
engine on acceleration. When the throttle is suddenly opened, air rushes through both the
carburetor one. the intake manifold. The air is lighter than the liquid fuel and gets into
motion quickez , so it reaches the manifold before the fuel charge supplied by the high-speed
system. This results in a momentarily lean mixture. To counteract this condition, addi-
tional fuel must be supplied. This is accomplished by the acceleration pump circuit.

l) The accelerating pump circuit consists of a pump cylinder; a plunger,
mechanically i.ctuated by a lever mounted on the throttle shaft, or vacuum-operated by
intake manifoli vacuum; an intake check valve, located in the bottom of the pump cylinder,
to control the ?assage of fuel from the bowl into the pump cylinder; a discharge check
valve; and an z.ccelerating jet to meter the amount of fuel used. A typical arrangement with
a mechanically actuated plunger is shown in figure 6.

Figure 6. Accelerator circuit.

12) When the throttle is opened, the pump plunger moves downward in its
cylinder. If trie plunger is mechanically operated, the downward movement will be brought
about by direct linkage with the throttle. If it is vacuum-actuated, a sudden throttle open-
ing will cause the manifold vacuum to drop, allowing the accelerating pump spring to force
the pump plunger down in the cylinder. In either case, the subsequent action of the accel-
erating pump circuit ls the same. The downward travel of the p!unger forces the fuel past
the discharge check valve to the accelerating ?et, which meters the rate at which it is
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discharged into the airstream. Fuel is supplied to the pump cylinder through the intake
check valve at the bottom. The level of fuel in the pump cylinder when the 31unger is at the
top of its stroke is approximately equal to the level in the fuel bowl. The intake check valve
in the bottom of the cylinder permits a supply of fuel to reach the cylinder but closes on the
down stroke of the plunger, preventing the fuel in the cylinder from being prished back into
the bowl. The accelerating pump discharge is only needed momentarily whm the throttle
is opened suddenly. To prevent the accelerating jet from flowing at constant throttle open-
ings, some models have an air-vent check valve placed between the accelerating jet and
pump cylinder above the fuel level. At steady part-throttle positions, when the pump plunger
is inoperative, no pressure exists on the fuel in the pump cylinder. Under this condition,
the air-vent check valve will be open and the air will enter the passage connecting the pump
cylinder and accelerating jet, preventing fuel from flowing through the jet. The px ssuire
on the fuel, created by the down stroke of the pump plunger, causes the air-vent check valve
to close against its seat to prevent the fuel from being discharged back into the bowl through
the air-vent passage. On some carburetors, the area above the plunger is connected to the
intake manifold so that the accelerating pump does not work while the engina is not running.

(3) Successful operation of the accelerating pump depends on a delayed action
that provides a continual stream of fuel from the pump jet after the throttle has ceased
moving. This is to take care of the fuel demands of the engine in the interval that exists
between the time the throttle is opened and the time the high-speed nozzle begins to dis-
charge fuel.

(a) Some carburetors achieve this action by means of the dry pump. A
pocket of air is maintained in the plunger cup between the plunger and the fuel. When the
plunger is pushed down it compresses this air. The compressed air, in tu:.n, forces the
fuel from the pump cylinder. At the end of the plunger stroke the compresiied air expands.
providing the necessary force to continue the fuel discharge. If some of the air below the
plunger is absorbed by the gasoline, a small amount of air escapes downward past the
plunger, replenishing the supply of air necessary for delayed action in the pump cylinder.
A carburetor employing a dry pump does not require an air vent to prevent the accelerating
jet from flowing at constant throttle openings. The air remaining in the cylinder is below
atmospheric pressure and does not exert enough force to cause fuel to flow. Some models
use a pump-connector link spring instead of the pump-connector link. The spring has a
double purpose, one of which is to assist in the delayed action of the pump discharge. When
the throttle is opened suddenly, the plunger is driven down in the cylinder tut the spring is
also slightly compressed. As the spring expands to its normal position, it aids in pushing
the plunger against the air pocket and assists in the delayed delivery of fue: through the
pump jet. The spring will also absorb any strain on the linkage if the pump jet becomes
obstructed.

(b) Another type of accelerating pump is called a wet pump and functions
without any cushion of air underneath the pump plunger. For its delayed ac tion, this type
of pump circuit depends upon the pump spring. Its expansion continues the discharge of
fuel for a brief period after the sudden opening of the throttle. This operation is effected by
a different linkage arrangement. As the throttle is closed, the pump-operating link raises
the plunger in the pump cylinder, compressing tne pump spring. When the throttle is
opened, the linkage permits the spring to drive the plunger downward.

f. Dual carburetors. Many carburetors, particularly those for .:ngines with more
than b cylinders, have two barrels. Each barrel is a complete carouretor with its own idle,
low-speed, and high-speed circuits, and an accelerator-pump discharge jet. There is a
separate throttle valve for each barrel, but both are mounted on a single throttle shaft so
that they open and close together. The purpose oi the two barrels is to spl.t the responsi-
bility of fuel-air mixture delivery to the various cylinders between two serri-independent
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carburetors. For instance, in an 8-cylinder, in-line engine, one barrel might take care of
cylinders numbers 1, 2, 7, and 8 while the other barrel would take care of cylinders num-

bers 3, 4, 5, and 6. With such an arrangement there would be two intake manifolds, one
feeding one group of cylinders from gone barrel of the carburetor and the other feeding the

other group from the other barrel.

g. Choke circuit.

(1) When the engine is cold, the gasoline vapors tend to condense into large
drops on their way to the cylinders. Because all the gasoline supplied to the cylinders will

not vaporize, it becomes necessary to supply a richer mixture to have enough vapor to

assure combustion. This is accomplished by the choke circuit, which is a choke valve plate

placed in the carburetor throat above the venturi.

(2) When a driver operates the choke, the choke valve tilts in the air horn to
reduce the amount of air entering the throat, giving a very rich mixture. Only the volatile

parts of the gasoline will vaporize at cold temperatures; therefore, a rich mixture is nec-

essary. It provides enough ignitable vapor to start the engine. However, if the choke valve

is in the full-choke position, it is completely closed, shutting off the supply of air. Conse-

quently, there is not enough air entering the throat to ignite the gasoline. The necessary
air is admitted in manual chokes by either one of two semiautomatic features.

(a) In one design, the choke valve incorporates a spring-loaded poppet
valve (fig 7). The poppet is held in the closed position by a weak spring. As soon as the
engine turns over, there is sufficient 'pressure differential to open the valve, allowing some

air to flow.

Figure 7. Spring-loaded poppet valve in choke valve.
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(b) In the other design, the valve is off-center (fig 8) and operates through

a coiled spring on the end of the choke shaft (fig 9). In the full-choke position the spring
holds the choke valve in the closed position. As soon as the engine turns over an increased
pressure differential overcomes the spring tension and opens the choke valve part way,
admitting a small amount of air to avoid overchoking or flooding the engine. As the engine
warms tip the choke valve is gradually advanced to the wide-open position by the operator to
supply the leaner mixt.ire required for a hot engine.

Figure 8. Off-center choke valve.

Figure 9. Automatic chokethermostatic coil spring.

h. Automatic choke.

(1) The automatic choke (fig 9 and 10) replaces the conventional manual choke.
It not only controls the fuel-air ratio for quick starting at any temperature, but also pro-
vides for the proper amount of choking to enrich the fuel-air mixture for all conditions of
engine operation during the warmup period. The automatic choke is built into the carbu-
retor, it consists of a thermostatic (bimetal) spring and a vacuum piston which opposes the
action of the spring. The spring is connected to the choke valve in such a manner as to
close the valve when the spring is cold. The vacuum piston tends to open the choke valve
when the engine manifold vacuum is high. The choke valve is mounted off-center on the
choke shaft so that any increase in air velocity through the air horn will tend to open the
valve.
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Figure 10. Automatic choke.

(2) The operation of the automatic choke is dependent on three factors: heat,
intake manifold vacuum, and the velocity of air passing through the air horn. When the
engine is cold the thermostatic spring holds the choke valve closed. When the engine is
started the low pressure (high vacuum) below the throttle valve permits atmospheric pres-
sure to move the piston down and partially open the valve against the tension of the thermo-
static spring. Under varying load conditions during warmup, the position of the choke
valve will be changed by the operation of the vacuum piston working against the thermostatic
spring, and by the air velocity in the air horn. Hot air from the exhaust manifold is directed
to the thermostatic spring so that the spring loses its tension as the engine is heated. This
permits the choke to open gradually and, after it reaches full-open position, it is held open
by the action of the intake manifold on the piston. The absence of tension on the heated
thermostatic spring and the velocity of the air passing through the air horn will also help to
keep the choke open. When the engine is stopped the thermostatic spring cools and closes
the choke valve. The choke valve is fully closed at a temperature of approximately 700 F.

3. CARBURETOR TROUBLESHOOTING.

a. General instructions. Efficient operation of a gasoline engine requires that the

engine, the fuel system, and the ignition system must operate properly. If any component
is not up to specIfications, poor engine performance will result. Similar symptoms may
result from faulty operation of any of the components. The only way of being sure that a
given trouble, st.ch as poor gasoline mileage or hard starting, is being caused by the car-
buretor is to first check the engine, ignition system, and the fuel system excluding the car-
buretor. It will also be found that many causes of poor gasoline mileage are the result of
bad driving habits or conditions such as excessive use of low speeds in accelerating, sus-
tained high speeds, and stop and start "city" driving.

b. Prccedures. It is obvious that the best way to troubleshoot a carburetor is
while it is mounted on an operating engine. The repairs and adjustments required can best
be determined while operating the engine under all conditions. Paragraph c below lists
complaints which may be caused by a defective carb..retor. However, it should not be
assumed that, when these symptoms are present, the fault is always in the carburetor.
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c. Malfunctions and their causes.

(1) Poor gasoline mileage due to rich mixture.

(a) Excessive black smoke emitting from the exhaust pipe and sooty
deposits on spark plugs usually result when poor gas mileage is noted. Some of the causes
are as follows:

1. Float level set too high.

2. The metering jet is too large Or the metering rod is too small.

3. The nozzle gasket was left off when the carburetor was assembled._

4. The metering jet or nozzle is loose._

5. The accelerating pump air vent is clogged._

6. The air bleed hole in the fuel discharge nozzle is stopped up._

7. Holes in the main vent tube are clogged._

8. The fuel pump pressure is too high._

9. The metering rod spring is not connected to the rod._

10. The air cleaner is dirty or clogged._
11. The bowl cover is warped or the cover gasket is damaged._
12. The vacuum passage to the step-up piston is plugged.

13. The choke is stuck in a partially closed position._
(b) White oxide deposit on spark plug insulators and no black smoke from

the exhaust pipe is an indication of the mixture being too lean. It can be caused by:

1. The float level set too low.

2. The metering jet too small or the metering rod too large.

3. Two gaskets placed under the high-speed nozzle when the carbu-_
retor was installed.

4. The high-speed fuel passage restricted._

(2) Vehicle is hard to start.

(a) During cold weather this is probably due to:

1. The choke not closing properly._

2. The float bowl drain plug leaking.

6 0
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(b) While the engine is hot, hard starting may be caused by:

1. The automatic choke not opening soon enough._

2. The antipercolator not opening properly._

(3) Lack of power. Normally, the same problems that cause poor gas mile-
age will also cause an engine to lack power. In addition, depending on the type carburetor
used, the following should be checked when performance at wide open throttle is poor:

(a) Piston of the vacuometer not operating.

(b) Piston in the step-up system not operating.

(4) Poor idling performance.

(a) If the engine rolls or gallops during idle, it is usually a result of the
fuel-air mixture being too rich. Some of the causes are:

1. The idling jet improperly adjusted._

2. Carbon deposits in the bore of the idling jet.

3. Air bleed passages clogged._

4. Metering hole in the low-speed jet worn too large.

5. Idle adjusting screw damaged as a result of overtightening._

6. The economizer is oversized.

(b) If the engine misfires and vibrates excessively while idling, a lean
mixture is indicated. This can be caused by:

1. Idling jet improperly adjusted.

2. Air leaking around the intake manifold gasket.

3. Carburetor flange gasket not tight, allowing air to enter.

4. Leaking around the carburetor main body gasket._

5. Throttle shaft bearings worn.

6. A clogged economizer._

7. The idle orifice tube or metering hole in the low-speed jet clogged.

8. A loose idle port plug._

(5) The engine falters or pops back through the carburetor during acceleration.
This type rnalfanction is normally a result of an insufficient discharge from the accelerating

pump circuit. One method of checking it is to remove the air filter and, with the ignition

off, suddenly cpen the throttle all the way while looking into the carburetor throat. If the
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pump is operating, the discharge stream of fuel can be seen. This check can be made only
if the pump is operated by mechanical linkage. If the system is found to be faulty, check

for the following:

(a) Clogged or sticking intake and discharge check valves.

(b) Worn leather on the plunger piston.

(c) A weak pump spring.

(d) Improperly seated ball checks.

(e) A blocked pump passage.

(1) Insufficient travel of the piston.

(g) A clogged vacuum passage.

(h) Air leaking into the vacuum passage.

(6) Carburetor floods or leaks. This malfunction will be noticed during
starting, running, and idling. It can be recognized visually, by smell, or by engine per-
formance. The following can cause this condition:

caused by:

(a) The float level set too high.

(b) A clogged bowl vent.

(c) An improperly seated bowl gasket.

(d) A worn needle or seat in the float jet.

(e) A damaged float jet seat gasket.

(f) Foreign matter lodged between the needle and seat.

(g) A binding float needle.

(h) A cracked bowl.

(7) Engine starts and idles but will not run at high speeds. This can be

(a) A clogged high-speed jet, nozzle, or passage.

(b) A blocked air cleaner.

(c) Insufficient fuel from the fuel pump.

(d) A clogged fuel filter.

(e) A blocked muffler or tailpipe.

60
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4. CARBURETOR MAINTENANCE. All carburetors are similar as far as castings,

locations of passages, jets, and nozzles are concerned. Maintenance personnel, however,
should realize the need for using the proper repair kit when overhauling a carburetor. All
carburetors :lave a nameplate attached, which gives the model and number of the carburetor.
When orderizig replacement parts or repair kits, this model and number should be mentioned
to assure that the correct parts or repair kits are furnished.

a. Disassembly. Before disassembling any carburetor, disconnect the control
linkage and remove the carburetor from the engine.

(I) To disassemble the bowl cover, disconnect the throttle connector rod at
the pump arm and remove the screws attaching the bowl cover; then lift out the bowl cover
with all the parts attached. Remove the metering rod (if used), float pin, needle and seat,
pump link and plunger, and the pump arm and collar assembly from the bowl cover. The
nozzle assembly extends into the primary venturi of the air horn; and the nozzle passage
plug, the nozzle retainer plug, and the nozzle assembly must be removed before the air horn
can be removed. While detaching and lifting the air horn assembly, be careful not to dam-
age the choke spring. Remove all parts from the body casting. It is best to remove all of
the parts that can be removed with one size of screwdriver or wrench and with a minimum
of shifting the casting before changing tools or moving the work.

(2) As the various sections of the carburetor are disassembled, they should
be laid out by circults, preferably in a clean, divided tray and on a well-lighted workbench.

b. Inspection, repair, and reassembly.

(1) The idle passages, the idle bypass hole, and the economizer in the body
casting must be absolutely clean. Soak the casting for a short time in an approved cleaning
solvent and then blow out the passages with compressed air. Thq carburetor bore must be
free from an) foreign deposit around the throttle valve. The accumulation of this deposit,
to which all carburetors are subjected during prolonged low speed operation, is generally
overlooked by an untrained or careless carburetor serviceman. No other factor will con-
tribute as much toward causing rich idle and low-speed operation as does this deposit,
which affects throttle operation.

(2) Soak the parts of the air horn and bowl cover in cleaning solvent, and blow
them dry with compressed air. Inspect the air horn for an out-of-round condition. Look
for dents in the venturis, and check for wear of the choke shaft bearings. Also inspect the
oowl cover for warpage. A wire basket usually facilitates the cleaning of the smaller parts.
Those parts which are to be replaced by parts furnished in the repair kit, such as the low-
speed jet, gaskets, etc, need not be cleaned. Whenever a carburetor is to be completely
overhauled, the installation of all the parts furnished in the repair kit package is recom-
mended. The package usually includes the following parts: low-speed jet, nozzle assem-
bly, float pin, needle and seat, pump jet, strainer, pump arm, pump plunger, metering rod
and jet, throt:le shaft lever, throttle connector rod, pump checks, metering rod disk, and
all necessary gaskets, plugs, screws, felt packing, springs, and retainers for complete
servicing.

:3) After the carburetor body casting has been cleaned, it should be inspected
to insure that the nozzle gasket has been removed from the high-peed passage, that all
foreign accumulations and dirt have t...len removed from all passages and surfaces, and that
the idle port is clean and has not been damaged. Check al, shoulders and the seats of check
valves, low-speed jet, nozzle, and screw plugs so that ports which have been damaged may
be replaced. All of the carburetor circuits and their components should be inspected.
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(4) Since the fuel enters the bowl through the float valve, the level of the fuel

is controlled by the float setting. This float must not be bent out of shape, damaged, or
worn, and the float lip must be smooth. Smoothing of the lip may be done with a fine emery
cloth, if necessary. The float valve needle and valve seat must be checked for wear. Fig-
ure 11 shows enlarged views of a good float valve needle and a badly worn one. Check the
needle by sliding the edge of your thumbnail over the seating surface. A groove, caused by
contact with the seat, denotes wear of the needle's seating surface and indicates a corre-
sponding amount of wear on the needle valve seat. Needles and seats are obtainable only
as matched sets and should be replaced as such.

Good

1

Bad

Figure 11. Enlarged view of a float needle valve.

(5) Group together all carburetor parts that control the fuel level. The group
should consist of a float pin, needle valve, valve seat, bowl cover, and bowl gasket. These
component parts may now be put back together. Install the valve seat and gasket assembly
first, and then the needle valve, float, lever assembly, and float pin. Detect wear on the
float pin by sliding a fingernail along the surface of the pin in the manner recommended for
checking the needle. The float pin hole in the float must not show wear. If you can visually
notice any wear, replace the part. Figure 12 shows the correct method used in checking
the float level. Make the necessary adjustments by bendint only the float lip. .Check the
applicable technical manual for the correct setting.

(6) Begin the inspection, repair, and assembly of the low-speed circuit with
the inspection of the low-speed jet. When a new low-speed jet is installed, the straight end
is forced into a tapered seat in the casting to form a seal. When the low-speed jet is
removed, it is doubtful whether or not a satisfactory seal can again be effected between the
upper tip of the jet and the body casting. Therefore, it is important that the low-speed jet
be replaced with a new one whenever it is removed for any reason. There should be one
copper gasket under the head of the low-speed jet. Visual inspection of the throttle valve
should not show any damage. The valve must be installed with the stamped trademark facing
the idle port and the mounting flange.

(7) Group together all of the parts which control the low-speed operation.
The group should consist of the low-speed jet and gasket, idle port plug, throttle shaft,
valve, and screws. Back out the throttle lever adjusting screw. Position the throttle valve
so that the smaller letter "c, ' inside a circle, or the part number stamped on its face is
toward the idle port facing the manifold side of the flange. Be sure to center it before
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tightening the screws. Next, install the idle adjustment screw and spring, idle port plug,

ard a new low-speed jet. Be sure to install a new copper washer in the body of the casting

before installing the jet.

Figure 12. Setting the float level.

(8) The next items to be laid out, inspected, repaired, and reassembled are

parts of the pump circuit. Group together all parts of the pump circuit. This group should

include the plunger assembly, pump spring, pump connector link, intake and discharge

checks, strainer, check passage plug and gasket, pump jet and pump jet plug, pump arm

and collar assembly, felt 'washers, pump cylinder bushing gasket (cork), and necessary

retainers for the pump link. The leather gaskets should be soaked in oil to soften them,

and they must be clean and in good condition. The plunger itself must be carefully inserted

into the cylinder by means of a cylinder loading tool. Install a new pump cylinder gasket.

This gasket must be replaced each time the top of the pump cylinder is removed. The
check valves and the pump jet must be clean and the parts undamaged. Each of these units

must effect a tight seal in the casting. You can test the check valves for free operation by

blowing through :he assembly. All of the linkage must be free from backlash so that the

pump plunger will move as soon as the throttle begins to open. The felt packing on the bowl

cover countershtft should be lubricated with engine oil. Other parts of the linkage must not

be lubricated but should be kept clean.

(9) Install the pump jet and the pump jet plug, placing a new gasket in the

casting before installing the pump jet plug. Next, install the pump discharge check valve

and the intake check valve. Insert the strainer in the check valve passage plug and place a

new gasket in tha casting before installing the plug.

(10) Inbpect the component parts of the high-speed system, noting whether the

nozzle is clean and undamaged. It is a common error to install the nozzle with two nozzle

gaskets or with no nozzle gasket at all. Either of these incorrect installations will result in

unsatisfactory performance. The nozzle fits into the small venturi with the flat side up.

To properly install a nozzle, hold it stationary while you tighten the nozzle plug. The

metering rod disk must be free to move on the metering rod so that it may provide an effec-

tive air seat at the metering rod hole in the bowl cover. The metering rod spring must be

hooked to the rn.atering rod, which holds it in a steady position in the metering rod jet.
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(11) Group all of the parts controlling the high-speed circuit together, includ-
ing the nozzle assembly, gasket, retainer plug, nozzle passage plug and gasket, metering
rod and disk, and the metering rod jet and gasket assembly. Start reassembling the high-
speed circuit by installing the bowl cover assembly and cover gasket, the pump connector
link, the throttle shaft arm, and the throttle connector rod. Metering rod adjustments are
always made during the overhauling of the carburetor or at definite service maintenance
periods. The metering rod must be properly gaged after backing out the throttle stop screw
located in the throttle lever until the throttle valve is fully closed, or the amount of fuel
delivered by the high-speed circuit will be incorrect throughout its entire range. Open the
throttle and insert a metering rod gage in the place of the metering rod. Seat the tapered
end of the gage in the metering rod jet. With the throttle valve tightly closed and the gage
seated in the metering rod jet, there should be less than 0.005-inch clearance between the
metering rod pin and the shoulder of the gage. To make an adjustment, bend the throttle
connector rod to the necessary angle, using the slotted port:on of the tool with the grip
handle and bar. When the adjustment has been made, remove the metering rod gage and
reinstall the metering rod and disk.

Note. - Answer the questions below.

31. Essentially, the high-speed circuit in a carburetor consists of the

a. main nozzle.
b. air horn.
c. needle valve.

32. What do some carburetors use instead of a power jet?

a. Air bleed
b. Choke circuit
c. Metering rod

33. Which circuit provides fuel delivery during closed throttle operation?

a. Idle and low-speed
b. High-speed
c. Accelerating pump

34. Where does the stepped-end of the metering rod fit?

a. In high-speed jet
b. On top of float
c. Under step-up piston

35. What forces the accelerating pump plunger down in the cylinder if the pump plunger is
vacuum -actuated ?

a. Vacuum
b . Linkag e
c. Spring

3n, Which circuit supplies additional fuel when the throttle is suddenly opened?

a. Accelerating pump
b. High-speed
c. Full-power
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37. What forces the fuel from the float bowl through the idle circuit and ..,It the discharge
hole?

a. Atmospheric pressure
b. Accelerator pump
c. Airflow through venturi

38. What holds the poppet in the choke circuit in the closed position?

a. Metering rod
b. Airflow
c. Weak spring

39. What controls the two throttle valves in a dual carburetor?

a. Single accelerator pump circuit
b. Single shaft mounting
c. Thermostatic springs

40. What opens the off-center choke valve part way when the engine initially starts?

a. Engine speed
b. Spring tension
c. Pressure differential

41. What are the two types of accelerating pumps?

a. Dry and wet
b. Plunger and rotary
c. Positive and variable

42. Where is the intake check valve located in the accelerating pump circuit?

a. Next to accelerating jet
b. On bottom of pump cylinder
c. On top of discharge check valve

43. What will occur if the fuel level in the carburetor bowl is too high?

a. The mixture will be too lean
b. The float will fill with fuel
c. The fuel consumption will be extremely high

44. What provices the heat for the thermostatic spring in an automatic choke?

a. Exhaus: manifold
b. Cylinder head
c. Intake manifold

45. There is a relatively high vacuum in the in. ...1 manifold when the

a. engine is operating at high speeds.
b. throttle is closed.
c. throttle is open.
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46. What helps to produce fuel flow when the pressure differences between the upper and
lower portions of the air horn are low?

a. Venturi
b. Needle valve
c. Air bleed

47. Where is the main nozzle located?

a. In the venturi
b. Below the throttle valve
c. In the low-speed circuit

48. What holds the step-up piston down against its spring pressure during part-throttle
operation?

a. Atmospheric pressure
b. Low-intake manifold vacuum
c. Main metering rod

49. Which part must have its position synchronized with every throttle valve position?

a. Needle valve of float circuit
b. Piston in the accelerating circuit
c. Metering rod

50. Where is the choke valve plate located?

a. Below the throttle valve
b. In the intake manifold
c. Above the venturi

1,1
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Lesson 4 Gasoline Fuel Injection Systems

Credit Hours Four

Lesson Objective After studying this lesson you will be able

Study Assignment

to:

1. Describe the principles of the gasoline
engine fuel injection system.

7

2. Describe the construction of the
components of a representative gasoline
fuel injection system.

3. Describe the operation of a representa-
tive gasoline fuel injection system.

4. Describe the maintenance procedures
required of a representative gasoline
fuel injection system.

Study the text that foltows. It will provide
you with information on the principles of
air-fuel injection and the construction,
operation, and maintenance of representative
gasoline fuel injection system.

Materials Pecuired Exercise response list and answer sheet.
t

Sugge stions . Study each illustration as you study the
text.
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STUDY TEXT

1

1. For an understanding of the principles of air-fuel induction and supercharging

systems, study paragraphs 2-1 through 4-1 of ST 9-177.

2. For an understanding of the principles of operation, construction, and maintenance

of the Sin monds fuel injection system, study paragraphs 5-1 through 7-5 of ST 9-177.

Note. - Answer the questions below.

51. What is a disadvantage of supercharger equipped engines in comparison to conventional

carbureted engines?

a. Less response is attained for the throttle position
b. Less torque can be attained at high revolutions per minute
c. Less economical with respect to fuel consumption

52. In what type fuel injection system is it difficult to vary the fuel input among all

cylinders at a uniform rate?

a. Continuous flow
b. Timed injection, common rail distribution
c. Timed injection, independent distribution

53. In timed injection, when is combustion chamber injection more effective than port

injection?

a. During idling speeds
b. During initial acceleration
c. During extremely high speeds

54. Which is a characteristic of a fuel injected gasoline engine in comparison to a

conventional carburetor engine?

a. Finer degree of fuel filtration is necessary
b. Backfiring occurs more frequently
c. Lag time is greater during acceleration

55. Which model of the Simmonds injection pump is used on the AVSI 1790-6 engine?

a. SU 15-G
b. SU 15-D
c. SU 15-C

56. What regulates the position of the servovalve and skew shaft in the injector pump?

a. Wobble plate
b. Sandwich piece
c. Tuning springs

57. What conditions in the injector pump will NOT affect the servovalve opening?

a. When the skew shaft is low, with increased manifold pressure
b. When the skew shaft is high, with decreased servo oil pressure
c. When the plunger stroke is long, with decreased manifold temperature
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58. What component of the injection pump used on supercharged engines reduces the fuel
flow correspondingly with reduced airflow at high speeds?

a. Wobble plate
b. Metering control valve
c. Adjustment screw

59. What will cause a fuel injected engine to emit excessive smoke while operating?

a. Leak in manifold line
b. Low fuel supply pressure
c. Restricted fuel lines

60. How will a fuel injected engine react if the metering valve hangs open?

a.
b.
c.

Engine idling will be rough
Engine will not accelerate
Engine will pop under load conditions

61. Why is maximum economy difficult to achieve in an engine?

a.
b.
c.

Incomplete mixing of fuel and air
Excessive atomization and vaporization of fuel
Completely burned fuel

62. What is a limiting factor of a carburetor fuel system for an engine operating at higher
speeds?

a. Long intake manifold aids vaporization of fuel
b. Large venturi limits fuel supply
c. Small intake manifold to retain air velocity

63. What statement in relation to gases is correct?

a.
b.
c.

Volume
Volume
Volume

is decreased if temperature is increased
is halved if pressure is doubled
is increased if pressure is applied

64. What increases the power output of a supercharged engine?

a. Higher compression pressure
b. Lower burning temperature of gazes
c. Decreased density of fuel-air mixture

65. What device is used to compensate for the increase in cylinder head temperature of a
supercharged engine?

a.
b.
c.

Air horn
Manifold heater
Heat exchanger

? l
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66. Which is a disadvantage of a supercharged engine?

a Less engine weight
b. Higher fuel consumption
c. Unimproved torque output

67. What type compressor (pump) is normally used for extremely high speed supercharged
engines?

a.
b.
C.

Centrifugal
Diaphragm
Reciprocating

b8. Why is the fuel-air mixture requirement of an engine at idling speeds richer than it is
for power or the high-speed phase?

a. Exhaust gas dilution is at its minimum
b. Exhaust gas dilution is at its maximum
c. Fuel-air mixture is about 16:1

69. Which component of the injector pump contains self-lubricating qualities?

a. Wobble plate
b. Main shaft
c. Skew shaft

70. What may result when the oil pressure delivered to the Simmonds fuel injector pump is

less than 28 PSI?

a Poor engine idling
b. Fast engine idling
c. Rich air-fuel mixture
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LESSON ASSIGNMENT

Ordnance Subcourse No 403 Principles of Fuels and Fuel Systems

Lesson 5 Multifuel System

Credit Hours Three

Lesson Objective After studying this lesson you will be able to:

1. Explain some of the advantages of a multi-
fuel engine.

2. Describe the construction of a multifuel
system.

3. Explain the operation of a multifuel system.

4. Describe the principles of a diesel engine.

5. Describe the principles of a multifuel
engine.

6. Describe the principles of a gas-turbine
engine.

Study Assignment Study the text that follows. It will provide you
with information on the philosophy of multifuel
engines, construction and operation of the
multifuel system, and the principles of diesel,
multifuel, and gas-turbine engines.

Materials Required Exercise response list and answer sheet.

Suggestio-.. Study each illustration as you study the text.

STUDY TEXT

1. INTRODUCTION.

a. The key to winning future wars will be mobility. Mobility implies more trans-
port of more people and more weapons than we have ever moved before. The vehicles
needed to accomplish greater mobility may some day be powered by turbines, free-piston
engines, or nuclear reactors. For the present, however, our vehicles must rely on con-
ventional piston engines.
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b. The single factor of fuel consumption is being attacked, not only because of
the dire prophecies of ultimate depletion of our petroleum resources, but because reduction
in fuel consumption by our forces means overall reduction in expenditures of time,
machines, and transportation.

c. Since the piston engine remains our primary powerplant, it is obvious that
maximum improvement in economy must be achieved. This can best be done through the
use of compression ignition engines.

d. Why are multifuel engines an answer to our problem? No matter how a barrel
ot crude oil is refined, one of the major end products is gasoline. The requirements of the
Armed Forces and internal transport will govern the total quality of middle-distillate fuel
that will be available. In addition, the demand by these services for middle distillates and
heavier fuels makes it evident that gasoline is the only fuel that will be in relatively long
supply. Therefore, it is desirable to have the engines of ground vehicles that operate on
middle distillates also be capable of burning gasoline.

e. Compression ignition engines that will run on gasoline can also become engines
that will run on fuels of higher cetane. An engine that will operate over a workable fuel
spectrum will enable our Armed Forces to fight anywhere in th,le world on fuels shipped from
the continental United States, from its allied producing areas; and on fuels available in the
area of action itself.

f. The reason the military has a need for multifuel engines is due to the logistical
problem. It is well known that military operations in any area of the world will involve a
large amount of automotive equipment. The fuel required to keep the equipment running is
enormous, and the transportation of this fuel is a great problem. The burden of transporting
fuel required would be reduced if engines would do the following:

(1) Utilize all available fuel in the range from medium octane gasolines
through the middle distillates. This would vastly increase the amount of usable fuel avail-
able to automotive vehicles.

(2) Operate efficiently on any fuel that is available in its area of operation.

(3) Give better fuel economy than existing powerplants.

g. The multifuel engine is the only powerplant concept that will have the omnivorous
but restrained appetite needed to meet these requirements.

2. PHILOSOPHY OF MULTIFUEL ENGINES.

a. A multifuel engine is defined as an engine that meets the following Army
requirements:

(1) The engine must operate on most types of petroleum fuel without manual

adjustment.

(2) It must start and operate at temperature ranges from -250 F to =4 150 F
without off-engine auxiliary equipment.

(3) It must develop full engine power output on ,any fuel (proportional only to
the specific heat o:: each fuel).

(4) The engine-cooling system package must weigh no more than 6 pounds per
horsepower developed.
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b. The first step in developing a inultifuel engine was selecting the type of engine
that could best be converted. The first engine examined was the one used most extensively
by the Army - the gasoline engine. The gasoline engine was readily eliminated for the
following reasons:

(1) Gasoline engines operate on high octane, highly volatile fuels, which can
only be produced from a small area of the available fuel spectrum.

(2) Fuel economy in gasoline engines is poor, even with the much publicized
gasoline injection system. Since shipping of fuel (which exceeded 50 percent of all supplies
shipped in World War II and the Korean Conflict) is strictly a logistical problem, gasoline
engines are not economically practicable.

c. Other engines, such as the gas turbine and free piston engines, are truly
multifuel engines. Gas turbines show much promise. Development programs are being
conducted in the 600-horsepower range and also the 300 horsepower area. These turbines
are expected to approach diesel engine fuel economy at part and full load.

d. The diesel engine was selected because it is an internal combustion engine
like those previously discussed. It requires air, fuel, and ignition.

3. DIESEL ENGINES.

a. Definition. A diesel engine is an internal combustion engine in which ignition
is derived from the heat of compression. The diesel engine requires no aid for ignition;
the Wei being ignited solely by contact with the air heated during the compression stroke.

b. History. The diesel engine bears the name of Dr. Rudolph Diesel, a German
engineer. He is credited with constructing, in 1897, the first successful diesel engine
using liquid fuel. His objective was an engine with greater fuel economy than the steam
engme, which used only a small percentage of the energy contained in the coal burned
under its boilers. Dr. Diesel originally planned to use pulverized coal as fuel, but his
first experimental engine in 1893 was a failure. After a second engine also failed, he
changed his plan and used liquid fuel. The engine then proved successful.

c. Apolications. The diesel engine today can be used for almost as many pur-
poses as can the gasoline engine. The early diesel engines were large and heavy compared
to gasoline engines and were used chiefly for heavy duty stationary applications. Constant
improvement through the years has brought them to the point that they can be used success-
fully in trucks and buses. They are still relatively heavy and expensive (initial cost) when
compared to their gasoline counterparts, but their high thermal efficiency makes tl.....rn
quite suitable for any heavy duty application, where, over a long period of time, they will
pay for themselves many times over in fuel savings. One of the most recent applications
has been in the field of armored combat vehicles, with the introduction of the M60 tank,
which is powered by an air-cooled diesel engine.

d. Diesel engine classifications. The major classification of American diesel
engines is established by the speed at which the engine normally operates. The Society of
American Engineers has set up a standard classification that is followed by all American
manufacturers. This classification is as follows:

(1) Low speed - below 500 RPM (revolutions per mtnute).

(2) Medium speed - 500 to 1, 000 RPM.

(3) High speed - over 1,000 RPM.
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e. General mechanical construction. The diesel engine is mechanically similar

to the gasoline engine but is somewhat heavier in construction due to higher cyLinder
pressures. Both engine types utilize air, fuel, compression, and ignition. Intake, com-
pression, power, and exhaust occur in the same sequence; arrangements of pistons, con-
necting rods, and crankshafts are similar. Both are internal combustion engines; that is,
they extract energy from a fuel-air mixture by burning the mixture inside the engine.

f. Principles of the 4-stroke diesel cycle.

(1) Fuel intake and ignition of fuel-air mixture. In principles of operation,
the main differences between 4-stroke cycle gasoline and diesel engines (fig 1)are the
methods of introducing the fuel into the cylinder and of igniting the fuel-air mixture. Fuel
and air are mixed together before they enter the cylinder of a gasoLine engine. The mixture
is compressed by the upstroke of the piston and is ignited within the cylinder by a spark plug.
Air alone enters the cylinder of a diesel engine on the intake stroke. The air is compressed
by the upstroke of the piston and the diesel fuel is injected into the combustion chamber
near the top of the upstroke (compression stroke). The air becomes greatly heated during
compression and the diesel fuel ignites and burns as it is injected into the heated air. No

spark plug is used in the diesel engine; ignition is by contact of the fuel with the heated air,
although "glow plugs" are used in some models of diesel engines to assist in staeing.
Pressure developed by the compression stroke is much greater in the diesel engin, in
which pressures as high as 500 pounds per square inch (PSI) are common. For each pound
of pressure exerted on the air, there will be a temperature increase of about 2° F. At the

top of the compression stroke (when pressure is highest), the temperature in the chamber
will be about 1,0000 F. This heat ignites the fuel almost as soon as it is injected into the
cylinder, and the piston, actuated by the expansion of the burning gases, then moves down
on the power stroke. In a gasoline engine, the heat from compression is not enough to
ignite the fuel-air mixture so a spark plug is necessary.

(2) Control of speed and power. The speed and the power output of diesel
engines are controlled by the quantity of fuel injected into the cylinder. This is opposed to
the common gasoLine engine that controls speed and power output by limiting the amount of

air admitted to the carburetor. The difference is that the diesel engine controls the quantity

of fuel, whereas the gasoline engine regulates the quantity of air. In the diesel engine, a
varying amount of fuel is mixed with a constant amount of compressed air inside the

cyLinder. A full charge of air enters the cylinder on each intake stroke. Because the

quantity of air is constant and the amount of fuel injected is below the maximum established

by the manufacturer in designing the engine, there is always enough air in the cylinder for

complete combustion. A device in the carburetor of the gasoline engine controls the amount

of air admitted. The amount of air and its velocity, in turn, control the quantity of fuel
that is picked up and mixed with air to be admitted to the cylinder. The amount of mixture
available for combustion determines power output and speed. The controlling factor in the
speed and power output of a gasoline engine is the amount and velocity of air passing through

the carburetor.

(3) Combultion process. In the diesel engine, there is continuous combustion
during the entire length of the power stroke, and pressure resulting from combustion re-
mains approximately constant throughout the stroke. In the gasoline engine, however, com-
bustion is completed while the piston is at the upper part of its travel. This mea.L., that the

volume of the mixture stays about the same during most of the combustion process. When
the piston does move down and the volume increases, there is little additional combustion

to maintain pressure. Because of these facts, the cycle of the gasoline engine is often
referred to as having constant volume combustion while the diesel cycle is said to have
constant pressure combustion.
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Figure 1. Comparison of sequence of events in diesel and gasoline engines.
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g. Principles of the 2-stroke diesel cycle.

(1) Operating principles. The 2-stroke diesel cycle differs from the 4-stroke
cycle in that one power stroke occurs for each revolution of the crankshaft, as shown in
figure 2. Intake, compression, injection, power, and exhaust still take place, but they are
completed in just two strokes on the piston (one revolution of the crankshaft). Also, in
many engines there are no intake or exhaust valves. Instead there are intake and exhaust
ports wluch are cut into the cylinder wall. These ports are covered and uncovered by the
piston at the proper times to provide for the intake of air and the exhausting of the products
of combustion. Some engines have intake ports in the cylinder wall, but have exhaust valves
in the top of the combustion chamber. One of the main advantages of using ports rather
than valves is that there are fewer moving parts in the engine, and thus fewer maintenance
problems. Since the time for intake and exhaust is limited in the 2-stroke diesel cycle
engine, air is usually supplied under pressure by a blower. Because the products of com-
bustion are usually being exhausted when the intake ports are uncovered, the incoming air
helps push these exhaust gases out of the cylinder. This effect is called scavenging, and
the airflow during scavenging in a typical 2-stroke cycle diesel engine can be seen in the
upper left of figure 2. Another advantage of scavenging is that, since the blower supplies
air to the cylinders under pressure, more air can enter the cylinders than would be able
to enter if the pressure were atmospheric. Thus, there is more oxygen available for the
combustion of the diesel fuel.

AIR INURING COMIUSTION CHAMUR AIR UING COMPRESSED WITH
THROUGH CYLINDER LINER PORTS THE EXHAUST VALVE CLOSED

r )
A II

I cCles

ird,..

CHARG1 OF run sums mtato
INTO COMIUSTION CHARIER

EXHAUST TAKING PLACE AND
CYLINDER AS= TO 111 SWEPT
WITH CLEAN SCAVENGING AIR

Figure 2. Schematic diagrams depicting the 2-stroke diesel engine.
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(2) Applications. The 2-stroke cycle is used for both spark ignition and com-

pression ignition engin.3. However, its use for the spark ignition engine is normally
restriLted to those of low power output, such as power lawnmowers, portable air com-
pressors, and portable marine engines. The 2-stroke gasoline engine is rather inefficient
because some of the incoming charge, which includes fuel, may be los :. to the atmosphere
through the exhaust ports in order to obtain high power output per unit displacement. The
diesel engine made the 2-stroke cycle practica/. It will be recalled that the inzake charge
of the diesel engine consists only of air. Therefore, no potential chemical energy is lost
should some of the charge be expelled to the atrnosphere through the exhaust ports. In fact,
such a condition will assure more complete scavenging of exhaust gases and, hence, a
maximum amount of air is available in the combustion chamber to burn the incoming fuel.

h. Comparison of the 2-stroke and 4-stroke diesel cycles. Since the 2-stroke
cycle has one power stroke per crankshaft revoliv.ion while the 4-stroke cycle produces one
power stroke per two revolutions, it should first appear as though the 2-stroke cycle engine
would be capable of delivering twice as much power as a 4-stroke cycle engine of the same
piston chspiacernent. However, there are many practical considerations which limit the
power of a 2-stroke cycle engine to less than twice as much as the output of a comparable
4-stroke cycle engine. Due to the factors discussed in the next two paragraphs, it will be
seen that both the 4-stroke cycle and the 2-stroke cycle diesel engines have their advantages
and disadvantages.

(1) Characteristics affecting power output. To allow for reasonable scavenging
of the exhaust gases from the cylinder of a 2-stroke engine, the exhaust valves or ports must
open earlier than in a 4-stroke cycle engine. Thus, the effective power stroke in a 2-stroke
cycle engine Is shorter than in a 4-stroke cycle engine with the same total piston travel.
In addition, the incoming air must help scavenge the exhaust gases in a 2-stroke cycle engine
and, thus, less air is actually available for combustion purposes than in a 4-stroke cycle
engine with the same pi et:. di splacement. This is compensated for, to a certain extent, by
the fact that most 2-stroke cycle diesel engines use a blower that forces air into the cylinder
under pressure. The po,er required to drive the blower on a 2-stroke cycle engine must be
furnished by the engine itself, and this, of course, decreases the power output.

(2) /-1:lat dissipation characteristics. An important factor to consider when
evaluating the rciative merits of the 2-stroke and 4-stroke diesel cycles is heat dissipation
characteristic!. In a 4-stroke cycle engine, there is more opportunity for the dissipation
of heat from waves, pistons, and other critical engine parts, since a power stroke occurs
on every othe: revolution; whereas, in the 2-stroke cycle engine, a power stroke occurs
on every revolution of the crankshaft. In view of this, 4-stroke cycle engines can operate
without experiencing as much overheating or valve damage. This can be somewhat cornpen-
sated for in 2-stroke cycle engines through proper cooling system design.

i. Diesel fuels. The fuels used in modern high-speed internal combustion diesel
engines are r, praduct of the petroleum refining process. They are heavier than gasoline
because they are obtained from the leftovers, or residue, of the crude oil after the more
volatile fuels, such as gasoline and kerosene, have been removed. The large, slow running
diesel engines used in stationary or marine installations will burn almost any grade of heavy
fuel oil, but the high-speed diesel engines used in automotive installations require a fuel
almost as light as kerosene. Although the diesel fuel is different from gasoline, its speci-
:ication requirements are Just as exacting as those of gasoline. Of the various properties
to be considered in selecting a fuel for diesel engines, the most important are cleanliness,
viscosity, and ignition quality.
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(1) Cleanliness. Probably th- most necessary property of a diesel fuel is

cleanliness. The fuel should not contain more than a trace of foreign substance; otherwise,
fuel pump and injector difficulties will occur. Diesel fuel, because it is heavier and more

cous than gasoline, will hold dirt in suspension for longer periods of time. Therefore,
every precaution must be taken to keep dirt out of the fuel system or to eliminate it before
it reaches the pumps. Water is more objectionable in diesel fuels than it is in gasoline
Decause it will cause ragged operation and corrode the fuel system. The least amount of
corrosion of the accurately machined surfaces in the injection equipment will cause it to
become inoperative. Careful filtration is especially necessary to keep diesel engines
efficient. Diesel fuels are more viscous than gasoline. They contain more gums and more
abrasive particles, which may cause premature wear of the injection equipment. The
abrasives may consist of material difficult to eliminate during the process of refining, or
they may enter the fuel tank through careless refueling. Whatever the source, it is impera-
tive that means be provided to protect the system from these abrasives. Most diesel engine
designs include at least two filters in the fuel supply systems to protect the closely fitted
parts in the purnps and nozzles. The primary (coarser) filter is usually located between
the supply tank and the fuel supply pump. The secondary (finer) filter is found between the
fuel supply pump and the injection pump. Additional filtering elements are frequently
installed between the injection pump and the nozzle. Diesel fuel oil filters are referred to
as full-flow niters, since all fuel must pass through the filters before reaching the injector
pumps. Filters must be inspected regularly and cleaned or replaced if maximum efficiency
is to be maintained. There are two types of fuel filters commonly used in the fuel supply
systems of chesel engines the metal-disk-type and the cloth-bag-type. A diesel oil filter
usually incorporates an air vent or air bleed to release any air that might accumulate in the
filter during operation.

(a) All metal-disk-type filters have a cleanable element. These filters
are used as primary filters be:P.:_se the fine particles that may pass through them are not
injurious to the supply pump, as they would be to the injection pump. After removing the
shell, which acts as a settling chamber, the strainer assembly can be removed and cleaned

th a suitable liquid cleaning solution. Compressed air should not be used on the strainer
assembly disks. Some fuel filters incorporate a cleamng knife. Solids larger than 0.005
inch remain on the outside of the element, and the cleaning knife serves to scrape the
deposits off the filtering disks. The solids fall to the bottom of the housing where they can
be removed through the drain plug hole. A ball relief valve in the filter cover enables the
fuel oil to bypass the filter element if the disks become clogged.

(b) The cloth-bag-type (fabric) filters, because of their greater filtering
qualities, a r e used principally as main filters for protecting the fuel injection pump. Many
ot the filters in use are similar to the lubricating oil filter. In this type filter, the element
is hot cleanable and must be replaced. The filtering medium is a large bag of close, evenly
.,coven, hntless, acid-resisting textile material. Maximum benefit is derived from the bag's
Large area by keeping the sides of the bag separated by a wire-screen mat. The screen is
tne sat-he size as the bag, and the two are detachably fastened to a central ktding spool and
wound around it. Layers of bag and screen are thus alternated through the winding, and the
entire surface of the bag is available for filtering purposes. The fuel to be filtered flows
:rorn the filter inlet at the top, through the spool, and out the ports to the inside of the bag.
The dii-t, solids, abrasives, carbon, etc., are caught in tne bag, and the clean fuel passes
.-)utward and to the filter outlet.

3 0
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(2) Viscosity and pour point. The viscosity and pour point of a fuel indicate
its fluidity. Viscosity is the term used to indicate the internal friction or resistance to flow
ut a liquid. It is measured in seconds, the time required for a measured quantity of liquid
fuel at 1000 F to pass through a calibrated hole in a viscometer. The lowest temperature
al which fuel oil v.ill just flow (under controlled test conditions) is called the pour point.
It indicates the suitability of the fuel for cold weather engine operation, since the fuel must
remain fluid in order to be handled by the fuel system. Unless arrangements are made for
heating, the fuel must not be more viscous than 550 seconds at the lowest operating tempera-
ture, or it will not flow through The fuel system. While maximum viscosity is limited by
handling considerations, minimum viscosity is also limited by injection system requirements.
The fuel must have sufficient body to lubricate the closely fitted pump and nozzle plungers
properly. In order to do this and to prevent wear, scoring, and sticking, the fuel should
have a viscosity greater than 35 seconds at 1000 F. The fuel must also be viscous enough
to prevent leakage at the pump plungers and -dribbling" at the injection nozzle. Leakage
occurs when the fuel viscosity is less than 34 or 38 seconds at 1000 F depending upon the
type, temperature, and pressure of the injection system. Fuel shipped from a refinery is
usually free from water and sediment. Diesel fuel, being more viscous than gasoline, will
hold dirt in suspension longer. As it is transferred from tank to tank from the refinery to
thc engine, it will sometimes pick up sufficient water and sediment to corrode the fuel pump
parts or injection system parts. To prevent this, care must be exercised in handling fuel,
and Line fuel strainers must be adequate to remove any water or sediment which has found
its way into the fuel. The filters, therefore, must be checked frequently. A fuel's viscosity
also determines the size of the fuel-spray droplets which, in turn, governs the atomization
and penetration qualities of the spray.

(3) Ignition Quality.

(a) The ignition quality of a diesel fuel is its ability to ignite spontaneously
(without mechanical assistance, such as a spark) under the conditions existing in the engine
cylinder. The spontaneous ignition point of a fuel is a function of temperature, pressure,
and time. A fuel with a good ignition quality (one that will ignite at low temperatures) is
most desirable for diesel engines fo .. several reasons. Smoking, knocking, and ease of
starting are somewhat dependent on the ignition quality of the fuel. An engine will start if,
after compression, the temperature in the engine cylinder is above the ignition tempera-
ture ot the fuel. Compression temperature is related to outside air temperature, so, the
lower the ignition temperature of the fuel, the lower the possible atmospheric temperature
at which the engine will start. If the ignition temperature of a fuel is too high, the engine
will smoke particularly at light loads when engine temperatures are low. Diesel fuels
(like gasoline) are composed of fractions or parts, each having different characteristics;
some are light and volatile and others heavy and less volatile. The lighter parts will ignitc
at a lower temperature, while the heavier parts require a higher temperature to ignite.
The ignition quality of diesel fuels is indicated by cetane numbers, just as octane numbers
are used to indicate the antiknock quality of gasoline. The ignition quality of a diesel fuel
is determined by comparing it with a standard reference fuel, according to the cetane
number scale. To obtain the cetane number of a fuel, a special test engine is used. This
engine, operating under controlled conditions and using a mixture of cetane that has good
igmnon qualities and alpha-methyl-naphthalene that has poor ignition qualities, is used to
esablish a standard of measurement.

(b) The cetane number of a fuel is the percentage of cetane that must be
mixed th alpha-rnethyl-naphthaiene in order to duplicate the ignition quality of the diesel
tuel being ttsted. Thus, ii a fuel has the same ignition quality as a reference fuel composed

oD parts cetane and 40 parts alpha-methyl-naphthalene, the fuel has a cetane number of 6u.
The ignition quality most suited for any particular engine is best determined by trial, or
tne engine manufacturer might recommend the fuel most suited for his particular engine.
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At present, most diesel engines require fuels within the range of 30 to 60 cetane numbers.
Very little demand exists for fuels outside of this range. The recommendation of a fuel
most suited for a particular engine requires consideration of more than one (good ignition
quality) factor for good engine operation, such as load, engine speed, time and atmospheric
temperature. The lower the atmospheric temperature, the lower the temperature will be
in/he, engine combustion-chamber. -In-extreme cold,areas_..som_e_typ_e_ of special aid rnust be
employed to get the engine started. This aid may be either the application of heat to the
Inlet manifolds or jackets to heat the air entering the engine cylinders, or the use of elec-
trically heated glow-pwgs which will raise the air temperature locally in the engine for
starting only, or the use of an ether or other cartridge which provides a mixture ignitible
at well below normal temperatures. The time factor could be incorrect due to combustion
chamber design, speed of injectwn, plus other factors which will be noted later. A fuel
having good ignition qualities will ignite and start to burn at the very beginning of injection
and before all the fuel hits the air. It will continue to burn progressively as it is injected
into the cylinder. Thus, this condition must exist to obtain maximum power and smooth
engine operatwn and avoid detonation. Mainly, this is accomplished by combustion chamber,
injection nozzle, and injection pump design.

(4) Knocking, It has been observed that compression ignition engines knock,
particularly at light loads. This knock is believed to be due to the rapid burning of the
charge of fuel acLumulated during the delay period between the time of injection and ignition.
When the fuel is injected, it must first vaporize, then superheat until it reaches the
spontaneous-ignition temperature under the proper conditions to start combustion. Time is
required for sufficient fuel molecules to go through this cycle to permit ignition. This time
is called ignition lag or ignition delay. During this same time, other portions of the fuel
are being injected and are going through the same phases, but behind the ignition portion.
As the flame spreads from the point of ignition, appreciable portions of the charge reach
their spontaneous ignition temperatures at practically the same instant. This rapid burning
causes a very rapid increase in pressure, which is accompanied by a distinct and audible
knock. Increasing the compression ratio will decrease the ignition lag and tiereby decrease
the tendency o knock; whereas, increasing i-.e compression ratio in a gasoline engine
(spark ignition) leads to preignition and tends to make detonation worse. Knocking in the
diesel engine (compression ignition) is affected by a large number of factors besides com-
pression ratio, however. The type of combustion chamber, airflow within the chamber,
the type of nozzle, the injection pressure conditions, the fuel temperature, and the air
temperature are all factors, as are the characteristics of the fuel itself. For these reasons,
more can be done in the design of a diesel engine to make it operate smoothly without detona-
tion, than can be done with the gasoline engine.

j. Types of combustion chamber. The fuel injected into the combustion space of
a diesel engine must be thoroughly mixed with the compressed air and distributed as evenly
as possible throughout the chamber. None of the liquid fuel should strike the chamber walls.
It is essential dia. the shape of the combustion chamber and the characteristics of the
Injected fuel spray be closely related. There are many types of combustion chambers in
use today, but they are all designed to produce one effectto bring sufficient air irto con-
tact with the injected fuel to provide complete combustion at a constant rate. All modern
combustion chamber designs may be classified under one of the following headings: open,
precombustion, turbulence, or divided chambers. Designs which fall under two or more
headings will be covered under the heading which is the most applicable.
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(1) Open chamber. The open chamber (fig 3) is the simplest form of
chamber. The f. :1 is injected directly into the combustion space at the top of the cylinder.
The combustion space, formed by the top of the piston and the cylinder head, is shaped to
provide a swirling action of the air as the piston comes up on the compression stroke.
There are no special cells, pockets, or passages to aid the mixing of fuel and air. This
type of chamber requires higher injection pressures and a greater degree of fuel atomiza-
tion than is required by the other types to obtain the same degree of mixing. The open
chamber design is used in the 2-stroke-cycle diesel engines found in several types of Army
vehicles.

(2) Precombustion chamber. The precombustion chamber (fig 4) is an
auxiliary chamber at the top of the cylinder. It is connected to the clearance volume above
the piston through a restricted throat or passage. The precombustion chamber conditions
the Wei for final combustion in the cylinder and distributes the fuel throughout the air in the
cylinder in such a way that complete, clean burning of all the fuel is assured. On the com-
pression stroke of the engine, air is forced into the precombustion chamber and, since the
air is compressed, it becomes hot. At the beginning of injection this small chamber con-
tains a definite volume of air. Combustion of the fuel actually starts in the precombustion
chamber, since the fuel is injected into the chamber. Only a small part of the fuel is burned
in this chamber because there is only a limited amount of oxygen present with which it can
unite. The small predetermined amount that burns creates heat that, in turn, creates high
pressure within the precombustion chamber; as injection continues, this high pressure
forces the fuel at great velocity into the cylinder. There is ample oxygen present in the
cylinder to burn all the fuel completely, regardless of the speed or load under which the
engine is operating. Fuel injection pressures need not be as high with this type of chamber
as in the open-type. A coarser spray is satisfactory because the function of the chamber is
to vaporize the fuel further before it enters the cylinder.

,,t(^,445,0.
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Figure 4. Diesel engine precombustion chamber.

Figure 3. Diesel engine open combustion chamber.
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(3) Turbulence chamber. The turbulence chamber (fig 5) is similar in
appearanct. to the precombustion chamber, but its function is different. There is very little
clearance between the top of the piston and the head, so that a high percentage of the air
between the piston and the cylinder head is forced into the turbulence chamber during the
compression stroke. The chamber is usually spherical, and the opening through which the
air must pass becomes smaller as the piston reaches the top of the stroke, thereby
increasing the velocity of the air in the chamber. This turbulence speed is approximately
50 times crankshaft speed. The fuel injection is timed to occur when the turbulence in the
chamber is the greatest. This insures a thorough mixing of the fuel and the air, with the
result that the greater part of combustion takes place in the turbulence chamber itself.
The pressure created by the expansion of the burning gases is the force that drives the
piston downward on the power stroke.

I TUNSULENCE
I CHAMER

Figure 5. Diesel engine turbulence chamber.

(4) Divided chamber.

(a) The divided chamber (fig 6), or combination precombustion chamber
and turbulence chamber, probably is better known by the trade name, Lanova combustion
chamber. Like the open chamber combustion system, the combustion is controlled. Like
the turbulence-chamber-type, the Lanova system depends on a high degree of turbulence
to promote thorough mixing and distribution of the fuel and air, but, unlike it, this entails
no increase in pumping losses. Ninety percent of the combustion chamber is directly in
the path of the in-and-out movement of the valves. The turbulence in the Lanova system
is dependent upon the thermal expanston and not on engine speed, as are the other systems.

tY ()
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Figure 6. Lanova divided chamber - fuel combustion.

(b) Primart ly, the Lanova system involves the combination of the figure-
8-shaped combustion chamber, situated centrally over the piston, and a small air chamber,
known as the energy cell. In its latest development, this energy cell is comprised of two
separate chambers-- an inner and an outer. The inner chamber, which is the smaller of
the two, opens into the narrow throat between the two lobes of the main combustion chathber
through a funnel-shaped venturi passage. The larger outer chamber communicates with
the inner one through a second venturi. Directly opposite the energy cell is the injection
nozzle.

(c) During the compression stroke, about 10 percent of the total com-
pressed volume passes into the energy cell, the remainder staying in the figure-8-shaped
combustion chamber. The fuel is injected in the form of a pencil stream that Isasses
directly across the narrow throat of the combustion chamber, most of it penetrating into
the energy cell. A small portion of the boundary layer follows the curvature of the embus-
tion chamber lobes and swirls into vortexes within them. The fuel entering the energy cell
Is trapped, for the most part, in the small outer cell, but a small part passes into the larger
outer cell where it meets a sufficient quantity of superheated air to explode violently. This
explosion produces an extremely rapid rise in pressure within the steel energy cell, which
blows ..lie main body of the fuel lying in the inner cell back into the main combustion
chamber, where it meets the main body of air. Here, owing to the shape of the chamber,
tt wirls around at an exceedingly high rate of turbulence, burning continuously as it leaves
the energy cell. Owing to the restriction of the two venturis connecting the energy cells,
the blowback of fuel into the combustion chamber is controlled so that this operation con-
sumer an appreciable period of time, producing a prolonged and smooth combustion in
which the rate of pressure Hse on the piston is gradual.

J 1
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It. Fuel iti,ja_lrinciles.

(1) Methods. There are two methods of injecting the fuel against the air
pressure in the cylinder of a diesel engineair injection, where a blast of air from an
external source forces a measured amount of fuel into the cylinder; and solid injection,
where the fuel is forced into the cylinder by a direct preseure on the fuel itself. The
discussion which follows will be limited to those systems utilizing solid injection, because
the air injection system has been proved impractical for an;.omotive installations.

(2) Fuel atomization and penetration. The fuel spray entering the combustion
chamber must conform to the shape of the chamber so that the fuel particles will be well
distributed and thoroughly mixed with the air. The shape of the spray is determined by the
degree of atomization and penetratior. produced by the orifice through which the fuel enters
the chamber. Atomization is the term used to denote the size of the drops into which the
fuel is broken; whereas, penetration is the distance from the orifice which an oil drop
attains at a given phase in the injection period. Roughly speaking, the penetration of a
spray depends on the length of the nozzle orifice, the diameter of the orifice outlet, the
via.cosity of the fuel, and the pressure on the fuel. Penetration increases with the
increasing ratio of the length of the orifice to its diameter; atomization, however, is
increased by decreasing the ratio of the length of an orifice to its diameter. Since pene-
tration and atomization are mutually opposed to each other, a compromise is necessary
if uniform fuel distribution is to be obtained. The amount of pressure required for efficient
injection is dependent on the pressure of the air in the combustion chamber, the size of the
orifice, the shape of the combustion chamber, and the amount of turbulence produced in the
combustion space.

(3) Function of injection system. The function of each system is to meter the
fuel accurately, deliver equal amounts of fuel to all cylinders at a pressure high enough to
insure atomization, and control the start, rate, and duration of injection.

Note. - Answer the questions below.

71. Why does the military desire a multifuel engine for use in ground equipment?

a. To reduce maintenance problems
b. To help overcome logistical fuel problems
c. To develop more horsepower per pound of engine

72. To comply with Army requirements, what is the maximum weight allowed, in pounds,
per horsepower in a multifuel engine?

a. 6

b. 10
c. 12

73. What characteristic eliminated the gasoline engine during the selection of a multifuel
test engine?

a. Excessive maintenance costs
b. Poor fuel economy
c. High manufacturing cost
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74. What type engine may be classified as a true multifuel engine?

a. Diesel, supercharged
b. Internal combustion, magneto ignition
c. Gas turbine, regenerative

75-

75. What statement, pertaining to a comparison of the 2-stroke- and 4-stroke-cycle diesel
engines, is true?

a. Power stroke of the 2-stroke-cycle engine is longer
b. Less air is available to the 4-stroke-cycle engine during intake
c. Power stroke of the 4-stroke-cycle engine is longer

4. REASONS FOR SELECTING THE DIESEL ENGINE FOR CONVERSION TO A
MULTIFUEL ENGINE.

a. First, there are intake and exhaust valves on each engine. The diesel engine
uses an injector pump and/or a nozzle instead of a carburetor and does not employ spark
plugs. Ignition in diesel engines is attained by compressing the air in the cylinder to a point
where its temperature is greater than the self-ignition temperature of the fuel and, then,
injecting fuel into the high temperature air where it ignites and burns. The expansion as a
result of the burning fuel-air mixture produces the energy required to accomplish work.
It is an established principle that as the compression ratio of an engine is raised The

efficiency increases accordingly. This means that more power can be obtained from the
same amount of fueL The economy of a diesel engine in comparison to an electrical igni-
tion engine is well established. Experiments also proved that diesel engines would operate
on such fuels as kerosene and JP-4.

b. Selection of the diesel engine for application to the multifuel principle still
left certain un-solved problems.

Should the engine be air-cooled or liquid-cooled?

Should open chamber or auxiliary chamber be used?

Should 2-cycle or 4-cycle principle be used?

How should control of combustion be maintained?

How could fuel system efficiency be maintained?

5. MULTIFUEL ENGINE. The engine.adopted by the U. S. Army was developed by

Continental Motors.

a. The engine manufacturers adopted the MAN "Controlled Evaporation" principle.
This combustion process was developed by Dr. Meurer of Germany, as a result of the
Doctor's study of the reaction of kinetics involved in the diesel combustion process.
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(0 This combustion priciple, which Continental calls hypercycle, differs

from that of most other systems where the fuel is sprayed directly irto the air in the com-

bustion chamber. In this system, fuel is sprayed on the walls of the spherical combustion

chamber in the direction of the air swirl (fig 7). Through the use of a special intake port

the induction air is given a swirling motion, which persists into the combusetmachamber

and continues to supply oxygen to the slowly evaporating fuel. A small portion of the fuel

about 5 percent, breaks away from the jet before it hits the surface. This 5 percent goes

through the normal ignition lag and combustion just as in a diesel engine. The remainder

of the fuel, lying on the relatively cool piston and moving with the air, evaporates at a

slower rate. It forms a combustible mixture whose composition has a higher self-ignition

temperature than those mixtures formed by the same fuels when subjected to rapid evapora-

tion in the presence of excess oxygen, as occurs in the normal diesel.

FUEL DEPOSITED ON WALLS OF THE SPHERICAL COMBUSTION

CHAMBER INSTEAD OF SPRAYED INTO AIR SPACE

Figure 7. Start of injection.
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(2) Since this mixture has a higher self-ignition temperature, it will not auto-

ignite, but must be tgnited by the initial 5 percent of the fuel which is burning. Only the
portion that is vaporized at any interval will burn. This quantity of fuel is never large
enough to produce sudden high pressure rises.

(3) The burning of the fuel as evaporation takes place prevents accumulation
of large amounts of vaporized fuel so that knocking does not occur when burning gasoline.

(4) Since the ability of any diesel engine to ignite fuel is dependent upon the
compression temperature, it is important that certain minimum operating temperatures
are maintained during light load and idle conditions, especially for arctic operation. For
this reason a water-jacketed intake manifold maintained at a minimum of 1500 F, by the
water temperature thermostat, is used to increase induction-air temperatures in cold
climates.

(5) Starting ability without outside aids in temperatures of -25° F is an essen-
tial requirement of military vehicles; therefore, an intake manifold flame heater is a
standard item on this engine. Fuel, which is sprayed into the intake manifold by a special
nozzle and ignited by a spark plug, burns a small portion of the oxygen in the induction
systern while the engine is being cranked. Induction air temperatures of approximately
3000 F are obtained during cranking with the flame heater operating, allowing successful
starts down to temperatures of 40 degrees below zero.

b. The multifuel engine, LDS-465-1 (fig 8 and 9) is a four-cycle, 6-cylinder
in-lune, water-cooled, cast-iron block, compression-ignition engine.of conventional design,
except for those features pertaining to the combustion system. Special consideration has
been given to permit th-, use of a high compression ratio which, in this case, is 22:1,
thereby developing firing pressures in the 2,000 PSI range.

(1) Such components as crankshaft, crankcase, and connecting rods are
designed for firing pressures in the 2,000 PSI range. The crankshaft is especially rigid
for good bearing conditions and reduced torsional vibration, which normally results frorr
such high peak firing pressures.

(2) The crankcase (cylinder block) is a conventional 6-cylinder design made
of cast iron, incorporating dry, cast-iron cylinder liners for ease of maintenance.

(3) The main bearing caps are provided with maximum support by recessing
them into transverse webs, which are cast integrally with the crankcase,

(4) The overhead valves are operated by push rods from a gear driven cam-
shaft. The helical gear train, located at the fan end of the engine, also drives the oil pump
and fuel injection pump,

(5) The generator coolant pump and air compressor are belt driven from the
fan ond of the crankshaft.

(6) The hardened steel crankshaft is carried in 7 replaceable copper-lead
alloy main bearings.
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Figure 8. LDS-465-1 multifuel engine assembly.

(7) The tin-plated aluminum alloy forged pistons are cam ground to provide

an accurate fit in the cylinder bore at operating temperatures. Each piston is fitted with

3 compression rings and 1 oil control ring. The success of the hypercycle process depends

to a large degree on maintaining proper piston temperatures. In order to accomplish this,

a separate gallery directs oil from the engine's oil reservoir to the underside of the pisto

by means of suitable jets. These jeti spray oil under the piston heads and spherical com-

bustion chambers to keep them relatively cool.
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Figure 9. Engine gear train.

(8) The ir,oercycle combustion system requires nothing special in the way of

a fuel injection system,

(a) The fuel system on this engine allows the engine to operate on various

types and grades of fuel without adjusting the fuel injector pump. The fuel injector pump

assembly is driven by the fuel injector pump driven gear, which meshes with the camshaft

gear. The single-plunger distributor type pump is used to supply pres:,urized fuel to each

individual fuel injector nozzle and holder assembly in the firing order sequence. The fuel

injector pump advance unit automatically provides a gradual 80 advance of fuel injection

timing over the engine speed range. A fuel density compensator on the pump automatically

maintains constant full-power fuel flow regardless of the type or mixtures of fuel being

used in the engine.

(b) The engine is moderately supercharged by an exhaust-driven turbo-

charger, which forces air into a water-jacketed, runner-type induction manifold. The pur-

pose of the water jacketing i s to provide heating of the induction air during cold weather

operation.
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9
c. In conclusion we have seen that multifuel capability can be built into compres-

sion ignition engines by taking the necessary measures to maintain combustion control and
fuel system efficiency with all usable fuels. Other design problems and Army requirements
such as lubrication, heat rejection, component Life, fuel economy, and operation in extreme
temperatures are solved by conventional methods. The LDS-465 multifuel engine is now
incorporated in the truck, 5-ton, 6x6, and is a standard item of issue.

6. GAS TURBINE ENGINES.

a. For the purpose of evaluating the adaptability of gas turbines to military
vehicles and to determine the advantages and disadvantages of such installations, the Army
has obtained a number of gas turbines to test in military vehicles.

b. One of the major advantages of the gas turbine as opposed to the standard
internal combustion engine is that its weight and bulk per unit of horsepower output is lower.
Also, this engine can operate on a wide range of hydrocarbon fuel and maintain high torque
at stall speeds.

c. The first of these units that was procured for testing in an Army vehicle was
the GMT-305 gas turbine engine. This turbine is commerciaUy available and is a regenera-
tive-type free turbine with a rating of 206 horsepower at 3,350 revolutions per minute
(output shaft speed) at an ambient temperature of 800 F and 328 pound-feet of torque at the
same speed.

d. The engine principles described thus far in this subcourse pertain to recipro-
cating engines. Reciprocating motion, as has been mentioned earlier, is an up-and-down
or back-and-forth motion. The conventional gasoline and diesel engines use this recipro-
cating motion of the piston to turn the crankshaft. This principle you already understand.

(1) The principle of the turbine engine is somewhat different. In this engine
the motion is rotary or circular with no up-and-down or back-and-forth motion required.
In the reciprocating engine the up-and-down or back-and-forth motion is changed to rotary
or circular motion through the crankshaft. In the turbine this circular motion is direct.
Water and steam turbines have used this principle for a long time. The gas turbine is
comparatively new but is becoming increasingly important.

(2) The gas turbine engine has no pistons or connecting rods. No water is
required for its operation. In the turbine, fuel is burned in a chamber into which air has
been pumped by an air compressor. The burning fuel and air create a high temperature,
and the greatly expanded gases rush through the turbine. The whirlwind of the hot gases
rushing through the turbine produces power. This is similar to the wind turning a wind-
mill. The turbine is a wheel with vanes or blades. Figure 10 shows a turbine wheel.
The vanes are somewhat like the blades of an ordinary fan. The push of the hot gases
against these vanes of the turbine causes the wheel to turn and power is produced. The
power produced may be in the form of direct power from a shaft thrcugh reduction 6ears
that are turned by the turbine wheel. Figure 11 illustrates this type. Details of the com-
pressor and turbine are not shown in the figure.

(3) The power may also be in the form of compressed z.ir produced by the
compressor. (The compressor itself is powered by the turbine. ) In this system some of
the compressed air is necessary to support combustion, but the excess amounts may be

used for power.
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Figure 11. Schematic drawing of a gas-
turbine engine.

(4) Any gas turbine consists basically of an air compressor (or compressors).
a combustion section, and a turbine (or turbines), The engine functions by taking in
atmospheric air and compressing it. Fuel is burned in the compressed air (fig l2), and
the gazzs expand through a turbine wheel to drive the compressor. In some tu:bine.s, the

power obtained is entirely through the shaft turned by the turbine; in others, power is in

the form of air. All air excessive to the needs of the compressor is bled off. In the

turbojet aircraft, the power is derived from the ejection of the gases in jet form. The

gas turbine for ground use can be designed to burn almost any solid, liquid, or gas contain-
ing heat energy, provided the gases of combustion do not corrode or place deposits on the

turbine parts. Gas-turbine engines do not have the problem of fuel knock or ignition timing,

The main difficulty with combustion in the gas turbine is keeping the temperatures of the

gases which are delivered to the turbine down to a point which the turbine can tolerate.

Putt. NELICAL VANES PROVIOING
SPIN of PRIMARY mR

E, AIR PROM
COMPRESSOR FLAME CIRCULATION LOUYEA'S (Wimp,

FOR SECONDARY AIR

Figure 12. Gag-turbine combustion chamber.
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e. The GMT-305 gas turbine engine.

(1) The GMT-305 gas turbine is air cooled and it can operate on gasoline,
diesel fuel, or kerosene. This engine is 36 inches long, 31 inches wide, and 26 inches high.
Its dry weight is about 650 pounds. The present rated specific fuel consumption at full load
is 0.57 pound of fuel burned per brake horsepower per hour.

(2) An explanation of the war in which the GMT-305 operates is best made by
reference to the numerals shown in figure 13, which is a cutaway diagram of the GMT-305
gas turbine.

Figure 13. Cutaway diagram of GMT-305 gas turbine.

(a) No 1 - Atmospheric air enters the air inlet.

(b) No 2 - The air is compressed by the axial-flow compressor to above
three atmospheres of pressure.

(c) No 3 - Rotating regenerators furnish heat to the compressed air as it
passes through them.

(d) No 4 - The heated, compressed air enters the cornbustors.

(e)

(f)

No 5 - Fuel is injected through nozzles into the combustors.

No 6 - Gases resulting from the combustion of the fuel and air pass
through the turbine vanes.

(g) No 7 - These gases first drive the "gasifier turbine, " which powers
the air compressor (shown in item 2).
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(h) No 8 - The gases then drive the power turbine (note that the gasifier
turbine and the power turbine are not connected mechanically).

(i)

73
No 9 - The hot gas exhausted from the power turbine is cooled by the

rotating regenerators (shown in item 3).

(j) No 10 - Exhaust gas at 300° to 500° F is directed out of the exhaust
po rts.

(k) No 11 - The power output shaft is driven from the power turbine
through a single-stage reduction gear.

(1) No 12 - The accessory drive shaft is driven by the gasifier turbine
through a set of reduction gears.

(3) Essentially, the gas turbine operates on the Joule cycle. This is the
principle in which atmospheric air is compressed adiabatically (occurring without gain or
loss of heat; a change of properties, such as volume and pressure of the contents of an
enclosure, without exchange of heat between the enclosure and its surroundings), the com-
bustion process adds heat at constant gas pressure, and the gases are expanded adiabatically
through the turbine blades.

(a) The function of the regenerator is to recover heat from the turbine
exhaust to improve efficiency.

(b) The rotating regenerators of the GMT-305 engine reduce exhaust
noise, so that no muffler is required, and they also cool the exhaust gas.

(c) Neither radiator, fins, fans, nor plumbing are necessary for cooling
the powerplant.

(d) Because the power turbine is connected pneumatically and not
mechanically to the gasifier turbine and the air compressor, the power turbine acts as a
built-in torque converter and maximum torque occurs when the power turbine is stalled.

(4) A GMT-305 gas turbine was installed in a modified, 90mm, full-tracked,
self-propelled gun M56 and tested during the winter months at the U. S. Army Climatic
Test Station, Fort Churchill, Canada.

(a) During a total 1,110 vehicle miles and 110 turbine hours, there were
no major breakdowns, and 36 cold starting tests were successful. The formation of ice in
the iuel lines was avoided by adding a pint of alcohol to each 20 gallons of fuel.

(b) These tests disclosed that a GMT-305 turbine equipped military
vehicle would require unusually durable brakes to withstand continuous operation at various
conditions of speed and torque.

1. This requirement is the result of inherent characteristics of the_
GMT-305 powerplant. Whereas, the acceleration or deceleration of the vehicle is controlled
by changing the speed of the power turbine, the accelerator of the vehicle that regulates the
rate of fuel flow to the combustors also controls the speed of the gasifier turbine.

2. Since the two turbines are only pneumatically connected, the speed
of the output shaft of the power turbine is not regulated directly by the accelerator, and there
is a consequent delay between movement of the accelerator and change in speed of the output
shaft.
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3. During the tests in extreme cold climate, it was found necessary
to maintain the speed of the gasifier turbine at no less than 20,000 revolutions per minute
for the best performance. Therefore, while applying the brakes to decelerate the vehicle,
it was necessary to keep the accelerator depressed sufficiently to keep the gasifier turbine
in the satisfactory range of performance of 20,000 revolutions per minute or more.

(c) The principal characteristics of this engine are as follows:

1. Model - GMT-305.

2. Type - free turbine, gas, regenerative.

3. Rated power - 206 hp @ 3,350 RPM (output shaft RPM).

4. Rated torque - 328 lb-ft @ 3, 350 RPM.

5. Fuel requirement - gasoline (MIL-G-3050), compression-ignition
(MIL-F-45121), diesel (VVF-800), or kerosene.

6. Coolant - air.

Note. - Answer the questions below.

76. Who developed the controlled evaporation principle used with the rnultifuel engine?

a. Joule
b. Dr. Otto
C. Dr. Meurer

77. What is done in the hypercycle that differs from other injection system principles/

a. The fuel is sprayed into the center of the compressed air
b. The fuel is injected into the manifold
c. The fuel is sprayed onto the walls of the combustion chamber

78. What is the function of the 5 percent of fuel that breaks away from the main charge
during injection of the multifuel engine?

a. To ignite the main charge
b. To create a swirling motion to the intake air
c. To speed up ignition lag

79. What prevents the rnultifuel engine from knocking when burning low octane gasoline/

a. The mechanicai ignition lag of 8°
b. The controlled accumulation of the vaporized fuel
c. The rapid condensation of the fuels

80. After the engine is started, what is used to increase the induction air temperature of
the multifuel engine in cold climate?

a. Water jacketed intake manifold heater
b. Exhaust manifold flame heater
c. Intake manifold electric heater
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81. What is the determining factor of any diesel engine as to its ability to ignite the
injected fuel?

a. The amount of fuel at injection
b. The volume of air at injection
c. The temperature of compressed air at injection

82. What is the compression ratio of the multifuel LDS-427-2 engine?

a. 10:1
b. 15:1
c. 22:1

83. What components of the LDS-465-1 engine are designed to withstand high firing
pressures?

a. Crankshaft and connecting rods
b. Cylinder block and camshaft
c. Injector pump and camshaft

84. The helical gear train, located at the fan end of the multifuel engine, drives the oil
pump and the

a. fuel injector pump.
b. generator coolant pump.
c. air compressor.

85. How is the proper piston temperature maintained in the hypercycle process/

a. By the use of high pressure water jackets
b. By oil sprayed on the underside of the pistons
c. By oil sprayed on the outer piston walls

-,-....

86. What is an integral component of the injector pump assembly on the multifue/ engine/

a. Heater solenoid valve
b. Secondary bypass Line
c. Fuel density compensator

87. What is an advantage of the gas turbine engine as opposed to the standard internal
combustion engine?

a. It requires less maintenance
b. It is more reliable
c It can hold high torque at stall speeds

88. What furnishes heat to the compressed air in the GMT-305 gas turbine engine/

a. Rotating regenerators
b. Axial flow compressor
c. Gasifier turbine

1 u
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89. Into what portion of the GMT-305 gas turbine engine does the heated, compressed air

enter?

a. Regenerators
b. Gasifier turbine
c. Combuitor s

...

90. What cools the hot gas exhausted from the power turbine in the gas turbine engine?

a. Axial flow compressor
b. Rotating regenerators
c. Gasifier turbine
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SECTION I. GENERAL

1-1. PURPOSE AND SCOPE.

a. This text is published for use in resident instruction conducted by the US Arm,
Ordnance Center and School. It is intended to provide information on gasoline and diesel
engine injection systems to supplement the technical manuals in the field.

b. This text covers the principles ol fuel injection and some types oi injection
systems. It describes the construction and operation of the Bosch, tne Simnionds, ana
the C..mmins fuel injection systems and provides a guide for their maintenance.

1-2. REFERENCES. The references are listed in the appendix.
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SECTION II. AIR-FUEL INDUCTION SYSTEMS

2-1. INTRODUCTION.

a. The process of metering and atomizing liquid fuel for burning in an internal
combustion engine has, for many years, been accomplished by the engine carburetor.
Carburetors have gone through various stages of development in attempts to improve their
function. In the process of improving the fuel induction system the carburetor has change.:
:rom a relatively simple device to a complex mechanism. During recent developments to
improve gasoline engine performance the inevitable has occurred - carburetors have been
thscarded in favor of an improved method of liquid fue; treatment for engine operation.
This system is called fuel injection. It consists of a mechanical process of metering,
timing, delivery, and atomizationA3f fuel.

b. Application ot fuel injection to gasoline engines is not new, it dates back to 35 years
or more in sorae engine developments. Fuel injection began to appear in some gasoline air-
craft engines as early as 1935. Diesel engines have utilized injection almost exclusively.
The recent trend toward injected fuel systems will gain momentum and probably lead to
elimination, to a great extent, of the carburetor in most gasoline engine applications. The
rapicht of acceptance of fuel mjection is best exemplified by the fact that the US Army has
accepted fuel injections as standard equipment for most of its tracked vehicles.

2-2. AIR-FUEL INDUCTION SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS.

a. General. The purpose of the air-fuel induction system is to prepare, control,
transport, and distribute the air-fuel mixture to the engine cylinders for final combustion.
Preparation of fuel consists of metering the fuel for correct fuel-air ratio, atomization of
the tuel to aid in mixing with air, and vaporization. Control is the process of varying the
amount of air-fuel mixture that enters the engine cylinders. Transporting and distribution
insure an adequate and equal (in quantity and quality) air-fuel rruxture to each cylinder.

b. Requirements for maximum power.

(1) Various fuel and air ratios can be used in the gasoline internal combustion
engine. A definite ratio is necessary to obtain maximum power, while a definite but
different ratio is necessary for maximum fuel economy.

(2) Let us direct our attention just to the power or torque output of the engine at
constant speed. Here the engine will induct a constant amount of air, limited directly by the
piston displacement. If the fuel flow is increased by allowing a greater amount of fuel to be
introduced, the power will be increased because of the liberation of additional chemical
energy. This increase of power with the increase in fuel win continue until a point is reached
where all the available air is effectively used for combustion. (When speaking of carburetion
and fuel injection, the use of the term "air" denotes use of the oxygen in the air.) Since fuel
flow can be regulated, but airflow is fixed by the design and displacement of the engine, it is
the air supply and not the fuel that places a limit to the power output. Thus, in the ideal
situation, maximum power is obtained Mien all the air in the cylinder is completely con-
sumed. To achieve complete consumption of air, an excess of fuel, relative to the
chemically correct mixture, must be used. This is due to several factors, the main ones
1;e:rig air and fuel are seldom perfectly mixed, fuel is never completely vaporized, and
dilution of charge. (fuel-air mixture) due to exhaust gas products.

c. Requirements for maximum economy. To achieve maximum fuel economy, the
release of chemical energy per unit must be at its maximum. This condition is realized
when the fuel is completely burned; therefore, an excess of air must be supplied. The
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air-fuel ratio will not depart far from the chemically correct mixture. Several factors act
adversely to deter economy; some of these are incomplete mixing, atomization and vapori-
zation, and, in some cases, inadequate air supply.

d. Factors affecting both economy and power output. It becomes apparent that an
adequate air supply is essential to maximum economy and maximum power for a particular
engine design. Good atomization and vaporization resulting in a homogeneous mixture also
contribute to both power output and fuel economy.

2-3. CARBURETED AIR-FUEL INDUCTION SYSTEM.

a. General. Carbureeors have been improved over the years and will, with proper
Intake manifold designs, provide excellent results over a broad operating range. However,
the penalties involved in manifold design, by carburetor use, have caused engineers to look
to other devices for solutions.

b. Carburetor manifold problems.

/0 '

(1) Carburetor operation depends on decreasing the air pressure at the fuel dis-
charge nozzle so that the atmospheric pressure will force fuel into the intake rrstream.
This change in pressure is accomplished by the use of a venturi to reduce the cross section
area of the manifold (fig Z-1). In addition, the manifold size must be kept small enough to
maintain sufficielit. air intake velocity to preclude the possibility of fuel condensation and
fallout during transit to the cylinders. The limitations placed on manifold size by the venturi
and need for air velocity reduces the amount of air available for combustion. This reduction
in air supply becomes critical at higher ergine speeds when time for scavenging and filling
the combustion chamber is further limited. Carburetor system manifolds then must be a
compromise, an attempt to satisfy two requirements, small enough to retain air velocity
and large enough to satisfy engine breathing requirements.
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Figure 2-1. Typical carburetion system.
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(2) The second problem area is that of transporting and distributing fuel. In the
carbureted system the manifold transports and distributes fuel. Fuel is delivered to the
manifold intake air only partly vaporized. The remainder is in the form of globules or
film on the manifold wall. This situation is aggravated in cold weather operation with a
cold manifold. Long manifolds with resultant airflow drag provide further opportunity for
gas condensation and fallout. Long manifolds are also partly responsible for poor acceler-
ation response due to delay of fuel in passing through the manifold. Curved manifold sections
also contribute heavily to loss of fuel vaporization since the heavier fuel carried by the air
strikes the walls and condenses. These manifold faults not only vary the quantity of the air-
fuel charge delivered to each cylinder, but also vary the quality. Whereas the manifold can
do a good job of distributing vaporized fuel, fuel in the liquid state cannot be properly dis-
tributed. The unequal distribution of fuel among the cylinders causes erratic operation and
loss oc power.

(3) To alleviate these manifold problems, hot spots are often used to heat the in-
take manifold to induce vaporization of fuel. (Hot spots are usually in the form of ducts
that direct hot exhaust gases around the intake man'ilold to increase the temperature of the
manifold (fig 2-1).) When intake manifold hot spots are used, the mixture expands, thus
reducing the volumetric efficiency of the engine with a corresponding loss of torque and
power. Heating the mixture also tends to cause preflame reactions and knock.

(4) In some cases, dual barrel carburetors or multiple carburetors have been em-
ployed to satisfy the engine's demand for greater air-fuel supply during high engine speeds.
This has not proved completely satisfactory due to synchronization problems and excessive
cost.

(5) Some characteristics of carbureted induction systems are particularly un-
desirable for military application. Carburetor icing, for example, is objectionable. This
occurs when fuel is delivered into the airstream, causing a temperature drop due to
vaporization of fuel. In cold weather operation ice will then form on the venturi and throttle
plate. The ice formation impedes the flow of air to the detriment of proper engine operation.
Military vehicles must be able to operatz over rough terrain. Carburetors are designed to
operate in a fixed position; extreme variations in terrain will affect carburetor operation.
Military vehicles operate in extreme temperature ranges. Carbureted engines require an
excessive warmup time, which is expensive in terms of fuel waste. Presence of the air-
fuel mixture in an intake manifold invites backfire, which is hazardous a:, well as un-
desirable tactically.

i
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SECTION III. SUPERCHARGER PRINCIPLES

3 - 1. GENERAL. /o3
a. Supercharging, sin 21y defined, is any assistance given to the engine intake process

through the use of supplementary fans, blowers, and compressors. The primary reason
for supercharging is that it greatly increases the power output of an engine with very httle
consequent increase in weight. The supercharger accomplishes this feat by increasing the
ol,erall efficiency of the engine. The overall efficiency of an internal combustion engine is
affected by many factors, and the one we are concerned with here is volumetric efficiency
efficiency that is increased by supercharging. Volumetric efficiency can best be defined
as the ratio of weights of the air actually drawn into the engine over a definite period of
time to the quantity that would be inducted in the same length of time if it were not for the
many losses present in -ny engine, such as leakages, friction losses, heat transfer losses,
ecc.

b. The term "volumetric efficiency" is slightly misleading when used in relation to
internal combustion engines, since the efficiency is actually comprised of a ratio of weights
and nut \olumes. When the term is used in connection with pumps and compressors,
however, the ratio is of volumes; this is how the term evolved.

3-2. PRINCIPLES OF SUPERCHARGERS.

a. Properties of gases and their relation to supercharging.

(1) General. To understand the principles of superchar4ing, a general knowledge
af mass, olume, and density, as applied to gases, is necessary. All matter can be
classified into sohds and fluids; and fluids may, in turn, be subdivided into liquids and
.4ases. The weight of any substance is dependent upon its density, and the density of solids
and hquids may be considered te be essentially constant. This is not the case with gases,
liuweier, for the density of gases is proportional to the pressure applied. In other words.
when the Pressure upon a gas is increased, its density also will increase; therefore, two
identical volumes of gas under different pressures will not weigh the same. For example,
at sea level about 13 cubic feet of air weighs I pound, but at high altitudes, where the
atmospheric pressure is lower, the same 13 cubic feet of air would weigh a good deal less.

(g) Mass, weight, and volume. To the engineer, mass has a different meaning
than weight; to the layman, in a general discussion such as this, the two may be considered
to be the same. It is doubtful that there will be any confusion between weight and volume,
put for the sake of clarity the difference between them is pointed out. Volume refers to the
space occupied by matter, and weight refers to the force which a certain volume of matter
would exert on a scale. From the last statement, it is obvious that the weight of any sub-
stance is directly proportional to its density and volume. The relationship between the
properties discussed above will be explained in the following paragraphs.

(3) Boyle's law.

(a) Any gas may have its volume reduced by applying pressure to it. This
pnenomenon Is known as compression. Boyle's law correlates the effect of pressure and
voturne upon an ideal gas whose temperature is held constant. A simple statement of this
law is the volume of an ideal ga. is inversely proportional to the pressure upon it, if the
temperature is maintained constant.

Note. An ideal gas is any g a s that closely follows the relationship set up by Boyle.
There is no actual ideal gas, but air cc-dorms closely enough to the relationship
tnat it may be considered ideal.
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(b) Boyle's law, defined in (3)(a) above, is illustrated in figure 3-1. In this

example we show two piston and cylinder arrangements that are identical in all respects,
except that piston B has 200 pounds applied and piston A has only 100 pounds applied. The
weight of the gas in both cylinders is 1 pound. In cylinder A the gas is under a pressure
of 10 PSI and the volume is 100 cubic inches. In cylinder B the pressure is 20 PSI and the
volume is now under 50 cubic inches. In other words, we now see that when the pressure
is doubled, the volume is halved. Another change that has taken place with the addition of
more pressure in cylinder B is that the density of the gas has been'cloubled, or, stated in
a different way, we now have a mixture that has twice as much weight for every unit of
volume.

Pressure
10 PSI

Volume
100 cu in

Area of piston
10 sq in

Weight of gas
10 lb

Figure 3-1. Boyle's law.

B

Pressure
20 PSI

Volume
50 cu in

b. Air induction in unsupercharged engines (normally aspirated). 'Ole power developed
by a normally aspirated internal combustion engine is largely dependent upon the density of
the air inducted into the engine. In a normally aspirated engine, the air is drawn into the
cylinder on the intake stroke with a force acting upon the gas equal to the pressure difference
between the atmosphere and the cylinder pressure. The cylinder pressure approaches that
of a perfect vacuum, which is zero pressure, and atmospheric pressure is about 15 PSI.
Therefore, the pressure forcing the air into the cylinder is about 15 PSI (15 PSI minus
0 PSI = 15 PSI). Since the volume (displacement) of an engine is constant, we are limited
in obtaining a high density air charge. The highest density we can obtain (during intake) is
air at the same density as atmospheric air density. It was previously mentioned that the
pressure acting upon the air is 15 PSI; this would be true if it were not for certain inherent
losses prevalent in internal combustion engines. A few of these losses are leakage past the
piston, preventing us from creating a perfect vacuum; pressure drops across restrictions
in the manifold; leakage in the valves; and the heating of the air as it enters the manifold,
which tends to expand the gas and decrease its density. All of these losses add up to one
thing: it is hard for our engine to breathe. This difficulty in breathing causes slow
response when the accelerator is depressed and a reduction in torque output before maximum
power output is obtained. As the engine speed is increased, the breathing of the engine be-
comes increasingly difficult, since each cylinder has a much shorter time in which to fill
itself with fuel-air mixture.

c. Air induction in supercharged engines. We previously explained the importance of
volumetric efficiency to an internal combustion engine, and in the last paragraph we dis-
cussed the problem of breathing. With these two discussions in Mind, it is not difficult to
see that we could increase the density of the air entering our engine if we could only in-
crease the pressure forcing the air into the engine. Increasing the density of the a:r would
allow us to burn more fuel effectively and, therefore, increase our power output. This is
precisely what is done in a supercharged engine. A supercharger is essentially a pump
whose main function is to compress the air or air-fuel mixture in order to increase the
density of the charge (fig 3-2), In summary then, a supercharger increases the power out-
put in two ways:

0



SUPERCHARGER
FUEL-AIR UNDER COMPRESSION

MANIFOLD
HEATER

Figure 3-2. Supercharged engine.

(1) It increases the density of the fuel-air mixture (charge) delivered to the

cylinders of the engine.

(2) It increases the maximum compression pressure. The compression ratio for

any engine is constant; hence, the greater the pressure at the beginning of the compression
stroke, the greater will be the pressure at the end of the stroke (maximum compression

pressure is reached at the end of the compression stroke). This higher compression
pressure increases the power output of the engine because the burning temperature of the

gases is higher and, therefore, more energy is released per stroke of the engine.

d. Horsepower to intake manifold preisure relationship (for supercharged engines
only). The relationship between the intake manifold pressure and the power output for a

particular supercharged engine is shown on the graph in figure 3-3, where the intake
manifold pressure in inches or mercury (Hg) is plotted horizontally and the nor3epower is

plotted vertically. By referring to a manifold pressure of 30 inches Hg and then :ollowing
this vertical line up to its intersection with the plotted curve, we see that the power output

for this engine is 550 horsepower at a manifold pressure of 30 inches Hg. (We previously

stated that atmospheric pressure is about 15 PSI and this is approximately equal to 30

inches Hg.) The reason we point out the power output at 30 inches Hg is because this is the

theoretical maximum horsepower this engine would develop if it were not supercharged.
Remember, we previously said that the pressure differential approaches a maximum of 15

PSI in a normally aspirated engine. As is obvious from the graph (fig 3-3), the power out-

put greatly exceeds 550 horsepowerthis additional power is obtained by supercharging.
It may appear that the output of the engine could be increased indefinitely by merely

increasing the manifold pressure. This is not true because of the mechanical limitations

of the engine itself. If this pressure became too high, the engine would become perma-
nently damaged or, at the very least, would have its life considerably shortened. Another

effect of the increasing manifold pressur e is an increase in cylinder head temperature

which could easily cause rzeignition, detonation, and valve burning. To compensate for the

increase in temperature, cooling devices are sometimes used, such as sodium filled valves

and heat exchangers.

e. Advantages of superchargers.

,k eight.
(1) Increase the power output of the engine with negligible increases in engine

(2) Improve the torque output of the engine at higher RPM.
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(3) Provide better response to throttle position.

(4) Provide better atomization and vaporization of the fuel-air mixture.

550 _

Manifold pressure (in Hg)

1

1

1

8

1

!

30

Figure 3-3. Horsepower to manifold pressure relationship.
4-

f. Disadvantages of superchargers.

(1) Supercharger equipped engines are more expensive.

(2) The engine's maintenance burden is increased by the supercharger's complexity.
The impeller (rotating member) is a highly machined and carefully balanced part and will
stand very little abuse. A slight nick in this part will cause an unbalancethe blower will
not operate at high speeds without excessive vibration and possible damage.

(3) The supercharger requires a large amount of power tedrive it and this is
compensated by the increased output added to the engine. But a supercharged engine is not
very economical with respect to fuel consumption.

3-3. TYPES OF SUPERCHARGER SYSTEMS AND PUMPS.

a. Type of drives. Two means of driving supercharger pumps have been used. In one
system, escaping exhaust gas is used to drive a turbine that is coupled to a supercharger
impeller pump; this is called a turbosupercharger. The second method, and most common,
is the mechanical drive, which is powered by a gear train from the engine.

b. Location of pump. Supercharger systems also vary as to location of the pump.
When the pump is located between the carburetor and the manifold, it is called an internal
system. When the pump is located in the air induction system in front of the carburetor, it
is called an external system. In the first system the supercharger provides the advantage

of additior ' .uel atomization. In the external system the air intake is increased, since no
fuel is °resent when the air is compressed.

c. Single stage and two stage. In the single stage the system has but one pump. In

the two stage two impellers are used in tandem to increase pressure. In the two stage it
is necessary to have a cooling device located between the stages, since air temperature
rises when compression occurs and, hence, the air density would decrease. Two-stage
superchargers are sometimes found in aircraft engines but are not commonly found in
automotive engines.

d. Two speeds. Superchargers with two-speed ratios are sometimes used on aircraft
engines to compensate for differences in density of air at different altitudes. In automotive
vehicles, superchargers are normally of single speed (ratio). In automotive engines, the
speed of the supercharger will vary only with engine RPM--there is no gear ratio change.

t I q
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e. Types of pumps (compressors). /6
(1) General. There are four basic types of compressors: diaphragm, reciprocating,

rotary, and centrifugal. For purposes of supercharging, the diaphragm and reciprocating

types can be readily eliminated because of the limited amount of air that they can handle.

The rotary and centrifugal compressors have no reciprocating parts; thus, speeds can be

high and large volumes of air can be handled per unit of time. It is for this reason that only
rotating compressors, of which rotary and centrifugal are types, can be used for super-

charging.

(2) Rotary compressors. Two common types of rotary compressors are the sliding

vane type and the roots type. Both may be classed as positive displacement types; that is,
a volume of air is trapped, and, leakages being neglected, all of it is pushed out by a definite
movement of a part of the compressor.

(a) Sliding vane compressor (fig 3-4). As the rotor is eccentric to its casing,
rotation causes the vanes to move in and out of their slots in the rotor, with centrifugal force
holding them in or out by means of an eccentric. Note that there is a definite amount of

compression because there is a definite change in the volume of the space between any two

vanes as they are rotated irom the inlet position to the discharge position. Because of the

inertia of the vanes, the speed of the vane type is not as high as that of some other type,
but is sufficiently high to be able to handle a much greater volume of air than a reciprocating
compressor of the same bulk. In addition, the vane type has a tendency toward air leak
around the vanes and toward excessive friction between the vanes and the rotor and between

the var.es and casing. In spite of these drawbacks, the vane type is used, to a large extent,
for compression of air in amounts up to 2,000 cubic feet per minute and for pressures up to

30 PSI.

Figure 3-4, Vane type pump.

(b) Roots compressor (fig 3-5). The roots pump has two double-lobed
impellers turning in opposite directions on parallel shafts inside the housing. The

impellers roll together except for small clearances, alternately trapping the incoming air
or air-fuel mixture and forcing it through the outlet, Since there is no change in volume of

the space between the impeller and casing, the air is not compressed as it is carried around.
When tte top edge of the impeller passes the edge of the discharge,,part backflow of air

from the discharge space will occur untii the pressure in the space between the impeller and

the casing reaches the discharge pressures. It is used to a large extent for supercharging

diesel engines.

(3) Centrifugal compressor (fig 3-6). The centrifugal supercharger is a non-
positive displacement type compressor of high output capacity. All supercharged Army

engine employ the centrifugal type supercharger. In this supercharger the impeller is

insta:led in the inlet from the carburetor. It has very small clearances and usually is made

of an aluminum-alloy forging which is designed to withstand high centrifugal forces of

rotation and is balanced accurately to reduce vibration. The radial vanes of the impeller

catch the fuel-air mixture irom the carburetor and are curved in the direction (Di rotation to

receive the fuel-air mixture without excessive shock or friction; thus, insuring smooth

9
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operation. Then the air is centrifugally forced through the radial passageway formed by
the vanes. Due to cenLifugal action, the air is whirled from the center outward, com-
pressing the air progressively higher at each succeeding radius while allowing air to rush
in to fill the void at the center. Note that compression of the air enables it to occupy a
progressively small volume as it travels from the hub, although the passageway may
diverge and offer a larger flow area at the perimeter. For this reason, the relative
velocity of the air can decrease in passing from the hub to the perimeter. This decrease
of velocity with consequent rise in pressure is called diffuser compression. The air
leaving the impeller has a high absolute velocity due to the rotation of the impeller and
centrifugal force action. This high velocity is reduced when the air leaves the impeller to
enter the stationary diffuser vanes with a consequent increase in pressure. Actually, there
are three steps in compression in a centrifugal supercharger due to centrifugal acuon,
diverging contour at outer perimeter, and action of diffuser plate. One of the characteristics
that is associated with the centrifugal superchargers is surging. This action occurs when
the air at outlet pressure exceeds a point of compression fo r which the compressor is
designed and causes air to surge back through the compressor. But with this pressure
relief, the compressor responds by attempting to increase its pressure ratio and, again,
a back surge is experienced. Thus, a high frequency surge of air back and forth in the
compressor will occur. This is of negligible importance to conventional reciprocating
engines but is problematical when applied to the gas turbines or jet propulsion. This
problem is overcome in gas turbines by using axial flow compressors.

our=

Figure 3-5. Roots type pump.

SUTECRAPCZA DAUM

Figure 3-b. Centrifugal pump.
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(4) Axial flow compressors (fig 3-7). Axial flow compressors consist of multiple

rotors mounted on a common shaft separated by stators that are fixed to the compressor
housing. The surface area of the rotor blades decreases progressively from intake to
outlet. Compression is achieved in easy stages, increasing as air passes toward the outlet,
thu.s reducing or eliminating the blow back or surge back through the compressor.

ROTORS STATORS

T. ,

GUIDE VANES

Figure 3-7. Axial flow compressor.
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SECTION I V. FUEL INJECTION SYSTEM PRINCIPLES

4-1. GENERAL. With all the problems inherent in the carbureted fuel systems it can readily
be seen why engineers turned to fuel injection systems for a possible solution to some of
these problems. While the fuel injection system is not a panacea for all induction system
problems, it does eliminate many of the more troublesome features of carbureted system
intake manifold design.

4-2. FUEL INJECTION AND DIESEL ENGINES.

a. General. One of the earliest and most common applications of fuel injection
systems has been in the compression-ignited engine (diesel engine). In the diesel engine,
fuel is put under pressure by means of a mechanical pump. Fuel is metered mechanically,
either within the pump or in a separate metering device. The fuel charge is distributed to
the cylinders at intervals timed to the compression stroke and is injected, under high
pressure, into the combustion chamber. Fuel injected into the highly compressed air of the

combustion chamber causes ignition to occur. An excess of air is available at ail times,
since aix is not throttled. Engine output depends only on the amount of fuel metered into the

cylinder combustion chamber. Diesel engines can use a less volatile fuel since fuel is
mechanically atomized and vapor is not necessary for starting.

b. Advantages. The advantages of diesel engines are many. They include:

(1) Fuel economy.

(2) Fue/ less flammable.

(3) No electrical ignition required.

(4) Better low-speed torque.

(5) No carbon monoxide in exhaust gases.

c. Disadvantages. Diesel engines have their disadvantages too. Some of these dis-
advantages can be overcome at the expense of some of the advantages. The most notable
disadvantages are:

(1) Excessive weight.

(2)

(3)

(4)

High initial cost.

Starting rather difficult.

Greater maintenance cost.

4-3. FUEL INJECTED GASOLINE ENGINES.

a. General. In gasoline engines, the fuel is injected in measured quantities to the
cylinders. Measuring, distribution, and atomization are performed mechanically fL 4-1).
The intake manifold has only one functionto provide free flow of air to the cylinder zom-
bustion chamber. However, the air intake is still throttled to control engine output, Inc
ignition is still accomplished by electrical spark. Unlike the diesel, the gasoline injected
engine must maintain a close air-fuel ratio to sustain combustion at varying load anc speed
conditions. There is no one single type of injection system. Systems vary as to type
pump, type of distribution systems, and in methods of controllmc metering of fue..
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Figure 4-1. Typical injection system.

b. Types of fuel injection systems for gasoline engines.

(1) General. Classification of fuel injection pump and distribution systems may be

made by four broad areas. A discussion of the basic systems follows. It should be
remembered that although these are the basic systems, variations of each or combinations
of some may be found in application. The basic systems are:

///

(a) Timed injection, independent distribution.

(b) Timed injection, common ratio.

(C) Continuous flow.

(d) Injection cdrburetion.

(2) Timed injection, independent distribution.

(a) This system involves a multiple unit pump that measures and injects fuel
into :ines at intervals timed by a distributor mechanism to coincide with the intake stroke
of various cyhnders (fig 4-2). The fuel then passes under relatively high pressure through

independent hnes to each cylinder. This allows the injector nozzles to be treated as an
accessory unit. The nozzles are spring-loaded and will discharge an atomized spray of
:uei when pressure in the line overcomes spring pressure. Spring-loaded discharge
nozzles act to minimize :uel inertia problems by maintaining fuel in the lines under pressure
during the noninjection period.

(b) The nozzles may discharge either in the intake port, manifold, or combus-
tion chamber in any o t the varied timed injection systems (fig 4-3). Generally, it is pre-
ferred to inject the fuel into the intake port. The finely atomized particles of fuel are
sprayed on the head of the hot intake valve. This causes the fuel to vaporize. The vaporized
fuel is then drawn into the combustion chamber on the intake stroke. This eliminates
problems that are common to combustion chamber injection such as (1) high combustion
chamber temperatures, (2) higher fuel pressures, and (3) clogging. Port injection is
quite satisfactory for engines operating below 5,000 RPM. Above this range, timing of
injection must be very accurate and short since the time the intake valve is open is very
brie:. This one reason why high-speed racing cars use combustion chamber injection in
which there is no limitation of fuel intake time at high speeds.

13
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NOZZLES

Figurg 4-2. Timed Injection.

(c) Timed fuel injection with independent hnes and spring-loaded nozzles is
the type of injection system currentl used lot most US Arm.; tracked vehi.:les. In this
system fuel is injected into the intake port.
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Figure 4-3. Combustion chamber and intake port injection.

(3) Timed injection, common rail distribution. Fuel is delivered under a moder-
ate pressure by a common line to spray nozzles in each cylinder (fig 4-4). The injector
nozzles are, in effect, plunger-type pumps actuated b cams or, in some cases, solenoids
that actuate the pumps at proper intervals. Actuation oi the injector nozzles by camshaft
has proved rather expensive. Solenoid actuation has achieved considerable acceptance.
The primary objection to this type system is that it is difficult to vary tuel input uniformly
among all cylinders.

(4) Continuous flow injection (fig 4-5). Some of the problems of timed injected
systems and cost can be reduced by use oi a continuous nontirned injection. In this system
the fuel is delivered mostly during the interval between intake strokes of the engine cycle.
The air-fuel chage is drawn into the cylinder when the intake valve opens on the intake
stroke. The system is free of fuel line inertia problems; however, the fuel meterint:
orifices must be extremely small because fuel is constantly dribbling in. This system is
quite low in cost while retaining many of the advantages of injection.
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(5) Injection carburetor system. Conventional carburetors ..r.eter fuel and deliver
it at the same pressure potential and at almost the same point in the airstream. Separation
ot these two tunctions is accomplished by the injection carburetor. In the injected carburetor
positive atomization is possible because the tuel is atomized mechantLally. Considerable
performance improvement results when the fuel metering force .6 amplitied and the freedom
of delivery to *a ny point in the system is attained by injection. Fuel injetion's nositive
atomization is also helpful in improving perlormance. In this system Luc: Is supplied to
the cIrburetor pump under moderate pressure. The fuel is then m:tered and sent to a
supo.ementar) pump tnat repressurizes it. The discharge of fuel :..ccurs above the throttle
to eliminate the problem of carburetor icing.

c. Controlling the air-fuel mixture in injected gasoline engines - the problem.

(1) The proolem o: providing fuel to engine cylin:Iers would be comparativeic
simp.e .or gasoline engines I: it were not :or the Lnanges u. aii -fuel ratio that are demanded.
Figure 4-o shows the air-foel ratios requtred b, the engine it various throttle and .oad
conditions. Three conditions are apparent.

(a) Idling Anc :ow speed (A-B:.

(b) Econom,. range, mediu.ri loads (B-Cr.

(C) F ,:wer r-.nce with full loc .0

15
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Figure 4-6. Air-tuel and fuel-air ratio; required
by the engines at various throttle
positions.

(2) At idlinz speed the air-fuel mixture is diluted by a high percentage of inert
exhaust gases; therefore, an excessively rich mixture to provide combustion must be
supplied. As the throttle is opened past the idling or no-ioad position, the problem c:
exhaust gas dilution is minimized. At this point the engine operates in its maximum
economy range, if the mixture is well vaporized and the manitold correctl designed, the
ideal lb-17 to 1 air-tuel ratio can be approached. Due to the lean mixture in this economy
zone the flame is slow in traveling through the combustion chamber. Fer this reason the
spark must be advanced for maximum econom}. Opening the throttle to approximately the
three-quarter position in the power range requires a rich mixture tor two reasons.

(a) Maximum power requirement is assumed; thereiore, a rich ,xture
becomes necessary.

(b) Lean mixtures, such as in the economy range, Ca u z.. a tendency toward
valve failure.

The first reason is supported by in:ormation found elsewhere in this text which states thzt
maximum power is attained when all the air is consumed. Tho second relson is apparent
when it is realized that lean mixtures burn slowly and hence exhaust gases are notter witer.
they pass through exhaust valves. Also, at higher speed there is .ess time tor the exhaust
valves to cool.

d. Controlling the air-fuel mixture in injected gasoline engines - solution to the
problem. There are several approaches tor a solution to van in, the air-it:el :mxture in
tuel tn,tected systems. Three methods that will proportion both air and fuel are (1) throttle
control of both air and :tiel by mechanical linkage; (2) throttle control o: air sfipply, .1using
automatic control ot fuel; and (3) throttle control ot tuel causing automatic control of air.
Methods (1) and 121 are the ones employed in most military trlc'ncU vehic.e eneines and r e

the ones discussed.

(1) Control by mechanical linkage. In this method the a.:.ce.erator is connecter, or
.inkage to the throttle valve in a wal similar to that tound in the c troureted system t.. _entro.
tno air tntaKe. The linkaze is also connected to a metering devic, to mechanical.v me:e r
th..; :ue: in corresponding amounts to maintain the proper air-tue.

12,



(2) Throttle air control and automatic fuel control. This system is employed in
tne Simnionos tuel infection ystems used in engines. The air throttle is controlled by

1.(incal (inkage. The fuel is metered by sensing the engine speed and intakc air density
transiating this into ,orresponding Wel discharge. The engin( speed factor is imposed

the pump directly b the engine. Manifold pressure can be used as a measure of air
uensiti it compensation :or temperature is made. As a reliable indicator of mass airflow
at constant temperature, manifold pressure is satisfactory over the entire speed range.
Air density change uue to variance ir. temperature, however, is quite significant. For
exampie, to maintain a 12 to 1 air-tuel ratio oi 00 F manifold temperature, an engine may
hi.:np 145 cuoic feet o. air, This same engine must induct 195 cubic feet of air to hold the

air-fue. ratio at 100° F. This additional air cannot be inductee since the engine is
c, aSi. constant volume pump, and as a result the air-fuel ratio is lowered. Obviously,
soile means o: compensating for this variance must be providee. Fuel flow must be
regu.ated to compensate for temperature changes. Erroi .. in iue. flow can also be caused
n!. barometric a:.d altitude changes. Some systems compensate ior these changes.

e. Advantages of fuel injection for gasoline engines. Many advantages are claimed
'or ected .uel systems, ane a realization of these advantages depends on the type of

rnploFec, the nature ot the installation, and the type of operation the engine is used
:or. it is general. agreed that best results occur when the engine is designed with the
intent o: injecting in mind. Some of the more significant advantages are discussed in the
follow mg subparagraphs.

(1) Increased power. Increased power results because oi increased volumetric
effi,iencv due to two reasons:

(a) Intake manifolds can be simplified since their only function is to provide
:or ambustion. The manifolds can be made large because tr.ere is no need to maintain

(ir velocity, stich as is the case with the carburetor. Hence, the venturi restrictiOn can be
e.iminatec. The result is a free-flowing air intake allowing a maximum amount of dense
air t-) enter the comoustion chamber, dependent only on the engine demand. Maximum air
ivaudbiiitv assures maximum power output.

(b) Inlection systems atomize the fuel mechanically; no manifold hot spot is
requirec for vaporization. Elimination of the hot spot on the manifold allows cool dense
air t:, enter the combustion chamber. Therefore, a larger amount of air-fuel mixture

wei,:nt1 can be packed into the combustion chamber. In the intake port injected engines
the :ue: Is not vaporized until the piston comes up on the compression stroke. This also
contributes to a denser air-tuel charge and a resulting increase in power.

(2) Torque increase at lower engine RPM. Carbureted engines that depend on
inta,e air to meter and transport fuel cannot produce a condition in the combustion
zhainoer zoneucive to high torque at low RPM. Injected engines can produce optimum air-

anc :ue. charge at a much lower RPM. Camshafts can then be designed to take
advantage of this gain and produce higher torque in the lower RPM range. This is

rttcry acvantageous to vehicles employing automatic transmissions.

(3) Increased economy.

(a) Inject:nu tue: with precise contro of the amount and timing of fuel permits
.:.( mixture. There is much less deposited on the nianifold wall, so the over-
... - .ess than that o: the car,uretor svstern.



(b) Distribution is more uniform among the cylinders. Heavy ends of fuel
tthe elements of fuel that _re inert or have high vaporization points) resist vaporization and
cannot be well.distributed by an intake manifold. Therefore, the delivered fuel intake may
differ among the cylinders. :njected systems distribute fuel in liquid form, assuring a
homogeneous mixture in ad cylinders. Injection of fuel at the intake valve port insures
consumption of all the fuel metered, thus promoting economy.

(4) Improved acceleration. Acceleration is improved because the fuel is injected
..-;;ose to the combustion chamber. This eliminates the lag in acceleration due to the time

e required for fuel to pass through the manifold oi a carbureted engine.
....,,

(5) Icing problems minimized. Occasionally, in carburetion, the formation of ice
partially blocks the venturi. The icing results from the cooling effect o: the expanding air
after it leaves the venturi and the vaporization of fuel. When icing occurs, the intake air
is restricted and the output capabilities ot the engine are limited. Since the injection system
does not have a venturi restriction, this icing problem does not occur.

(6) Backfire is minimized. In port injected systems the danger of backfire is
reduced because there are no hot fuel vapors in the manifold.

(7) Improved engine attitude. There is much less change in fuel distribution due
to changes in engine position in the injected system. Carburetors are quite sensitive to
engine position due to,changes in float bowl fuel level when the vehicle is on an incline.

f. Disadvantages of fuel injection. In a comparison of performance, there is no dis-
advantage of any consequence in fuel injected engines when they are compared with carbu-
reted engines. However, several items of installation and maintenance may be considered
disadvantages.

(1) Due to the nature of the mechanical working parts and their close tolerances,
a finer degree of fuel filtration than that currently applied to the carburetor engine is
necessary.

(2) In order that the fuel injector may meter fuel properly at high fuel temper-
atures, a higher fuel supply pressure to the injector is required than that currently applied
to the carburetor system.

(3) The initial cost of the system may be greater, depending on which carburetor
systems are considered.

(4) There are more moving parts in the injector system which may contribute
somewhat to a higher maintenance cost. Adjustment and calibration of injector systems
require skilled personnel and complex equipment.

i p ,
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SECTION V. SIMMONDS FUEL INJECTION SYSTEM, DESCRIPTION
AND PRENCIPLES OF OPERATION

5-1. GENERAL. The Simmonds SU fuel injection system has ueen adopted by the Army for

use on some engines. The model used on each engine may difier. Table 5-1 gives the

engine model and type o: Simmonds pump employed on each production model. As indicated

in table 5-1, future engine requirements will be met with injected engines. Figures 5-1

and 5-2 illustrate production model engines employed in tracked vehicles which utilize

fuel injection. All Simmonds SU injection systems are similar in rTeration and construction

principles. However, their installation on engines varies as to the type of auxiliary controls

used.

Table 5-1. Simmonds Fuel Injector Pump Assemblies in Ordnance Number Sequence.

Crdnance
part No

Federal
stock No

Simrnonds
part No

Model
No

Simmonds
type

Engine
application
Continental

model
No

Continental
part No

7973713 2910-333-5006 570057 SU-15G3 SU-15 AVI 1790-8
_

551963

7974093 2910-571-6981 570060 SU-15C5 SU-15 AVSI 1790-6 552049

7974355 2910-695-2962 570062 SU-15D7 SU-15 AOSI 895-5 552082

8735862 2910-571-6766 570214 SU-570 SU-570 A01 402-5 528950

8725160 2910-678-7100 570080 SU-570 SU-570 AVI 1790-8 553982

7017523 570099 SU-570 SU-570 AOSI 895-5 553739

10865193 2910-714-8653 572000 SU-570 SU-570 AVSI 1790-6A 554250

570057 2910-333-5006 7973713 SU-15G3 SU-15 AVI 1790-8 551963

570060 2910-571-6981 7974093 SU-15C5 SU-15 AVSI 1790-6 552049

570062 2910-695-2962 7974355 SU-15D7 SU-15 AOSI 895-5 552082

570214 2910-571-6766 8735882 50-570 SU-570 AOI 402-5 551963

570080 2910-678-7100 8725160 SU-570 SU-570 AVI 1790-8 553982

570009 7017523 SU-570 SU-570 AOSI 895-5 553739

572000 2910-714-8653 10865193 50-570 SU-570 AVSI 1790-6A 554250

5-2. DATA. Table 5-2 provides the general data applicable to a typical SO fuel system
employing the SU series injector pump (fig 5.3 thru 5-6).

Table 5-2. General Data, Typical SU Fuel System.

Overall length
Diameter at mounting end
Maximum height from centerline at

solenoid end of injection pump
Maximum fuel delivery (lb per

revolution)
Minimum engine oil pressure
Minimum fuel pressure
injection pump mounting

Mounting drive ratio (to crankshaft)
Weight of pump
injector nozzle mounting
Weight of injector nozzle

8.87 in
Approx 4 in

4.62 in

0.00369
30 PSI
15 PSI
Mounting pad and 3 studs, 5/16-

in diameter
1:1
Approx 8 lb
Bosses on intake manifold
Approx 3 oz
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A-Capillary tube assembly
B-Capsule cross-pin
C-Capsule adjustment nuts
D-Capsule assembly
E-Oil valve spring plate, and shaft assembly
F-Oil drain hole
G-Outer tuning spring
H-Inner tuning spring
J-Mainshaft assembly
K-Tuning spring retaining plate
L.-Wobble plate ball
M-Wobble plate
N-Plunger block assen,bly
P-Dictributor valve

Figure 5.3. Fuel injector

Q-Fuel port
R-Splined end of mainshaft assembly
S-Distributor block assembly
T-Mainshaft eccentric
U-Ring gear assembly
V-Mainshaft cross-piece oil hole
W-Inner and outer plunger springs
X-Plunger assembly
Y-Skew shaft
Z-Main body
AA-Inner tuning spring shim
BB-Sandwich piece assembly
CC-Manifold pressure port

pu m p 4ssetn blv 7973713 cross..et. ttona I
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"Zr METERING VALVE ASSEMBLY

/
,AADJUSTMENT SCREW

COVER

ADJUSTMENT SCREW

TUNING SPRING

DIAPHRAGM ASSEMBLY

IDLE ADJUSTMENT
SCREW

1. 3

IDLE ADJUSTMENT
ASSEMBLY

CHECK
VALVE

SPRING

VALVE SEAT

NEEDLE VALVE

PUMP MAIN ASSEMBLY

FIgin e Fuel Inject ot pump assembiks 797.1093 and 797.1355--( toss.sv( view.
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ACheck nut
BCapnut
CCapsule "0" ring praformed packing
DCapsule assembly
ESandwich piece gasket
FMainshaft assembly
GSkew shaft
HWobble plate ball
JPlunger block assembly
KPlunger block thrust washer
LPlunger block thrust seal
MDistributor block assembly

NSplined end of mainshaft
PMainshaft eccentric
QDistributor valve
RRing gear assembly
SInner plunger spring
TOuter plunger spring
UPlunger assembly
VWobble plate
NVInner tuning spring
XOuter tuning spring
YSandwich piece assembly

Figure 55% Fuel inlet:tor pump aseilibiv 8735882erosi.sectivuji view.
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Figure 5-6. Simmonds fuel injector pump.
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5-3. GENERAL DESCRIPTION. The injector pump is comprised of these major parts or
subas5emblies: the capsule housing assembly, the sandwich piece assembly, tuning springs,
pump body, skew shaft, main shaft, wobble plate and ball, plunger block assembly, ring
gear, distributor valve, distributor block, and the injector nozzles. See figures 5.7
through 5-21.

a. Capsule housing assembly. Enclosed and supported by the capsule housing is the
capsule assembly and, if used, the temperature sensing bulb, the idle control device, and
the fuel metering control valve. A threaded shoulder with two adjusting nuts provides for
vernier adjustment of the capsule.

b. Sandwich piece assembly. Included in the sandwich piece assembly is the central
bore that supports the servovalve shaft and an oil restrictor leading to the oil drain
passage.

C. Tuning springs. There are two tuning springs. The outer one bears against the
servovalve and the servo of the skew shaft. The inner smaller spring is retained to a
shoulder on the servovalve. The tuning springs regulate the position of the servovalve and
skew shaft in response to force differential in the servosystem.

d. Pump body. Included in the pump body are a bore for thP skew shaft, a spherical
socket in which the wobble plate oscillates, and oil inlet and outlet passages.

e. Skew shaft. Located on one end of the skew shaft is the servopiston. The other
end of the skew shaft is set at an angle (skewed) and passes through the ball ring. On the
skewed end there is a slot that engages a lobe on the main shaft, permitting the skew shaft
to be driven by the main shaft. The angular position of the wobble plate is dependent on the
axial movement of the skew shaft. Pressure differential across the skew shaft and tuning
springs produces the axial movement.

f. Main shaft. The main shaft is driven by the engine through a splined coupling. A
lobe on one end engages and drives the skew shaft. On the other end there is a cam that
actuates the fuel distribution valve. A drilled passage through the lobe and center of the
main shaft permits passage of oil to the servochamber.

g. Wobble plate and ball. The wobble plate is mounted ^n the ball and seats in the
spherical socket provided in the pump housing. Rotation of the skew shaft causes the
wobble plate to oscillate, thereby actuating the pump plungers. The position of the ball
ring on the skewed portion of the skew shaft determines the length of the plunger stroke
and the quantity of fuel output,

h. Plunger block assembly. Included in the plunger block assembly are the plunger
block, plungers and plunger springs, 0-ring, and the wave spring. Movement of the plungers
is caused by the oscillation of the wobble plate, while the length of the stroke is regulated by
the position of the wobble plate on the skewed portion of the skew shaft. The fuel pump
forces fuel into the respective plunger bores and is injected in a timed sequence.

i. Ring gear and valve. The ring gear is sandwiched between the pump body and
distributor block and remains stationary. Internal gear teeth of the ring gear mesh w ith
the teeth of the valve gear. The valve serves to distribute the fuel to the proper ports.
The valve has ports that aline with the ports in the distributor block and the plunger biock
assembly, permitting the intake and ejection of fuel in properly timed sequence when
rotated by the main shaft cam.

j. Distributor block. The distributor block has a support bearing for the main shaft
and drilled passages for the fuel supply, fuel venting, fuel discharge, and oil supply arid
drain.
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A-Capsulc assembly
B-Oil valve and shaft assembly
C-Outer tuning spring
D-Inner tuning spring
E-Skew shaft servopiston
F-Skew shaft
G-Alternate supply oil inlet
H-Plunger assembly
J-Plunger bore
K-Plunger block
L-Distributor valve
M- Main shaft eccentric
N-Distributor block
P-Fuel inlet

p
Q-Supply oil inlet
R-Drain oil outlet
S-Fuel outlet (to nozzle)
T-Ring gear assembly
U-Distributor valve port
V-Main shaft oil inlet
W-Wobble plate
X-Wobble plate ball
Y-Main shaft assembly
Z-Main shaft oil outlet
AA-Sandwich piece assembly
BB-Drain oil orifice
CC-Manifold pressure connection

Ni--771 DRAIN OIL

7:777.77:7

V 413:

t2F41,4 141:4,14(3:Id

SUPPLY OIL

SERVO OIL

FUEL AT NOZZLE PRESSURE

FUEL AT INLET PRESSURE

ENGINE MANIFOLD PRESSURE
(CAPSULE CHAMBER PRESSURE)

Figure 5.7. Fuel injector pump assembly 8735882functional diagram.
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k. Injector nozzles. The nozzle is comprised of the valve, spring, filter
and the injector retainer. The number of cylinders determines the number
required.

5-4. CONSTRUCTION OF COMPONENTS.

a. Capsule housing assembly (fig 5.8 thru 5-10).

screen,
of nczzles

(1) The aluminum housing contains the capsule assembly. When. used, the
temperature bulb and capillary tube are permanently affixed to the capsule and are con-
sidered as part of the assembly. The housing has a threaded boss that mounts the two
capsule adjusting nuts. Studs are provided on the circular flanged face .or mounting the
capsule housing on the sandwich piece and main body.

A-CAPSULE ASSt-7043,37
I-CAPSULE 0" RING PWORALED PACKINO.-96,:06MS2IS13 12

HEXHO PIPE PLUG-1141044-AN933.;
D-IOTTOM cApsua ACIUSTALENT NUT-838'40'2
I-CAPSULE C1CSS.PIN-77437.520 134
f-1CV CAPSULE ADJUSTMENt NUT 83.1,1163
II-METERING HD MOUSING vi STUDS 47932.570752
PI-LOCKING WULE-0 032 DIA SI

.1-NO. 10 441.1TEIN LOCK WASHEL-113044.AN916-410
K-CAPtUARY MBE CIAMP-969054452191F4

10 SCIEW-5044 AN14S355
CAPILLARY YUIE ASSY W TEMPERATURE
suit' ASSY-NO NUMBER

Figure 5.8. Original metering head assemblyexploded view.

(2) The capsule assembly is housed in the aluminum casting with the stalk o: the
capsule passing through the central bore of the threaded boss ,fig 59,. An adjusting pin
pasaes through the capsule stalk and threaded boss at right angles to their axes. The
adjusting pin is nested between the two adjusting nuts. Movement of the adjusting nuts
causes axial movement of the adjusting pin ana capsule stalk (the adjusting pinhole in the
threaded boss is elongated to permit axial motion). This movement changes the fuel output
of the injector pump.

(3) Six studs protruding from the capsule bore opening side of the housing serve to
attach the sandwich piece and capsule housing to the pump body.

13(
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CAPSULE
STALK

ADJUSTMENT
NUT COVER

ADJUSTING
NUTS

(IN<NT5

CAPSULE
ASSEMBLY

Figure 5-9. Capsule housing assemblycross section.

A CAPSULY ASSY 704987
'CAPSULE 0 RING PREFORMED PACKIr4G

11.N6906 m$29513-12

HEA.HD !MP! PLUG a9041-AN933 I

eitiat D.ISOTTO. CAPSULE ADJUSTMENT
MIT 8389862

E CAPSULE CROSS FIN-77932.570134
F-TOP CAPSULE ADJUSTMENT Nu1-8389863
jmETERING HD '<MING W STUDS--

77932.570752
H-PWG-7017522

S.

RA PD 386662

Figure 5-10. Converted metering head assembly (capillary tube
and temperature bulb removed) exploded view.
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(4) Provision for mounting two manifold pressure sensing tubes is made with two

threaded port bosses on the side of the housing. The capillary tube of the temperature bulb
is attached to an adjacent boss. Since the capillary tube is permanently affixed to the
capsule housing assembly, it should not be tampered with. The capillary tube and sensing
bulb are not used on new engine applications or rebuilt pumps because it has been dis-
covered that manifold heat changes affect the capsule without using the heat sensing bulb.

b. Sandwich piece assembly (fig 5-11).

(1) The sandwich piece is a machined aluminum disk with a boss on one side. A
central bore through the boss supports the servovalve shaft while a counterbore receives.
the servovalve shaft oil seal. An oil restrictor passage extends at an angle from the
central part of the sandwich piece to be joined to the oil drain passage of the main pump
body by a drilled passage and a counterbore.

(2) A tapered cone on one end of the servovalve shaft seats in a miniature bearing
pressed into an outer race. The bearing is permanently lubricated by grease placed in a
soft copper cup before it is permanently attached to the outer race of the bearing. On the
other end, the servovalve shaft is pressed into the servovalve seat. The brass bushing in
the central bore is drilled to permit oil to drain into drilled passages from the valve seat
restrictor passage. A brass plate across the top of the sandwich piece boss retains the
oil seal.

(3) Six equally spaced drilled holes around the outer periphery receive the studs
of the capsule housing and .., rye to fasten the sandwich piece to the main pump body. The
seventh hole is a continuation of the accelerator pump oil passage.

SANDWICH

RACCELERATO

PIECE

BOOSTER
PASSAGE

c SERVO
VALVE SEAT

BRA SS
PLATE

: I L
-illiN

c

OUTER
RAGE

1

G RE A S E
RE TA 1NER

Figure 5-11. Sandwich piece assembly.
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c. Tuning springs (fig 5-12). The inner and outer tuning springs are made of music
wire. The tuning springs provide the force differential to position the skew shaft and
wobble plate when the oil pressures on both sides of the servo are balanced. It is in this
manner that the fuel is metered to meet manifold pressure and temperature changes.

c

- - OUTE R
\Ili TUNING

P!
SPRING

.9i
,......,

\\\\
INNE R
T UNING
SPR 1NG

Figure 512. Tuning springs.

d. Pump body (fig 5-13).

(I) The one-piece aluminum casting pump body contains the following: centr::
bored noie, drilled oil drain passage, threaded oil supply port, spherical surface with
three equa;l'y spaced siots extending radially from the central bore, and a stepped coter-
bore with a locating slot to receive the dowel pin of the plunger block assembly.

CAPSULE HOUSING AND
. SANDWICH PIECE

5"°11.4 S rout ICAL. MO U Nfl NGAgoVOTING afAce
HOLESf4ot.E

SMA1.1-......--""
P101C4INEO

fLAHGE

c enirsAi.
STEPPED 80/tED

COUNTEREtaRE HOLC

ANNUL AR
6 IteoVE

An NULA It
'HAIG An°

END GOA/ ER
S TUD AMES

OIL ORA IN
OIL SLIP I, LI

OIL sLor

OILSvPpLY

£ NG INE
NOUN T1 N6

00 LE'S
/7-7-- AtiNOLAR RING AND

ENO covER Ma not.e.

Figure 5-13. Pump body.
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(2) The central bore receives the servo of the skew shaft and serves as a servo
chamber. The spherical surface at the one end of the central bore will position the wobble
plate that is mounted on the skew shaft by a ball ring. The angular position of the wobble
plate is yaried by the axial motion of the skew shaft in its bore and determines the quantity
of fuel displaced by the plungers. Rotary motion of the wobble plate, due to rotation oi the
skew shaft, actuates the plungers which receive and eject the metered fuel to the various
cylinde r nozzle s.

(3) The stepped bore provides a seat for the plunger block assembly and a locating
slot receives the dowel on the plunger block.

(4) The smaller round flange has six stud holes on the mounting face to receive
the studs that mount the sandwich piece and capsule housing assembly. The three holes in
the larger flange that have raised bosscs admit the studs of the engine mounting pad. The
hole drilled lengthwise through the pump body connects the oil drain passage oi the capsule
housing with a similar passage in the distributor block. A 1/8-inch pipe thread port is
provided for use when supply of engine oil pressure is made externally.

e. Skew shaft. The skew shaft (fig 5-14) is a machined meehanite casti . When
placed in position, the end with the servo fits into the central bore of the pump body and
retains the tuning springs. A forked end on the skewed portion of the shaft engages and is
driven by the lobe on the main shaft. A central bore permits the skew shaft to slide axially
over the main shaft. Differences in oil pressure on either side of the servo and the force
of the tuning springs will cause axial motion of the skew shaft. The angular position of the
wobble plate is determined by its position on the skewed portion of the skew shaft.

Note. - Meehanite is a high grade of cast iron with excellent wear resistance and self-
lubricating properties.

FORKED ENO

SERVO PISTON

1"11111.1111111.
SKEWED

END

DENTRA
BORE

Figure 5-14. Skew shaft.

f. Main shaft. The main shaft (fig 5-15) is a steel rod with a splined end coupled to
the engine accessory drive. The shaft ;las a lobe for driving the skew shaft and an eccentric
cam to actuate the fuel distribution valve. A hole drilled transverse to the axis of the
shaft and extending through the lobe to a central bore provides an oil passage to the upper
servochamber. The central bore terminates at the servovalve seat.

ECCENTRIC
SPLINED END LOBE

ChNIKAL
BORED
HOLE

(OIL -OUT)

SERVO OIL SERVO

INLET PASSAGE VALVE SEA'

Figure 5-15. Mail 41ft.
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g. Wobble plate and ball. The ball and wobble plate (fig 5-16) are hardened,

machined steel parts. The wobble plate seats in the spherical socket of the pump body.
The ball serves as a flexible joint, allowing the wobble plate to oscillate when driven by the
skewed portion of the skew shaft. The radial and axial movement of the periphery of the
wobble plate causes the plungers to receive and eject fuel in the proper sequence.

PLUNGER
BLOCK

1.----r.BALL

-Telt
___,--- WOBBLE

----- PLATE

?CO NG ERS

whvt- SPRIN6

'0" RING

POS1 nos ING
DOWEL

P/N

Figure 3-16. Wobble plate, ball, and plunger block assembly.

h. Plunger block assembly. The plunger block (fig 5-17) is a machined aluminum or
rneehanite cylinder that has a central bore and equally spaced plunger bores. The plungers,
made (:);: chromium plated brass, are interchangeable. The skew shaft and the main shaft
pass through the central bore. The springs in the plunger bores load the plungers against
the wobble piate and, as previously explained, the plungers are actuated by the wobble plate.
A wave spring loads the plunger block assembly against the valve gear to form a seal. The
C-ring, on the outer periphery of the plunger block, is a seal to prevent the oil from leaking
Into the fue.. The piunger block assembly seats in the stepped bore of the pump body where
it is positioned by a locating dow el and retained by a large circlip.

PLUNGER
B L 0 CK

-0- Rinc,

Figure 3-17. Plunger block assembly.
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i. Ring gear and valve.

(1) The annular ring (fig 5-18) is an internal toothed, annular ring gear held in a
fixed position between the end cover and the pump body by three studs. The internal teeth
mesh with the external teeth of the distributor valve. Drilled holes allow continuation of
the oil supply and drain passages in the pump body and distributor block.

E NG I NE
MOUNTING

HOL E

OIL DRAIN
OIL SUPPLY

TIMING
MARK

INTERNAL
TEE TH

ENGINE
MOUNTING

HOLE

711

E coveR
STUD HOLES

""-ENGI NE
MOUNTING

HOLE

Figure 5-18. Ring gear and gaskets.

.,-

ex.,.,.r...i.,
,r. ..-1';--. -

(2) The valve (fig 5-19) is a machined meehanite casting, resembling a gear, with
eight kidney-shaped ports equally spaced that meet with eight drilled holes coming through
from the other side. The kidney-shaped ports and drilled holes deliver fuel from the
plunger bores to the distributor block passages in proper sequence. The external teeth of
the valve mesh with the teeth of the ring gear. The central bore fits over the eccentric of
the main shaft. Pressure from the wave spring sandwiches the valve between the plunger
block and distributor block. A timing mark on the valve is to be alined with a similar
:nark on the ring gear to secure the correct relationship between the wobble plate throw and
the position of the main shaft eccentric.

(3) Revolving the main shaft eccentric in one direction will cause the valve to
rotate in the opposite direction. The ratio between the valve and ring gear is 8 to 1. Hence,
one revolution of the main shaft will result in one-eighth of a revolution of the valve. Fuel
intake into the plunger bore is controlled by the edge of the valve. The action of the valve
is timed with the stroke of the plunger so that the inlet opening to the plunger bore is
uncovered when the plunger is on the intake stroke. After completion of the intake stroke,
the valve moves to aline the kidney-shapeci port and drilled hole with the discharge port of
the thstributor block. Each plunger will deliver fuel through each of the kidney-shaped
ports in turn.
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TIMING
MARK

EXTERNAL TEETH

Figure 5-19. Distributor valve.

j Distributor block.

PORTS

CENTRAL
BORE

(1) A cylindrical, machined, rneehanite block forms the distributor block (fig 5-20)
for the pump. It is comprised of the following components: oil inlet and outlet passages,
fuel vent port, two alternate fuel inlet ports, and a central bore to support the main shaft
bearing. Three studs located on the machined surface mount the distributor block to the
pump body. Three holes passing through the casting permit mounting the entire pump to
the engine. The arrow stamped on the distributor block indicates the direction of main
shaft rotation.

(2) A 1/8-inch pipe-threaded brass fitting retains a fixed restrictor and vents fuel
and vapor back to the fuel tank. The six outlet fuel fittings are lettered alphabetically to
indicate the sequence of discharge. Two 1/4-inch threaded ports permit fuel to be supplied
irom either side of the pump. The two inlet drilled passages and the vent port are inter-
connected by the annular groove on the machined face of the distributor block.

(3) The six passages on the machined face are connected to the lettered discharge
ports; each passage receives fuel from a plunger, and delivers it to the nozzle.

(4) The main shaft passes through the central bore and is retained by a split
sleeve held together by a clip. Main shaft end play is controlled by shims placed between
a thrust collar and the counterbore seat. Oil supply and oil drain passages on the engine
mounting face mate with similar passages on the engine accessory mounting pad.

k. Injector nozzles. An injector nozzle (fig 5-21) is mounted on a boss on the intake
manifold tube for each cylinder. The position of the valve is such that fuel sprays through
the open intake valve port and into the combustion chamber as the air charge enters. The
nozzles incorporate a filter screen and a pintle valve which is spring loaded to prevent
leaking. Fuel pressure of 50 to 70 PSI is required to open the valve. The hemispherical
shape of the valve and its seat promote better seating as the valve wears. This design
also helps to make the nozzle self-cleaning, since dirt particles are forced from the seat
by accelerating the engine just long enough to force an increased amount of gasoline through
the nozzle.
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Figure 5-20. Distributor block.
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NOZZLE
BODY

SPRING
RETAINER

FILTER SCREW
FILTER SUPPORT

FILTER SCREEN'
"0" RING

TENSION
SPRING

PINTLE

Figure 5-21. Typical injector nozzles.

1. Differences between models.

(1) Differences between plunger block assemblies.

(a) The plunger block assembly originally used in fuel injector pump assemblies
7973713, 7974093, and 7974355 has six plunger bores arranged in three pairs. Six plungers

are used, one in each bore, and they are spring loaded by one inner and one outer plunger
spring in each bore. Plungers are positioned in the bore, threaded end first. Replacement
plunger block assemblies are described in c below.

(b) The difference in the plunger block assembly used in fuel injector pump
assembly 8735882 is that it has three plunger bores, plungers, and inner and outer springs

for each bore (fig 5-22).

SMALL
PLUNGERS

THREE.PLUNGER
BLOCK ASSEMBLY

SfX.PLUNGER
BLOCK ASSEMBLY

Figure 5-22. Original plunger block assembliesfuel injector pump
assemblies 7973713, 7974093, 7974355, and 8735882.
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(c) The replacement plunger block assembly for fuel injector pump assemblies

7974093 and 7974355 has three larger bores, three larger plungers, and also uses three
inner and outer plunger springs (fig 5-23).

LARGE
PLUNGERS

pass._
A 'N.

r..

PA 07. 1?6543

Figure 5-23. Replacement plunger
block assemblyfuel
injector pump assem-
blies 7974093 and
7974355.

(2) Differences between metering head assemblies.

(a) Physical appearance and functional characteristics of metering head
assemblies are the chief differences between pump assemblies. Fuel injector pump
assemblies 7973713, 7974093, and 7974355 basically have a physically similar metering
head. Fuel injector pump assemblies 7974093 and 7974355 mete:in:z heads, however, have
additional devices mounted to them. The ...etering head used on fuel injector pump assem-
bly 8735882 is completely different than those used on other fuel injector pump assemblies.

(b) Immediate identification of fuel injector pump 7973713 metering head
assembly can be made from presence of a capillary tube and temperature bulb assembly
mounted to the casting, and absence of an idle adjustment assembly and metering valve
assembly. Some early models of fuel injector pump assembly 7974093 may have a gasket
and plate secured to the obsolete solenoid mounting flame.e on the metering head. The
metering head must have this optional construction if there is a hole through the recessed
aperture into capsule chamber of the metering head.
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(c) Fuel injector pumps 7974093 and 7974355 metering head assemblies are /,,g7
structurally similar to basic fuel injector pump 7973713 metering head assembly, but have
additional devices mounted to them with applicable ports and screw holes drilled to receive
the new connectIons and mounting screws. They both retain the temperature bulb and

capillary tube assembly mounted to the metering head. Fuel injector pump 7974093 has a
long capillary tube, while fuel injector pump 7974355 is shorter in length. Positive identifi-

cation of a pump assembly can be made by checking the nameplate attached to the pump main

body. If the manufacturer's part number is 570060, the Ordnance number is 7974093.
Pump assembly 570062 corresponds to Ordnance part number 7974355.

(d) Fuel injector pump metering head assembly 8735882 is structurally
different than all other metering head assemblies. It is secured to the sandwich piece
assembly and main body with six metering head bolts, nuts, and washers rather than

studs. It has no capillary tube and temperature bulb and no devices mounted on it.

(3) Differences between tu.ning springs and shims.

(a) All outer tuning springs are different, although similar in physical
appearance. Spring rate of each varies from pump assembly to pump assembly and is a

critical operational variable which affects fuel output.

(b) Inner tuning springs are also similar in appearance, although completely
different in spring rate. They vary from pump assembly to pump assembly and affect the

fuel output.

(C) Shims are used to adjust effective length of inner tuning springs. This
adjustment is made during calibration of the pump assembly. Changing length of inner

tuning springs affects the point at which springs contact skew shaft servo piston to

influence axial movement of skew shaft. The difference between shims is their thickness,

which ranges from 0.005 to 0.015 inch.

5-5 PRINCIPLES OF OPERATIONGENERAL. The SU fuel injection system operates on
the principle of speed density metering. It senses the variations in engine speed, intake

manifold pressure, and intake manifold temperature, and meters fuel at the desired rate

for any combination of these variations. Basically, the injection pump is multiplunger axial

type with a variable stroke. The main shaft of the pump is spline-coupled to the engine and

driven at engine cranksh-kft speed. Mechanical variations on pump action are the result of

an internal pressure differential. The pump uses oil from the engine lubrication system as

a medium for this pressure differential.

5-6. OPERATION OF SIMMONDS PUMP. See figure 5-24.

a. Plunger block assembly.

(1) Actuation of the plungers in sequt ce in the plunger block is obtained by the

axial and rotary motion of the wobble plate.

(2) The length of the plunger stroke determines the amount of fuel that will be

delivered to the cylinders.

b. Skew shaft and main shaft.

(1) The wobble plate is fitted over the skewed portion of the skew shaft. The skew

shaft, in turn, is mounted over the main shaft and is driven by a lobe on the main shaft

whiie remaining free to move axially along the main shaft.

(2) The stroke (displacement) of the pump plunger is dependent on the angular
position of the wobble plate on the skewed portion of the skew shaft.

(a) Skew shait at bottom position - .,troke length and displacement is maximum.

(b) Skew shaft at top position - stroke length and displacement is minimum.
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(3) One end of the skew shaft forms a servopiston. Two tuning springs act to /
keep the servo and the skew shaft in the down position.

c. Oil flow.

(1) Engine lubrication oil is admitted into the pump housing at a point just below
the wobble plate. The oil is under at least 30 PSI and filtered.

(2) Oil enters the housing and passes through three slots in the spherical socket
that supports the wobble plate and acts against the bottom of the servo. This oil pressure
tends to move the skew shaft servo against the tuning springs toward the top of the housing
to reduce the amount of fuel metered to engine cylinders.

(3) Oil under pressure also passes through the servo inlet passage at the lobe of
the main shaft and up the central bore of main shaft toward the top of the skew shaft.

(4) Passage of oil out of the main shaft central bore is controlled by the servo-
valve and spring seat. The position the servovalve is controlled, in turn, by the capsule
position.

d. Capsule housing assembly.

(1) The czpsule unit provides a means of translating intake manifold temperature
and pressure changes into oil pressure changes across the servosystem, thus positioning
the skew shaft and regulating plunger stroke length and fuel output.

(2) The capsule is seated on the servovalve shaft. A ball bearing is provided to
allow the servovalve to rotate with the main shaft while the capsule remains stationary.

(3) Externally, the capsule is subjected to intake manifold pressure. A tube
connecting the capsule to the intake manifold admits manifold pressure to Ulf.; capzule
chamber. The.capsule is filled with dry nitrogen tt:at contracts or expands according to
temperature and pressure in the manifold.

(4) The pneumatic loading of the capsule, as a result of the internal and external
pressures a id external temperatures, determines its degree of longitudinal expansion and

,letermines, through the shaft, how far the servovalve is off its seat. The position of the
servovalve retards or speeds up the flow of oil to the top side of the servo.

e. Metering fuel with high manifold pressure.

(1) Oil enters the housing and acts on the bottom of the skew shaft servo. Oil also
passes through the main shaft central bore.

(2) The capsule will contract due to the increased manifold pressure and temper-
ature. With the capsule contracted, the servovalve will open (tuning spring forces servo-
valve up) and allow passage of oil to the top of the skew shaft servo.

(3) Oil pressure will build up on the top side of the servo until the oil pressure on
top of the servo is equal to the oil pressure on the bottom of the servo. Excess oil is
metered through the restrictor and into the return oil passage.

(4) When oil pressure on both sides of the skew shaft servo are equal, a difference
in pressure will be caused by the tuning springs. Hence, the tuning springs will push the
servo and skew shaft down.
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(5) With the skew shaft in a downward position, the wobble plate ball ring will be
located at the maximum skewness point of the skew shaft. Thus, maximum plunger stroke
and full delivery will result.

f. Metering fuel with low intake manifold pressure.

(1) With low intake manifold pressure, the capsule will be expanded and the servo-
valve opening will be closed or limited, depending on the degree of manifold pressure.

(2) With the servovalve restricting the passage of oil to the top of skew shaft servo,
oil pressure on the },ottom of the skew shaft servo will be greater than the pressure on the
top. The skew shaft will move upward and the wobble plate will be located at the minimum
skewed point of the skew shaft. Plunger travel and fuel delivery will be decreased.

(3) When the servovalve is completely closed no oil will pass to the top of the
servo. The skew shaft will move to the extreme upward position due to oil pressure on the
bottom of the servo, and no fv.el will flow.

g. Metering variations due to temperature change. The manifold air temperature
exerts pressure on the inside of the capsule unit, depending on the temperature of manifold
air.

(1) High temperature - capsule tends to expand and restrict servovalve opening
and, hence, decreases the amount of fuel metered.

(2) Low temperature - capsule contracts, allowing servovalve to open, which
results in an increased fuel flow.

Note. - The relationship of components involved in metering is indicated in figure 5-25.

h. Fuel flow. At the bottom of the plunger block assembly is the distributor
assembly consisting of the annular ring and valve. In contact with the plunger block is the
distributor valve. The plunger block is spring loaded toward the distributor block, and
the distributor valve is thus held in close surface contact between the two parts. The
eccentric crank portion of the main shaft fits in the central bore of the distributor valve to
actuate it. Fuel intake, distribution, and discharge are controlled by position of the
distributor valve in relation to the plunger chamber holes, distributor block discharge holes,
and intake chamber.

(1) Fuel intake.

(a) Fuel enters the inlet hole on the distributor block under moderate
pressure. Fuel then passes into the annular passage in the distributor block and is retained
in a chamber formed by the distributor block annular passage on the bottom and the plunger
block and 0-ring seal at the top. Fuel and fuel vapor are metered back to the fuel tank
through the restrictor that is connected to the annular groove.

(b) Movement of the main shaft eccentric crank moves the distributor valve so
that the plunger chamber openings are alined in proper sequence with the open space
between the distributor valve and the stationary ring gear when the plungers are on their
intake stroke. Hence, fuel is forced from the fuel chamber into the plunger.
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(2) Fuel distribution. The pump is capable of providing fuel for a bank of six
cylinders. Although there are six plungers, they are arranged so that they are paired in
action and they actually function as three plungers. Most new applications use a three-
plunger block. To accomplish delivery of the fuel to two alternate engine cylinders from a
single plunger, the outer teeth on the valve gear are in a ratio of 8 to 1 to the internal teeth
on the stationary ring gear. The valve gear has eight kidney-shaped ports. As the main
shaft rotates, the valve gear rotates at one-eighth shaft speed and in the opposite direction.
The kidney-shaped poi ts therefore move one-eighth turn from each revolution of the main
shaft. Since passages are drilled at alternate ends of the ports it is possible to arrange
for fuel delivery to the outlet ports at the desired time.

i. Lubrication. There is no separate lulyrication system for this pump. Lubrication
is accomplished by the fuel and the servo oil.

I 5 j
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SECTION VI. SIMMONDS FUEL INJECTION SYSTEM, AUXILIARY
CONTROLS AND ACCESSORIES

6-1. AUXILIARY CONTROLS REQUIRED ON SUPERCHARGED FUEL INJECTED ENGINE.

a. Idle control device (fig 6-1).

(1) An idle control device is incorporated'on the injector to allow adjustment of
fuel flow for greater economy at low engine speeds without affecting the basic metering
curve.

TO
;CYLINDER PORT

BOSTER
TO ACC.

IMPELLER

SUPERCHARGER
ASSEMBLY

INTAKE
MANIFOLD THROTTLE

BODY7

;()

IDLE ADJUST
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Figure 6-1. Meter and idle.
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(2) The basic component of the idle control system is a venturi, the entrance of
which is connected by tube B to a hole in the air intake elbow at a point above the closed
butterfly valve. The port for this tube on the idle control device is stamped "THROTTLE
HOUSING." At conditions other than idle, tube A serves to transmit manifold pressure to
the capsule chamber, At idle, however, tubeiA provides an exit for the venturi. This is
caused by the higher atmospheric pressure above the butterfly in the air horn that causes
the air to flow through tube B, unseat the check valve, and exit through tube A (fig 6-1),
The air flowing through the venturi causes an amplified vacuum at the venturi, Since the
low pressure area of the venturi is connected by a passage (E, fig 6-1) in the capsule
chamber, the control pressure induced at idle bleeds off the pressure from the capsule
chamber. The capsule then expands and restricts the flow of oil through the servovalve
and the skew shaft will go to a lower fuel flow position. Enrichment at idle is accomplished
by turning the idle screw to allow bypassing some of the airflow through the venturi, thereby
reducing venturi action.

(3) An idle adjustment screw (fig 6-1) controls the position of a bypass needle
valve. By turning the screw, the degree of lean-out can be adjusted. Turning the screw in
will lean out fuel delivery, while turning the screw out will enrich it,

(4) The atmospheric inlet to the venturi is located in the air intake elbow at such
a point that as the butterfly is opened to increase engine speed above idle, the butterfly
passes the inlet. This fully exposes the hole to supercharger inlet pressure. When this
pressure becomes less than intake manifold pressure, the idle device is rendered inactive
due to the closing of the check valve. Tube A (fig 6-1) then transmits intake manifold
pressure to the capsule chamber again.

b. Fuel metering control valve (fig 6-1).

(1) The basic injector system operates on the principle that airflow (weight of
air entering the engine at a given time) varies directly to the speed of the engine and the
density of the entering air. The same volumetric efficiency is assumed for all engine
speeds. However, the efficiency is not constant, but decreases at high speeds and loading
conditions. The "droop" of airflow at high speeds would cause the mixture to become
excessively rich unless some device were used to effect a corresponding "droop" in fuel
flow; as a result, the fuel metering control valve is used (fig 6-1). In effect, it reduces
the pressure in the capsule chamber at high engine speeds and allows the capsule to
expand, thus reducing the fuel flow by closing the servovalve.

(2) As the engine speed increases to approximately 2,000 RPM the pressure
developed by the supercharger rises. This pressure enters the capsule chamber through
line A and is transmitted through passage D in the capsule chamber to the bottom of the
diaphragm in the metering control valve (fig 6-1), The top of the diaphragm is vented to
the low pressure side of the throttle body. Hence, when air pressure is exerted on the
bottom of the diaphragm it will unseat the needle valve. As the valve is opened, high
pressure is bied from the capsule chamber into the low pressure line C. Lowering the
pressure in the capsule chamber allows the capsule to expand and reduces the fuel flow
output of the injector pump. Tension of the diaphragm spring determines the difference in
pressure required to unseat the needle valve. Spring tension can be adjusted by a screw
that bears on the spring.

6-2. ACCELERATION BOOSTER SYSTEM.

a. To quickly provide the additional fuel to meet rapid engine acceleration require-
ments, a booster device is provided (fig 6-2).
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b. Like the injectors, the booster pumps are mounted on the accessory drive housing
of the engine, with an internal oil passage in the housing providing high pressure engine
oil to the boosters. Internal passages also provide an oil drain passage and a vent. The
booster consists of a large vacuum piston 3 inches in diameter (H, fig 6-2) and a small
accelerating oil piston 0.8 inches in diameter. Both pistons are mounted on the same shaft.
The large piston is subjected to intake manifold pressure through tube F (fig 6-2) on one
side and to atmospheric pressure on the other side through a vent. When the engine is
running at idle or at any other constant speed, the tension of the internal spring balances
the force exerted by the atmosphere and maintains the piston in equilibrium. Engine oil
pressure flows into a chamber formed by the back of the small piston and retainer and is
metered out to the oil drain passage. Engine oil pressure balances the injector servo oil
pressure. A sudden rise of manifold pressure at acceleration upsets the equilibrium and
allows the spring to extend to the full load position. The resulting movement of the large
piston moves the small piston. The movement of the small piston causes a displacement
of oil to the top of the injector servopiston through tube G (fig 6-2). The skew shaft is then
forced to the full flow position. Conversely, a reduction in manifold pressure when engine
speed levels off permits atmospheric pressure to again move the large vacuum piston. The
resulting movement of the oil piston reduces the oil pressure on the top of the injector
servopiston and the skew shaft moves toward the zero fuel flow position. Thus, reduced
manifold pressure tends to lean the engine fuel mixture during deceleration.

6-3. APPLICATION OF CONTROLS. The fuel metering control valve and idle control
device are used in the injection system of supercharged engines only, while the accelerator
booster pump is used with all military engines incorporating Simmonds fuel injection
systems. Figure 6-1 is a diagram illustrating the injection system and auxiliary controls
as applied to the AVSI engine.

6-4. FUEL INJECTION SYSTEM ACCESSORIES.

a. Minimum oil pressure valve. Military engines equipped with Simmonds fuel
injection systems have a minimum oil pressure valve built into the engine lubrication
system. The valve is designed so that no oil is passed to the engine before the need for
oil pressure to the injector system pump has been satisfied. This insures an adequate
supply of oil to the injectors for proper operation of the servopiston under conditions where
the engine oil pressure would fall below 50 PSI.

b. Fuel system accessories.

(1) Fuel tank fuel pumps. Electric centrifugal pumps are located in each fuel
tank. They deliver fuel at 5 PSI to the main engine pumps. A switch on the instrument
panel can be set for delivery of fuel from either tank. These pumps are used on the M88
recovery vehicle and the M48A2 medium tank.

(2) Titan fuel pump. This pump is used on all military engines employing the
Simmonds fuel injection system. The Titan fuel pump mounts on the accessory case and is
driven by engine accessory drive gears. It is a vane type, positive displacement pump and
is capable of delivering fuel at 20 PSI to the injector pump. A metering injector pump
allows fuel in excess to injector demand to be bypassed and returned to the fuel tanks or
the vapor separator in the case of the M42A1 self-propelled gun. Fuel delivered to the
injector pump is boosted to 50 to 70 PSI for delivery to injector nozzles.

(3) Fuel filter. A Purolator fuel filter, model PR 150-Z, is employed to protect
the injector system against foreign materials that may be present in the fuel.
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(4) Vapor separator. The vapor separator is used on the M42A1 self-propelled
gun to ehrntnate the need for fuel tank return lines. The device is constructed similar to
a carburetor float chamber. Fuel is pumped into the chamber of the separator where a
float and needle device maintain a constant level. Fuel is pumped out of the vapor
separator chamber and into the injector pump by the Titan pump. Fuel in excess of that
required by the Injector pump is metered back into the vapor chamber. A vapor line vents
the chamber to the intake of the induction system. For a complete schematic of this
system see figure 6-3.

/v7

(5) Primer pump. The primer pump is used to aid or supplement the :Lie! Injector

pump during =nal or cold weather starts. The primer pump is located below the main
tnstrument panel and Is connected to a tee in the tank outlet line forward of the tront fuel
tank bulkhead and to the primer inlet port or: the engine.

(6) Degasser (idle cutoff). On the AOSI 895-5 and AVI 1790-8 the degasser is (...f
the solenoid type and Is located on the fuel inlet line, and gas cutoff is accornphsned Der'ore
fuel enters the Injector pump. It is used to shut off the engine.

Note. - Figure o-4 Is a diagram of the tuel injection system of the AVI 1790-b engtne.
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Figure o-3. Fuel injection system AVSI 895-5.
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SECTION VII. FUEL INJECTION SYSTEM MAINTENANCE (SIMMONDS)

7-1. INSTALLATION OF INJECTOR AND TIMING PROCEDURE.

a. Preinstallation procedures.

(1) Mounting surfaces must be clean before the installation is made. The gasket

should be inspected for damage or foreign material that might affect the sealing of the

joint between the engine mounting pad and the injector.

(2) Shipping plugs are used to protect all the port openings to exclude foreign

material. These should be left in place until the unit is installed.

(3) The mounting position of the injector pump is determined by the position of the

fuel vent port. It is necessary that the fuel vent port be the highest point of the injector

pump to allow air bubbles to escape.

b. AVSI and AVI 1790 engines (fig 7-1).

Note. - Either the left or right bank injector can be timed first. However, considerable

effort can be saved if the right bank is timed first.

(1) Remove IR rocker box cover.

(2) Remove the power takeoff cover.

(3) Remove injector pump.

(4) Turn engine in a clockwise direction until "V Eng-IR-INJ" mark on the fly-

wheel is in line with notch on housing and IR exhaust valve is open.

(5) Place pump on workbench, turn "A" port up, and fill with oil or solvent.

(6) Rotate the fuel injector main shaft in the direction of the arrow stamped on the

distributor block while observing the oil level in "A" port.

(7) When the oil level starts to rise, reverse rotation until arrow on the butt end

of the splined shaft alines with dot stamped between letters "A or D" on the bottom of the

distributor block.

(8) Install injector pump on the studs; slide forward until external spline and

Internal spline are alined. If they do not aline, pull pump back about 2 inches, pull adapter

off pad I inch, and turn internal splines one at a time until they aline.

(9) The procedure for the left bank is the same as for the right bank. Be certain,

however, to use the "V ENG-1L-INJ" timing mark on the flywheel.

(10) To aline the left bank flywheel timing mark, continue to turn the flywheel in the

normal direction oi rotation for 2700 from the right injector timing mark. The required
open condition of the IL exhaust valve will be achieved automatically. If the left bank

injector is timed independently, however, it is necessary to remove the IL rocker box

cover and proceed as directed for independent ti.ning of the right injector.
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(12) Install fuel return, oil return, and auxiliary control lines and make solenoid
electrical connections.

7-2. ADJUSTMENTS AND TESTS.

a. Idle adjustment. When the engine is warm, set the idle adjustment screws for best
idling characteristics and balance. Normally, this will be achieved by backing o(f adjustment
screws one and one-half turns from the fully closed position. If the idle adjustment shows
no reaction, check for plugged lines and loose fittings.

b. Metering control valve adjustment. The metering control valve adjustment must
not be changed since special equipment is required for recalibz-ation.

c. Fuel vent plug. This plug must not be tampered with. It has a critical orifice
which maintains the correct fuel pressure within the pump. The port for this plug is stamped
"VENT" on the distributor block.

d. Titan pump. The fuel pressure at the outlet of the Titan pump should be 18 tc 22

PSI at all engine speeds above 650 RPM. If the pressure is not within these tolerances,
adjust to 20 PSI at 1,000 RPM by loosening the large hex nut and turning the slotted
screwclockwise to increase the pressure and counterclockwise to decrease the pressure
Tighten adjusting nut and lock wire.

e. Injector nozzles. When the injector nozzles are functioning properly, a slight
mouse-like squeak will be audible. If the squeak is absent, the nozzle is leaking and
should be replaced.

f. Vapor separator (found in M42A1 self-propelled, twin 40mm gun vehicle only). The
vapor separator should pass fuel to the Titan pump at the "AC" fuel pump pressure of 3 to
5 PSI. li this does not occur, investigate the valve seat and O-ring under the Lover on the
iront o: the vapor separator housing and tollow up with "AC" tuel pump output checks.

7-3. PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE. Considerable emphasis should be placed on keeping
the fuel supply free of foreign matter. Fuel :ilters should be checked daily for water ,3 r
other :oreign material. Oil filters should be checked periodically for foreign materials.
If evidence ot toreign material is present, the system should be drained and flushed. Check

ail hnes tor tightness and condition. Loose connections can cause erratic engine operation.

7-4. TROUBLESHOOTING PROCEDURES - GENERAL.

a. The injector pumps are precision mechanisms and are not subject to undue ma:-
:unctions if given reasonable care.

b. Troubleshooting is a systematic isolation of detective components by rreans
analysis of vehicle trouble symptoms, testing to determine the defective cornpon . nt, and
applying the best rernedy.

C. Intelligent diaiznosis proLedures will result in savings in time and money. Tne
defectwe system should be checked first for incipient detects, such as loose lines and
c)mponents, before major failure is suspected. Question the vehicle driver to obtain the
:naximurn number of observed symptoms. The greater the number of trouble symptorrs that
can be evaluated, the easier will be the isolation of the defect.
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d. The following charts are provided as a guide for diagnosing malfunctions of
Simmonds tuel injection systems. Do not overlook the possibility of malfunctions in related
systems and components. The chart cannot possibly cover all the possible deficiencies and
is meant as a guide only.

7-5. TYPICAL TROUBLES - DIAGNOSIS AND REMEDY.

a. Engine running rich or emitting smoke.

PROBABLE CAUSE

Restricted oil supply or low oil pressure.

REMEDY

Check oil lines :or restriction; check oil
pressure (minimum 28 PSI).

Leaking injector nozzles. Check cylinder head temperatures; replace
the injector nozzles of the cold cylinders.

Fuel supoly pressure excessively high.

Leak in manitold line.

Ice in servo oil (extreme cold weather).

Rich mixture. Metering valve closed or
diaphragm ruptured.

At idle condition - loose lines or leak be-
tween capsule housing mounting face and
idle adjustment housing.

Check vapor separator (M42A1). Readjust
fuel pump output pressure to 20 PSI at
1,000 RPM.

Check and tighten tittings on the lines.

Heat injector pump.

Replace metering valve assembly.

Tighten lines, check gasket, and tighten
mounting sc re %c s.

b. Lack of maximum power.

PROBABLE CAUSE REMEDY

Leak in air 4duction system (supercharged Check tubing and capsule housing for leaks.
engines). Tighten all mounting screws and tittin.

'ow tuel supply pressure. Check fuel pump output pressure. i de-
fective, replace pumps.

Throttle linkage limiting the motion o: the Check throttle linkage and butter:Iy opening.
throttle butterfly. Correct adjustment.

7.r.2ector pump not properly timed to the Check the timing. Retime if necessarY.
engine.

c. Oil dilution.

PROBABLE CAUSE

Lear etv.e er. plunger blocl- and
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REMEDY

Replace the injector punit.,
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d. Poor acceleration.

PROBABLE CAUSE

Dirt in injector nozzles.

Restricted oil supply.

Leak in air induction system (supercharged
engines).

/53
REMEDY

Run engine at a high RPM for a few seconds
to clear injector nozzles. If this is not ef-
fective, remove injector nozzles and clean
or replace as described for poor idling.

Check oil pressure at injector purrip oil
inlet. Clean or replace oil passage or
lines.

Check induction tubing, fittings, and capsule
housing for leaks. Tighten all mounting
nuts.

Leaky or defective accelerator booster Check booster pump for leaks or stuck

pump. piston. Replace pump if necessary.

Lean mixture.

Sticking skew shaft.

e. Engine running lean.

PROBABLE CAUSE

Low fuel supply.

Low fuel pressure.

Incorrect injector pump calibration.

Leaking capsule.

f. Poor idling.

PROBABLE CAUSE

Clogged injector nozzles.

Replace injector pump.

Replace injector pump.

REMEDY

Check fuel supply in tank. Fill if low.

Check fuel pressure at injector pump inlet.
This should be 10 to 20 PSI. Adjust or
replace pump.

Replace injector unit.

Replace injector unit.

REMEDY

Run engine at full power to clear injector
nozzles.
Check cylinder head temperatures and re-
move injector nozzle from the cold
cylinder. Replace with another injector
nozzle.
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PROBABLE CAUSE

Low oil pressure

Pump not properly timed to the engine.

Lean mixture. Idle adjustment screw
opened too far. Engine pops at idle.

g. Injector pump not delivering fuel. This
to start.

PROBABLE CAUSE

Injector pump not driven in direction of
rotation indicated by the arrow.

Sheared drive shaft.

Fuel lines improperly installed for direction
or rotation.

Fuel line restricted.

No fuel pressure.

Air bubbles in fuel system.

h. Engine popping under load conditions.

PROBABLE CAUSE

Leak between capsule housing mounting face
ar.d metering valve body.

Lean mixture. Metering valve hanging open. Replace metering valve assembly.

REME DY

Note. - In an emergency, the injector
nozzle may be cleaned by attaching it to a
primer pump (or other source of pressure
canable of producing 100 PSI) to clean a
from foreign matter. When clean, the
injector ::pray pattern will be a smooth
wall cone.

Note. - Do not take the injector apart or
turn the pintle in the body.

Check the lines for restrictions. Check the
oil pressure delivery to injector pump;
minimum pressure should be 28 PSI.

Check the timing. Retime if necessary.

Turn idle adjustment screw in until popping
is eliminated.

trouble is indicated by failure of the engine

REMEDY

Check injector pump against appropriate
technical manual. Install proper pump.

Replace pump. Return oil pump to ordnance.

Check appropriate engine manual for fuel
piping Rgrarn. Install correctly.

Make certain that the inlet line is not re-
stricted. Be sure the fuel selector valve
is turned to the full open position for tank
in use.

Check fuel pumps. Replace if necessary.

Check fuel vent. Clean if necessary.

REMEDY

Check gasket. Tighten the mounting screws.
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PROBABLE CAUSE REMEDY

Leaky injector nozzle.

/5-3--
Remove nozzle suspected of leaking. Blow
into the nozzle. Escape of air through
nozzle valve indicates leaking. Replace
nozzle or nozzles as necessary.

Lean mixture. Replace injector pump. Old pump must be
recr.librated.

7-6. CALIBRATION OF SIMMONDS FUEL INJECTORS USING TEST STAND 4910-817-7431.

a. General.

(1) Fuel flow calibration. Fuel flow calibration is the measurement of the fuel
output of the fuel injector pump on an appropriate test stand. The comparison of this
measured output with the required output is established by the injector pump's fuel flow
calibration curve. Adjustments are made on the pump during calibration so that its output
will fall within the tolerance of the fuel flow calibration curve. All injector pumps discussed
here are calibrated using the fuel injector pump test stand 4910-817-7431 (fig 7-2).
Accessories required for testing pumps and nozzles are shown in figure 7-3. Description
of the test stand is discussed in b below.

(2) Nozzle testing. Nozzle testing on the test stand includes checking the spray

pattern, crack pressure, and dribble of the various nozzles used.

(3) Metering valve calibration. Injector pumps used on supercharged engines
have a metering valve assembly which must be calibrated after repair and rebuild.
Calibration of this device consists of comparing its pressure regulating function with its
established calibration curve and is also performed on the test stand. Adjustments are

made during calibration to make its operation fall within the tolerances of the calibration

chart.

b. Description of test stand.

(1) General. The test stand is capable of pretesting, calibraang, and trouble-

shooting most gasoline, mcltifuel, and diesel fuel injector pumps. This ele,tric powered
unit is capable of testing all of the fuel injector pumps covered here. Simulated engine

conditions are obtained from the test stand which drives the pump at engine crankshaft

speed and permits measurement of its fuel output at varying loads and rotational speeds.

(2) Test stand main drive. The test stand main drive mechanism iz composed of

a 10 hp motor whose power requirements are 220/440 volts, 60-cycle, 3-phase AC; and a

variable speed mechanism capable of driving the fuel injector pump under test at any
desired speed, in either direction of rotation, within the range of 150 to 3,600 RPM. Speed

of rotation is adjusted by operating the speed adjusting buttons and observing the revolutions

per minute indicated on the tachometer. The range of the tachometer is from 0 to 4,000

RPM.
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(3) Manifold vacuum pressure system. Simulated engine manifold pressure or

vacuum is supplied to the fuel injector pump undergoing calibration on the test stand.
Vacuum or pressure is supplied tc the pump depending upon the position of the vacuum
pressure reversing valve located on the upper right-hand control panel. The system is
adjustable to any vacuum or pressure between 5 and 50 inches of mercury (HG,. Vacuum
is controlled by adjusting the manifold vacuum regulator knob, which is found on the same
panel. Manifold pressure is controlled by the manifold pressure regulator knob to the
right of the vacuum regulator. The amount of vacuum or pressure supplied to the pump
being calibrated is indicated on the manifold vacuum pressure gage located above tilt-
regulator knobs. The scale of the manifold vacuum pressure gage is calibrated in inches
of mercury (HG) absolute and has a range of 0 to 60 inches of mercury. The gage also has
a manual adjustment to correct for barometric pressure at the test stand location. To
measure the simulated manifold vacuum or pressure supplied to the injector pump set the
manifold pressure selector valve to the corresponding position. When the manifold pressure
capsule chamber pressure selector valve is placed in the capsule pressure position, the
pressure within the chamber containing the capsule is measured. When the valve is placed
in the manifold pressure position, the pressure or vacuum delivered to the injector pump's
manifold pressure connection is measured.

(4) Controlled heat chamber for temperature sensing bulb. A temperature
controlled chamber which will hold the sensing bulb is located on the front panel of the
test stand to the right of the drive coupling. It is used to control the temperature of the
sensing bulb during calibration of pumps so equipped. The temperature in the chamber
may be adjusted to any desired setting between ambience and 1300 F. A temperature gage
located on the right-hand face of the test stand indicates the chamber temperature.

(5) Fuel and oil supply system.

(a) The fuel supply system consists of an internal supply pump and an
adjustable fuel pressure regulator knob located on the top left control panel. The delivery
pressure of fuel from the supply pump is adjustable between 0 and 60 PSI. This pressure
is read from the `uel pressure gage above the regulator. Also included in the fuel s stem
is an internal 9. 7-gallon fuel tank and three-stage filtering system.

(b) The servo oil supply system also has an internal supply pump and an
adjustable pressure regulator knob located alongside the fuel pressure regulator. The
delivery pressure of servo oil from the supply pump is adjustable between 0 and 100 PSI.
This p:essure is read from the oil pressure gage above the regulator kob. Also included
in the oil system is an internal 2-gallon oil tank and one oil filter.

(6) Air pump. The air pump is used in the vacuum pressure system. The pump
is driven by the same auxiliary motor that drives the fuel and oil supply pumps.

(7) Burettes. The test stand is equipped with 12 burettes which are used to
measure an injector pump's output tn cubic centimeters. Each burette will measure up
to 160 cc's. To cause fuel to flow into the burettes, the operator must first select the 500
count or 1,000 count position on the count selector and push the start count button while the
pump being tested ir opera-ting at the desired RPM. The counting mechanism will auto-
matically cause fuel to flow into the burettes for the number of revolutions selected on the
count selector. When the test is complete the fuel is drained from the burettes by pushing
the dumping lever to the left of the burettes all the way in.

I ?I
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(8) Injector nozzle testing system.

(a) Since the pressures required to test gasoline nozzles are much less than
those required tor diesel nozzles, two pumps are provided with the stand. The gasoline
injector nozzle tester uses the test stzni primer pump to supply the fuel pressure required
to test gas injector nozzles. The tester consists of a pressure gage that reads up to
160 PSI and a transparent chamber into which the fuel is sprayed.

(b) Most diesel injection systems employ injector nozzles that open at
pressures above 2,500 PSI. A separate pump and special adapters are provided for testi.g
these nozzles.

(9) Test stand accessories. The necessary drive adapters, lines, nozzles, and
mounting brackets are provided for testing Sirnmonds SU, PSB o, PSB 12 BT, and APE
oBB injector pumps. Additional adapters and other required equipment can be obtained
for testing most of the fuel injector systems used in modern vehicles.

c. Preparation of test stand for calibration.

(1) Before calibrating each pump, make sure that the tuel and oil tanks are filled
to a safe level. Add cahbrating oil to the fuel tank and SAE 30 oil to the oil tank as required.

(2) When a new test stand is placed into operation and when normal calibration
maintenance inspections on the test stand are being perf-rmed, it will be necessary to check
the manifold vacuum pressure gage to read the prevailing wet barometric pressure.

d. Installing Simmonds SU pump on test stand.

(I) Select the set of adapters that are designed for use with the Sirnrnonds pump.
Mount the pump to the mounting bracket and place the pump on the test stand mounting rails,
making sure that the splines on the drive coupling match.

(2) Fuel injector nozzles must then be mounted on the test stand and connected to
the injector pump, using flexible lines.

(3) One fuel inlet port on the pump must be plugged, the other one connected to the
test stand outlet marked "FUEL PRESS." The vent port in the pump is connected to the fuel
return.

(4) Oil inlet and return lines are connected to the pump mounting adapter and must
be connected properly. Connect the outlet marked "OIL PRESS" to the fitting nearest it on
the mounting bracket and the other fitting on the mounting bracket to the "OIL RETURN."

(5) Connect an air line from the outlet or. the test stand marked "MANIFOLD
INLET" to the manifoid air pressure connection on the pump metering head. Make sure that
all other holes in the head are plugged, or oil and air will escape from the pump.

(6) If the pump is equipped with a sensing bulb, the bulb must be placed in the
heat chamber.

e. Test stand operation with fuel injector pump installed.

(I) Heating test stand fuel, servo oil, and temperature bulb chamber.
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(a) Turn on auxiliary motor switch to start operation of fuel, servo oil, and
air pump systems. Servo oil pressure should always be at least 10 PSI higher than fuel
pressure on gage. If servo oil przssure, as indicated by servo oil pressure gage, is not
10 PSI higher than fuel pressure, adjust servo oil pressure regulator knob until gage reads
10 PSI higher than fuel pressure gage.

(b) Turn on heater switches to energize heater elements in servo oil tank and
in chamber. Check chamber temperature on gage. Temperature should be 1000 F. Check
servo oil temperature on gage. Temperature must be 1700 to 1800 F. Temperatures are
automatically controlled by internal thermostats preset by the test stand manufacturer. If
chamber and servo oil temperatures are not correct after a suitable warmup period, Lonsult
the test stand operator's manual for thermostat adjustment procedures.

(C) When servo oil and chamber temperatures are correct, increase servo
oil pressure to 60 PSI by adjusting knob and reading from gage. Adjust fuel pressure to
20 PSI, using knob and reading from gage.

Note. - Some variations in fuel and servo oil pressures will be noted during pump fuel flow
cahbration procedures. Small variations are normal and compensation for them
is unnecessary.

(2) Starting test stand main drive.

(a) Shift test stand to high range and push the start button. Push fast button
and adjust the pump speed to 1,000 RPM.

(b) Select the 500-count position on the count selector switch. Pull out the
pumping lever and push the start count button. This wets the burettes and makes possible
more accurate readings. After 500 revolutions of the pump, the counter is automatically
reset and the burettes are bypassed by the fuel flow. If no fuel flows into the burettes
after 30 seconds, stop the test stand and check for proper rotation.

(c) Push fast button and adjust speed to 1,800 RPM plus cr rmnus 50 RPM.
All calibration tests are made at this speed.

f. Fuel flow calibration, Simmonds injector pump No 7973713.

Note. - This pump is being used as an example. The test procedures for all Sirnrnonds
pumps are the same. Only the fe.el output requirements change.

(1) The fuel flow calibration consists of measuring the fuel output of the pump at
certain specified absolute wet manifold pressure MAP (maximum absolute pressure)
settings and comparing this measured output with the output required by the pump's
calibration curve. If pump output does not fall within tolerances indicated, then it must be
adjusted as calibration procedures are performed.

(2) Check for proper connections between pump and test stand. Make sure fuel,
servo oil, and bulb chamber temperatures are correctly set. Check fuel and servo
pressures. Make sure that temperature bulb is inserted in chamber, if required. Make
sure gage is set to compensate for barometric pressure conditions at test stand location.

(3) Reier to figure 7-4 for the calibration curve. Make a tracing oi this curve
:or plotting points during calibration procedures. Set selector va,ve to manifold pressure
bosition. Adjust reversing valve to vacuum position.
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Note. - Measurements of fuel flow must be made from approximately maximum MAP to

approximately minimum MAP, and then in reverse order from minimum to
maximum MAP as indicated in figure 7-4.

1111111111111111110111111111111111111111M1111111111
MMIIIIIIIMIIMM1111101111111MEMI1111111
11111111111101111MINIIIIMIIIIIIMMIIIMMIII01

IIIMBIIM11111111111MUMIIMMENIIIRMI

ummonummumarraum.

IIIIMP1111111111411=11111111111MIIMIII

IIIIIIIIIIIM=11111111111111111MIIIMMOM
IS 30 72 24 21

4,03wit wel MANIKX0 Petisult - INCKS 04 4490x7 040
X 70

IAPO a4200

Figure 7-4. Fuel injector pump No 7973713 fuel
flow calibration chart.

(a) Adjust the vacuum regulator so that the gage reads 29 inches of mercury
(HG) maximum absolute pressure, a near maximum figure from the curve shown above.
Pull out the dumping lever and push the start count button. When the fuel stops flow ing
into the burettes, note the amount in each burette and add together.

Note. - The pump fuel output is collected automatically for 500 revolutions in burettes
which are calibrated in cubic centimeters. Since the fuel flow calibration curve
in figure 7-4 is calibrated in terms of cubic inches per 100 revolutions, it is
necessary to convert the sum of burette readings taken into cubic inches per 100
revolutions for plotting purposes. To convert, divide the sum reading of all
burettes by 82 and plot this point on the tracing of figure 7-4. It is necessary to
.ullow this conversion procedure before plotting any pointin subsequent fuel flow
calibration procedures.

(b) The plotted fuel flow points for 29 inches Hg MAP, taken in (a) above, must
fail on the 29 inches of mercury (Hg) line and within the parallel curves in figure 7-4. If
it toes, continue with (c) and (d) below. However, if the point is above the upper curve or
below the bottom curve, an adjustment of capsule position is necessary. Refer to figure
7-5 that shows curves taken when capsule needs adjusting, as indicated by dotted line
curves above or below normal curve.

Note. - Capsule position Is adjusted by turning the capsule adjustment nuts (fig 7-ok either
clockwise or counterclockwise. 1 the nuts are lock wired, break and remove
locking wire.
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(C) If the plotted point is above the upper curve, as shown in example figure

7-5, the pump is supplying too much fuel and the top capsule adjustment nut (fig 7-6) must
be turned clockwise carefully. This nut bears against cross-pin (E, fig 7-6). Turning nut
(E, fig 7-6) clockwise causes the Cross-pin that is inserted in the stalk of capsule assembly
(A, fig 7-6) to move the capsule assembly (A, fig 7-6) closer to the sandwich piece
assembly (F, fig 7-7) and reduce fuel output. Before turning the top adjustment nut, it is
necessary to loosen the bottom nut (D, fig 7-6) a few turns clockwise. This allows the
cross-pin to move downward freely. Turn the top adjustment nut carefully clockwise so
that a shght downward movement of the cross-pin takes place. Turn bottom nut counter-
clockwise to secure cross-pin. Rerun the fuel flow calibration at 29 inches of mercury
(Hg) as in (a) above. Plot points on curve tracing. If plotted point is not within tolerances
shown in figure 7-4, readjust top nut and rerun fuel flow at 29 inches of mercury (Hg) until
plotted point falls within parallel curves indicated in figure 7-4. The amount of adjustment
to the top nut is different in each case and only experience will enable adjustments to be
made quickly.

(d) If the plotted point is below the lower curve, as shown in example figure
7-5, the pump is not supplying enough fuel. Turn the top capsule adjustment nut slightly
(a few turns) counterclockwise. Turn bottom nut counterclockwise to move cross-pin and
capsule assembly toward top capsule adjustment nut. Repeat adjustments until plotted point
is within tolerances shown in figure 7-4.

(e) When 29-inch mercury (Hg) fuel flow point is within tolerance, take fuel
flow measurements and plot points 28, 26, 25, and 24 inches of mercury (Hg). Follow
procedures given in (a) above. If all plotted points fall within parallel curves shown in
figure 7-4, continue calibration and take fuel flow measurements at 22, 20, 17, and 15
inches of mercury (Hg). If all points fall within curves shown in figure 7-4, the pump is
properly calibrated.

(f) However, if plotted points for 28 through 24 inches of mercury (Hg) do
not tall within tolerances, refer to figure 7-8. Remove pump metering head assembly
(H, fig 7-7), sandwich piece assembly (F, fig 7-7), and outer tuning spring (C, fig 7-7).
Replace outer tuning spring (C, fig 7-7), reassemble pump, and rerun steps in (a), (b),
and (e) above until all plotted points fall within tolerances shown in figure 7-4.

(g) If points plotted in (e) above for 22 through 15 inches of mercury (Hg) do
not fall within tolerances, refer to figure 7-9. Remove pump metering head assembly
(H, fig 7-7), sandwich piece assembly (F, fig 7-7), and inner tuning spring (D, fig 7-7).
Replace inner tuning spring (D, fig 7-7), reassemble pump, and rerun steps in (a), (b), (e),
ana (f) above until all plotted points fall within the tolerances shown in figure 7-4.

(h) If pump curve cannot be brought within tolerances, refer to figure 7-8.
A distinct bend, or knee, should occur at the MAP point (A) indicated. If bend does not
occur at proper point, inner tuning spring shim changes are necessary. Remove metering
head assembly 1H, fig 7-7), sandwich piece assembly (F, fig 7-7), and shim(s) (B, fig 7-7)
from pump. Change shim(s) thickness as necessary (fig 7-10). Reassemble pump and
rerun steps in ta) through (c) above and (a) through (c) below, as necessary to bring all
plotted points within tolerances shown in figure 7-4.

(4) After all adjustments have been made and all plotted points fall within the
tolerances indicated in figure 7-4, the pump is properly calibrated and ready for removal
from test stand. Use following shutdown and removal procedures:

(a) Reduce test stand main drive speed.
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Figure 7-6. Original metering head assemblyexploded view.

APump main body, w/partspartial
assembly

BInner tuning sormg shun
COuter tuning spruig
DInner tuning spring
ESandwich piece gasket
FSandwich piece assembly
0Metering head gasket

HMetering head assembly
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KNo. 8 lockwasher
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Figure 7-7. Metering head and sandwich piece assemblies partially exploded view.
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(b) Turn off main drive switch, heater switch, and a,:xihary motor switch in
this sequence.

(b) When pump is cool enough to handle, disconnect all lines and remove
from test stand.

7-7 CALLBRATION OF SIMMONDS INJECTOR PUMPS USING TEST STAND 4910-817-7431.

a. Adapter and bracket. Install 1/8-in pipe by 3/8-in flare fittings in tapped noies

in adapter. Bolt adapter to mounting bracket, using capscrews, washers, and hex nuts
provided, with flare fittings on the bottom between the feet of the mounting bracket. Place

assembled bracket a^d adapter on mounting rails with adapter studs toward test stand
operator. Thread stud on clamp bar into hole on bottom ot bracket between mounting
rails. Swing clamp bar across underside of mounting rails and tighten hand knob. In ustng

test stand for first time install a pump gasket on the adapter. Be sure gasket does not
cover servo oil holes on adapter or pump. Slide injection pump, with fuel vent up, ont,-.)

adapter studs. Rotate adapter coupling to mesh male pump spline with female adapter

spline. Use washers and hex nuts provided to hold pump to adapter. Place tooth coupling

on adapter cc..apling. Loosen hand knob and slide bracket toward test stand drive coupling.
Aline teeth of coupling and push together. Back off bracket one-sixteenth inch to provide a

floating coupling between test stand and adapter,

b. Hose connections.

(I) Lube oil lines. Connect hose from outlet marked "LUBE PRESSURE" to left

fitting on bottom of adarAer. Connect another hose for oil return from bottom right fitting

on adapter to manifo'd outlet marked "LUBE RETURN."

(2) Fuel lines. Connect hose from manifold outlet stamped "FUEL PRESSURE"

to one of the pump's fuel inlet ports. Install hose from pump vent opening to manifold

outlet stampc1 "FUEL RETURN." Do not remove the vent fitting from the pump as it

contains ar. orifice necessary to maintain internal pump pressure. Be sure cap is tight on

manifold outlet marked "PRIMER OUTLET.

(3) Manifold lines.

(a) Pumps from unsupercharged engines - connect hose from front panel

outlet marked "MANIFOLD INLET" to manifold inlet on fuel pump.

(b) Pumps from superchirged engines:

1. Connect hose from front panel outlet marked "MANIFOLD INLET" to

port marked "INT MANIFOLD" on idle control device.

2. Plug port marked "THROTTLE HOUSING" on idle control device.

3. Connect hose from panel outlet marked "SUPERCHARGER INLET"

to port marked "MET PR" (metering pressure) on capsule housing.

4. Plug port marked "ACCEL PUMP" on capsule housing.
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(4j Nozzles and lines. Install nozzle adapters in accumulators. Push nozzles /6 9
through nozzle adapters and tighten, using 1-3/8-in wrenches provided with test stand.
Connect nozzles to fabric-covered connecting hoses. Outlet ports on pump are marked
"A, B, C,' etc. Connect hose trom nozzle fartherest from test stand drive shaft to port A.
Connect next nozzle to port B, etc, wc-king from left to right.

c. Temperature sensing bulb. Push temperature sensing bulb, if pump Is so equipped,
into sensing bulb chamb-r.

d. Heating test stand. Turn on auxiliary motor swItch to start tuel, iube oil, and air
pumps. Oil pressure should always be at least 10 PSI higher than fuel pressure, If not,
Immediately increase servo oil pressure with servo oil regulator. Turn on lube oil heater
swItch to energize lube oil heaters. Be sure bulb temperature is 1000 F and lube oil temper-
ature Is 1650 F, or at temperature stated in pump manufacturer's manual, before beginning
tests. Injection pump will be hot to the touch when at operating temperatures. When bulb
chamber and lube oil reach desired temperatures, increase lube oil pressure to 60 PSI,
unless otherwise stated in pump caltbration curve, with the lube oil regulator. Set fuel
pressure at 20 PSI with fuel pressure regulator. Some variation of 'ube oil and fuel
pressure wIll be noted as pump cahbration Is checked; this is normal and need not be com-
pensated.

e. Metering valve calibration procedure. This test Is performed only on injection
pumps from supercharged engines. Metering valve is checked for proper operation by
measuring the pressure differential in the bellows chamber while Increasing manifold
pressure.

f. Injection pump at operating temperatures and pressures.

Ncte. - Pump is not running when making this test.

(1) Set vacuum pressure seiector valve to "PRESSURE.'

(2) Set manifold 1.ressure capsule pressure valve to "MAN PRESS."

(3) Refer to metering valve calibration curve (fig 7-11) for pump model under test.
Verticai tigures at kit side of grapn represent manifold pressure ch-op. Figures at bottom
ot graph are the manitol-1 pressure (test gage) values at which test will be conducted.
Figures at bottom ot graph are inches Hg above atmospheric pressure; test stand manifold
pressure gage reads In Inches Hg absolute pressure; therefore, :or example, c Inches Hg
or. caliorating curve equals 39 In Hg on gage, 7 on curve equals 38 on gage, etc.

(4) Use manifold pressure regulator to set manifold pressure gage to 39 in Hg.
In setting manifold pressure gage with either the manifold vacuum or manifold pressure
regulators, use care no to overshoot required setting. For greatest accuracy, it Is
destrable to take up any play In gage by moving pointer steadily in one direction - either up
or down the scale - througn a calibration test.

(5) Turn manifold pressure capsule pressure valve to "capsule pressure." Nlanifold
pressure gage reading should remain at 38 in Hg.

(6) Return manifold pressure capsule valve to "manifold pressure."

(7) Use rna-fliold pressure regulator to set manitold pressure gage to 40 in Hg.
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42

(8) Tar r. manifold pressure capsule pressure valve to "capsule pressure." Manifold
pressure gage reading will taU shghtly to indicate manifold pressure drop. (For example:

Hg gage reading minus 1/4-in Hg manitold pressure drop equals 38-1/4-in gage
reading.)

(9) Repeat steps ft)) and (8) above, changing manitoid pressure gage settings as
aottem o:' figure 7-11. Two readings should b e taken at each test point on the

metering valve calibration curve. Begin first test run at 39 in Hg rrress in sequence
42-in Hg manifold pressen,. Repeat test, starting at 42 in Hg, ;,nd work doAn ri secuence

to 39-in Hg manifold pressure. This is general procedure tor a met. ring valve
2eter to the metering vaive calibration curve tcr the pump under test for specific

used :or that ourno.

g. Adjustment 01 Mel metering device.

(1) Pernove .ock-wire an0 equsting screw cover.

(2) Hoici ad:usting screw all screwdriver and :oost r.
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3) Turn adjustiri screw clockwise to DECREASE pressure drop: cunterc.ock-

INCREASE ol-essure drop.

(4) Turn adusting screw until proper curve is achieved.

(5) Hold ad:ustine screw with screwdriver and tighten Iocknut.

(6) Replace screw cover and lock-wire.

h. Starting main drive. Turn shifting crank to nICH position and turn tin :111:1 drive
switcn wnen temperatures and pressures are at correit 'Levels. Du not inLreasi test stand
speec. cet count selector switch to 300 and operate Lount pushbutton to fill delivery lines
anc wet :nner surfaces of curettes for greater accuracy in reaoing. When count is 7.ofr.plet,L,
push camping lever in lock in crain position until calibration runs. If no fuel :lows int-,
ourettes, cneck for proper rotation of test stand drive coupling. Use fast pushbutton to
increase test stand speed to 1,800 RPM for all calibration runs, un.ess otherwise .n
curno manu:acturer's manual.

1. Fuel delivery test procedure. Fuel delivery is checke(-: by measuring fuel flo
while increasing manifold pressure from minimum to maximum. then reversing prouedurc
and me isuring flow while decreasing manifold pressure. It is optional whether test is bew,r.
at minimum or maximum manifold pressure. A short table of :uel flows for various
Simmoncs application is shown in tables 7-1 and 7-2.

(1) Fuel and lube oil pressures and temperatures tor the pump are the same as
lor metering valve calibration. Test stand speed is 1,800 RPM, unless otherwise note- in
manufacturer's manual.

test run.
(2) Set mamtold oressure capsule pressure valve to "\IA' PRESS" for entiro

(3) Turn vacuum pressure selector valve to "VACUUM.

(4) Refer to tuel flow calibration table for pump model under test and use vacuum
regu.ator ralve to set maniiold pressure gage to lowest value on taole.

(5) With durrping lever in FILL position, push count button to collect ,uel.

(6) When ,-ount i comp.ete, record Individual 'airette ,evels and their sum.

(7) Repeat steps 41, (31, anc 16) above at suitacie increases of manituld pressure
t( nizhesi tigure .,Iven at ,e:t o: fuel calibration table. Where manituld pressure is Ligner
than atrnospneric pressure, turn vacuum pressure seieLtor va.ve to -PRESSURE" and use
pressure regulator valve to set manitoic pressure gage.

(8) When nignest MAP on fuel curve is reacnec, repeat steps (41, (51, and '))

bove it sulta6i" DECREASES in MAP down to the minimum shown or. :uel table. Where
MAP :...s beiuw atmospneric pressure, turn vacuum pressure selector vaive to VACUM
anc use vacuum regulator valve to set manifold pressure gage.

(c) At end oi second test run, compare average tuel data collected with fuel ow
ca.ior.: ta.e inc. leter" o %%nether or not pump tested faiis within acceptable limits.
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Table 7-1. Fuel Flow Limits - Cubic Centimeters
500 Pump Revolutions.

A01-40 2 - 5

MAP 600F. 70°F. 80°F. 90°F. 1000F. 11001. 12001. 1300F. 1400F.

14 64-68 63-67 63-67 62-66 62-66 61-65 61-65 61-64 60-64

17 77-81 76-80 76-80 75-80 74-79 74-78 73-78 73-77 72-77

20 88-94 87-93 87-93 87-92 86-92 86-91 85-91 85-90 85-90

24 117-124 116-123 114-122 113-121 111-118 110-117 108-116 107-114 106-113

26 139-148 137-146 136-145 135-144 133-141 132-140 131-139 130-138 128-136

28 161-171 160-170 159-168 157-167 156-165 154-163 153-162 152-162 151-161

A01-1195-5

14 179-190 178-189 176-187 173-184 172-183 170-180 167-178 166-177 164-174

18 226-240 225-239 223-237 221-235 220-233 217-231 215-228 214-227 211-224

22 274-291 273-290 271-287 268-285 267-284 264-281 263-279 261-278 259-275

--t

26 359-381 356-378 351-371 344-365 341-362 335-356 330-350 327-347 321-341

28 415-441 414-440 406-432 402-426 399-423 394-418 388-412 386-410 379-403

30 473-503 471-501 466-494 460-488 457-485 452-480 445-473 443-471 437-465

A01-268-1

14 93-99 91-97 90-96 89-95 88-94 87-93 86-92 85-91 84-90

18 123-131 122-129 121-128 120-127 119-126 118-125 117-124 115-123 114-122

22 154-164 152-162 152-161 151-160 150-159 149-158 148-157 146-155 145-154

26 201-213 197-210 196-208 194-206 191-203 190-202 188-200 187-199 186-197

28 233-247 220-243 227-2411226-240 223-237 221-235 220-233 216-230 215-228

30 264-280 262-278 260-276 258-274 255-271 253-269 251-267 249-264 247-263

1
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Table 7-2. Fuel Flow Limits - Cubic Centimeters
500 Pump Revolutions.

.AVSI- 1790 - 6

i73

mAp 60°F. 70°F. 80°F. 90°F. 100°F. 110°F. 120°F. 130°F. 140°F.

14

p

143-152 141-150 139-148 135-145 133-142 131-139 127-136 125-13+ i 123-131

18 194-206 191-202 189-201 186-198 184-195 182-193 177-188

---,
174-185 172-183

24 269-384 267-382 264-278 262-277 259-274 457-272 253-268 250-266 248-362

32 440-468 432-459 426-452 418-443 412-435 404-429 398-418 389-411 382-404

36 579-615 574-607 565-598 557-590 550-584 544-577 533-565 528-558 517-551

40 717-763 711-754 702-747 697-740 690-733 683-725 673-713 665-706 657-699

AVI -1790 -8

14 113-122 112-121 110-119 107-116 106-115 104-113 103-111 102-110 99-107

p4

18 157-170 156-169 154-166 152-164 151-162 149-160 147-158 145-156 143-154

22 203-217 202-216 199-213 197-211 196-210 194-208 192-205 191-204 188-202

26 269-289 268-285 262-280 257-275 254-271 250-266 244-261 241-258 236-252

28 322-344 319-341 315-336 309-330 306-327 301-321 295-316 292-313 288-308

30 374-398 372-396 366-391 360-387 358-382 354-377 348-371 345-369 340-364

AOSI-895- 5

14 122-140 127-138 123-134 121-132 118-129 115-125 113-123 110-119 107-117

18 133-196 180-193 178-189 175-186 172-183 168-181 166-177 164-174 161-172

24 263-279 259-277 255-274 252-270 251-267 247-264 24o-262 242-259 240-256

32 4..51-481 446-476 439-466 434-460 427-454 422-447 416-442 410-435 404-430

36 564-602 561-596 553-588 548-582 542-576 536-570 530-565 524-557 518-550

40 675-725 673-718 666-71C 660-704 855-697 650-690 644-685 639-679 634-674
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j. Procedure for shutting down test stand. When testing is completed, use slo. push-

button to reduce speed to lowest point. Turn off main drive switch, heater SA Itch, an.
auxiaare motor switch, in that order. When pump is cool enough to hant:ne, thsconnect
.ube oil, vacuum, and nozzle lines. Plug an openings to prevent dtrt entering pump and
remove pump from adapter.

k. Procedure for nozzle testing. Install nozzle checktng, de:vice.

1. Checking nozzle cracking pressure.

(I) Operate hand pump to purge line of entrapped air.

(2) When nozzle delivers fuel, insert through rubber stopper into spray chamber.

(3) Turn knob on pressure gage and reeL lazy hand against gage pointer.

(4) Operate hand pump using slow, steady strokes. Stop pumping at first drop
of pressure indicated on gage.

(5) Read cracking pressure shown by lazy hand. Nozzles 570010 and 570023 have
a cracking pressure between 50 and 70 PSI.

rn. Spray pattern.

(1) Operate hand pump with short, rapid strokes and maintain a pressure le) to
15 PSI above cracktng pressure.

(2) Cbserve nozzle spray pattern. Spray cone should be finely atomized and torm
a full cone of approximately 900.

n. Nozzle dribble.

(1) Operate hand pump with slow, steady strokes to maintain a pressure of 40 PSI.

(2) Nozzle in serviceable condition should not leak more than one drop per minute.
Leak,..ge in excess of this amount indicates dirt under pintle seat or eroston 01 pintle Dr
ood. a nozzle dribbles, purge nozzle with fuel by making several rapid strokes with hand
pump. This will dislodge dirt under seat. After purgIng with fuel, recheck nozzle fur
dr tbb.e.
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SECTION VIII. FUEL SYSTEM, AVDS 1790-2 ENGINE, M60 VEHICLE gs-
8-1. Ge:NERAL. The intake manitold heater system incorporates two heater bouies, two
TCN ignition coils, two solenoid valves, a 90-PSI relief valve, and the associated plumbing
and. electrical wiring. As shown in figure 8-1, operation of the vehicle hand purge pump
must tirst produce a rnimmum of 90 PSI on the outlet of the pump and the inlet to the tuel
supply solenoid valve. When the valve is opened by operation of the electrical switch on
the hand pump, the :uel is pumped through the primer filter to the two split flow nozzles
mounted in the heater bodies. The return fuel from the nozales passes through the return
so:enotd to the top o: the :uel tank in the vehicle. Operation ot tne heater control switch on
the hand pump opens both solenoid valves and actuates both ignition units simultaneously.
Any excess fuel pumped taN,. the operator passes through the 90-PSI relief valve and purges
air pockets from the main tuel system, while maintaining 90-PSI fuel. pressure to tne heater
system and boosting the pressure to the injection pump. When the hand pump Is operated
with the beater system not operating, all output from the hand puma passes through the
90-FSI reliet valve and purges vapor from the main fuel system In the normal manner. In

either case, the hand pump provi les a boost pressure to the injection pump.

8-2. FUEL SYSTEM - BASIC DESCRIPTION.

a. Basic parts. The fuel system is composed of two interconnected fuel tanks v.ith an
electric tuel pump mounted in each tank, a check valve and tee, a fuel supply on-off valve,
a primary itlter, a vane-type fuel transfer pump, two secondary tuel tilters, a secondary
:Lel li octor 000ster pump. twelve fuel injector nozzles, a purge pump located in the
driver s compartment, a :nanifold flame heater for coldweather startin.e, a crew compart-
ment heater, and a heate: electric fuel pump. For emergency fuel tank isolation, there is
a 3-inch butterfly ,solation valve located in the fuel tank interconnector hose and a three-
port return selector and isolation valve located in the main engine fuel return line. A fuel

transter pump, fuel tank condensate removal system, and four fuel lines for off-vehicle
engine operations are provided in the vehicle OVE.

b. Component data for fuel tanks.

(1) Total capacity - 385 gallons.

(2) Lett tank - 189 gallons.

(3) Right tank - lot% gallons.

(4) Construction - riveted and welded aluminum plate and extrusions.

c. Electric fuel pump description. The pump :s manufactured by the Tokheln-i
Corporation and is the impeller type. The unit is an electrically driven centrifugal pump
which Is submerged in the fuel tank. The motor requires 24 VDC (negative ground) with
an amperage draw ranging oetween 0.8 amperes and 1.4 amperes. The electric motor,
which ts hermetically sealed ir. a stainless steel housing, rotates an 8-pole disk magnet,
thereb- transmitting force through the stainless steel bulkhead. This force rotates a
magnet on the impeller sna:t, and the impeller "pushes" the fuel forward to the trans:er
p:inia at constant pressure, constant flow. The motor shatt and impeller shaft bearings ar-
ca:bon or longer lite and require no lubrication. Lift expectancy of the entire unit is
2,.:00 :lours when operating in a temperature range of -o5° to -1o5° F.
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d. Data for system components.

(1) Intertank isolation valve.

(a) Type - butterfly.

(b) Rated flow - 50

(c) Pressure: operating - 4.5 PSI.

(2) Fuel return selector valve.

(a) Type - ball rotor.

(b) Rated flow - 3.7 GPM, 220 GPH.

(c) Pressure: operating 30 PSI.

Fuel tank electrical fuel pumps.(3)

(a) Type - impeller (indirect drive, dry motor, hermetically sealed,
magnetic couphng).

(b) Rated capacity - 220 GPH at 3.75 PSI (M60A1).

(4) Check valve.

Type - double swing-check.

Ope:ating pressure - 50 PSI.

Opening pressure - 0.2 PSI max.

(5) Fuel shutoff valve.

(6)

(7)

(8)

(a) Type - bLI rotor.

(b) Rated flow - 3.7 GPM, 22.0 GPH.

(c) Pressure: operating (maximum) - 30 P5I.

Primary fuel filter (cleanable element).

Secondary fuel filter (disposable element).

Purge pump.

(a) Type doable acting manual.

cr) Presr.0 rt. developed - over 200 PSI CAen u.rnping ktet).

) cieveiopea 17 in mercury rn.tn (wheel pumping ajcr).
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(9) Manifold heater spark plug.

(a) Manufacturer' ind model - Scmuila Dw, besanx Aviition Carp, i,art No
10-324058; or Champion Spark Plug Co, oar:
Nu ED-89D with Ao7o gasket.

(b) Gap setting - 0.0°4-0.114.

8-3. OPERATION OF TILE INJECTION SYSTEM.

a. The pump consists of two individual singlt.-plunger, distrt,..r-type
injector pumps integrated into a single 12-clinder umt L.. means yi a tandem arrangement.
With this arrangement, the distributor head of each Individual pump serves one partic,..lar
bank ot the engine. The pump is driven at engine speed and is located in the engine Yee.
A hdraulic advance unit is incorporated in the accessory drive housing of the engint to
tutornaticall% provide a gradual 110 advance oi in)ection timin4 over the s wed rangt .

b. All of the fuel injection lines are the same length and are made of 0.250-Int.h CC,
0.84-inch ID, sott annealed tubing. Hole-type nozzles are used with eight orifices ;or ven
:uel distribution in the open-typecombustion chambers.

C. Elet.trit. tuel pumps, one ;In each tuel tank, provice1:uel at constant low pressure
tu i&i engine-drit,en fuel suppi punp which supplies luel under hight_r pressure to the
infet.tion pump. a ne pump then delivers accurately metered quantities o: fuel under high
pressure to the spray nozzles, through v.hich the :tie: is inlecied into engine cylinders, at
d definit timing m relation to the engine firing cycle and ...thin the required injection
period.

Note.
er

The description of oriEration given below is concerned with the PSB-type pLimp in
genera.. The PS-B 'P2131-110 GH-4900A1 in)ection pump used on the AVDS 1790-2
engine is a larg'Er veltsion. Operating principles and functioning within the

ciraulit heads ,re the same. The drive :or plunger reciprocation and rotation
;or distribution are essentia.:} the same, ext.ept the FSB 12.BT has two thr. e-lobe
cams and to quill shafts and the PSB cA has one qui.1 shaft and one three-lboe
cam.

8-4. OPERATION OF THE FUEL INJECTOR PUMP - AMERICAN BOSCH TYPE PSB.
lndidua. neads insure Jamformit;, o: fuel delivery. When two are used, they must be
Oa:anted :or saire :low. This is dora- by means of an adjustable linkage connecting tnr two
contro. an.t levers. :The cast aluminum housing, which supports the camsha:t and quill
sha:t urive, s recesst.d to accept the two hydraulic heads and is abso tlanged :or ...ounting
tiie ,goverI..i. It a vertical plane on the rear tor mounting to the engine. rhe
of the :.echanical-centri.ugal, variable speed, internal 0:,ring t.,pe ts driven direct:. from
the d-.msna:t. This mode: incorporates a tuel-limiting device ,.ntch momentaril rrrvents
excessive delwerv at intermediate settings. A friction ,lutch is.incurroratec tne
;aye:nor drive s%stem .N.hich is used for protection .n cutc ac,t .erations.

Note. - ;For advance unit mechanism, see figure 8-3.
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A
B
C
D
E
F

G
H
S
K
L
M
N
P
Q
R
S
T
U
V

IV

Plunger sleeve.
Fuel passage closure plug
Plunger bore screw

- Fuel delivery valve
- Hydraulic head.
- Delivery valve cap screw assy

(pump - 10882645)
- Fuel. plunger
- Hydraulic head spacer
- Drive gear thrust washer

Plunger guide
- Plunger spring upper seat
- Plunger return spring
- Plunger lock
- Plunger spring lower seat
- Plunger button
- Tappet roller pin
- Camshaft ball bearing

Tappet guide assy
- Roller assy
- Camshaft
- Camshaft center bearing

(pump - 10882645)

X - Camshaft sleeve bearing
Y - Spring disk
Z - Friction drive spider

AA - Governor weight assy
BB - Sleeve assy
CC - Govemar inner springfDD - Governor outer spring
EE - Fulcrum lever assy
FF - Smoke lirnit cant
GG - Adjustable stop plate (pump - 10882645)
HH - Torque control stop plate (pump -

10882645)
SS - Stop plate bridge

KK - Tappet assy
LL - Tappet spring
MM - Plunger drive spur gear
NN - Drive gear retainer
PP - Stop plate (pump - 10912447)
QO - Droop adjustment screw (pump -

10912447)
RR - Delivery valve cap screw (plug type)

(modified pump - 10882645 and pump -
10912447)

Figure 8-2. Fuel injection metering pump assembly - sectional view.
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a. Pumping. Fuel enters the pump from the supply system through the inlet connec-

tion and fills, through two intake ports in the upper bore, that portion of the barrel cavity
between the top of the plunger and the front of the delivery valve when the plunger is at the
bottom of its stroke. As the rotating plunger moves upward in its stroke under earn action,
it soon passes and closes the intake ports, trapping and pressuricmg the fuel and opening
the spring-loaded delivery valve. As the plunger continues its upward stroke, the fuel that
is forced through the delivery valve is conveyed through the communicating ducts to the
annulus in the plunger, through the vertical distributing slot on the plunger and to that out-
let duct with which the distributing slot is then registering as the plunger rotates. .After
sufficient upward movement of the plunger, the spill port passes the edge of the control
sleeve and the-fuel under pressure escapes down the vertical hole in the center of the
plunger and into the sump surrounding the control sleeve, which is at supply pressure.
With collapse of the pressure in front, the delivery valve then closes, during which action
the piston portion of the valve blocks the passage before the valve reaches its seat and thus
performs its function of reducing the residual pressure in the discharge system. This is
the end of the pumping cycle.

INJECTION PUMP
DRIVE GEAR

SLE=VE
V ALVD

0 PRESSURE

0 DRAIN

MAX. ADV.

LNJECTION PUMP
DRIVEN GEAR

ENGINE AT 2400

INJECTION PUN%
DRIVE GEAR

FULL RETARD

:N:E.C:TION
DRIV EN GEAR

ENGINE AT IDLE

Fuzure 8-1. Hydraulic advance unitprinciples of operation AVDS
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b. Metering and control. Quantity of fuel delivered per stroke is governed by
variation ot the position of the control sleeve in relation to the fixed port closing position
(the point at which the top of the plunger covers the intake ports); as the spill port on the
plunger breaks over the top edge of the control sleeve, pumping pressure is relieved down
through the center hole of the plunger, out into the sump surrounding the control sleeve,
and tuel delivery terminates despite the continued upward movement of the plunger.

(1) If the control sleeve position is raised, the spill port on the plunger remains
covered by the sleeve until relatively late in the plunger stroke; hence, the effective stroke
of the plunger is longer and more fuel is delivered. If the control sleeve position is
lowered, the spill port on the plunger is uncovered by the sleeve relatively sooner ir. the
plunger stroke; hence, the effective stroke of the plunger is shorter and less fuel is
delivered.

(2) When the control sleeve is lowered to its extreme point, the spill port on the
plunger is uncovered by the top edge of the sleeve before the upper end of the plunger can
cover the intake ports. Under this condition no pressure can be built up even after the
ports are closed; hence, no fuel can be delivered. This is the shutoff position.

(3) It will be seen that upward movement of the control sleeve increases the
quantity of fuel pumped per stroke and downward movement decreases the quantity of fuel
pumped per stroke until the point of zero delivery is reached.

Note. - Figures 8-4 through 8-7 show the phases of pumping and metering.

c. Delivery valve. The delivery valve assembly, situated directly above the pumping
chamber, assists the metering function by preventing irregular loss of fuel fron-i the
dehvery side of the system to the supply side between pumping strokes. It consists of the
valve proper, on which is a retraction piston; a tapered seat; the valve body, which receives
the valve and has a corresponding tapered seat; and the valve spring. After the plunger on
us upward stroke closes the ,intake ports, pressure is created. When this pressure over-
comes the force ot the spring holding the delivery valve on its tapered seat, the valve opens
and fuel under pumping pressure flows through it and the distributing passages into the
injection tubing. When the plunger continues its upward stroke and opens the spill port
there is a sudden drop in fuel pressure in front of the delivery valve; the force of valve
spring, combined with the high differential in pressure, acts to return the valve tc., its seat.
As the valve starts into its bore the lower edge of its retraction piston enters the valve
bore and blocks the passage. Further movement of the valve with its retraction piston
increases the volume on the high pressure by the retraction pistor. movement ;its displace-
ment volume) and consequently reduces the residual pressure in the line. This lowered
line pressure promotes rapid closing of the injection nozzle valve and diminishes the effects
ot the hydraulic pressure waves that exist in the tubing between injections, minimizing the
possibility of nozzle valve reopening pHor to the next regular delivery cycle.

d. Internal spring type governor. The variable speed, mechanical-centri(ugal
governor is attached to the pump and driven through it. The governor shaft has two forged
flyweights attached to it through tulcrum pins in a spider. As speed is increased, the fly-
weights move away from the shaft. Fingers on the flyweights act against a thrust bearing
on the sleeve to move the sleeve against the governor springs. The sleeve is connected to
the fulcrum lever through pivot pins in the lever sliding in grooves in the sleeve, so .hat
as the sleeve moves the lever moves. The lever is, in turn, connected through a linkage
to the control sleeve in the hydraulic head to move the control sleeve correspondingly. As
noted aoove, the position of the control sleeve determines the quantity of fuel delivered.
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(1) The fulcrum lever is pivoted not only at the sliding sleeve but also at its

lower end to a yoke connected to the operating lever. The operating lever is intended to be
actuated by a rod from the driver's seat or control panel. Through its connection with the
fulcrum lever and its linkages to the pump control sleeve, the operating lever's position
influences fuel delivery and engine speed.

(2) With the operating lever in a stationary position, the lower pivot of the fulcrum
lever becomes fixed. If the engine load is increased the speed will momentarily decrease.
The flyweights will lack the centrifugal force necessary to balance the spring forces on the
sliding sleeve, which then shifts and moves the fulcrum lever and the control sleeve
toward increased fuel delivery; the engine thereupon returns to its original speed. If it
tends to exceed it, caused by a sudden diminishing of the load, the flyweights move farther
out, their fingers shift the sliding sleeve against the opposing spring forces, the sliding
sleeve moves the fulcrum lever and control sleeve to decreased fuel delivery, and the
engine speed is reduced,

(3) The operating lever is connected to the fulcrum lever by a torsion spring
bearing at one end against a tang on the operating lever and at the other end against a tang
on the yoke at the bottom of the fulcrum lever. This torsion spring loads both tangs toward
each other so that normally the operating lever and fulcrum lever act as though rigidly
attached. However, when the engine speed differs, as a result of load changes, from that
which is normal for the operating lever position, the tangs part momentarily until the
governor picks up the change. This function serves to protect the governor and pump parts
from unnecessarily high loads and stresses.

(4) The sliding sleeve is loaded against the forces of the flyweights by two
governor springs. These springs are of such rate that the action of the flyweights at any
given speed within the normal range is balanced by the spring forces after the sleeve has
shifted. Therefore, at any given engine speed there is a corresponding definite sleeve
position. As a result of this inherent governor stability, speed regulations of 3-1/2 to 5
percent and 7 to 1.3 percent are obtainable, depending upon the spring combination used and
upon the position of the sleeve pivot pin in the fulcrum lever, which is adjustable.

(5) The fulcrum lever has a smoke limit cam attached to its upper end which limits
the maximum fuel delivery, despite operating lever position, by contacting an adjustabie
stop plate, thus avoiding overloading the engine. In tractor applications, especially where
low speed loads and increased torque are required, the torque.control plate and smoke limit
cam are adjusted to give a torque buildup at declining speeds. As engine load increases
beyond the nominal stop setting, the speed decreases and the weights consequently move
inward toward the shaft, moving the sleeve. This added load separates the tangs of the
yoke and the operating lever and moves the yoke rearward and upward; the fulcrum lever,
pivoted at the yoke, moves up with it. The fulcrum lever then pivots about the nose of the
smoke cam against the stop plate. Since the control rod to the pump control sleeve is
attached below this new pivot point, its action is opposite from usual and results in more
fuel delivery and consequently more torque buildup.

(6) The face of the torque control plate inclines toward the pump at an angle so
that as the cam nose rides up on it, the torque increases. The cam nose is adjustable and
the higher it is set on the fulcrum lever, the further upward and inward it rides on the
torque control plate, thus giving an adjustment of the torque buildup. Further adjustment
can be made by changing the angle of the torque control plate, and a large increase can be
had by using a profiled plate, with two surfaces in different planes, :or this function.
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e. Pump data.

(1) Type - PSB 12BT-110 GH-4900A1,

(2) Explanation of type designation.

(a) PS - single plunger.

(b) B - type; also indicates that there is a bmm total plunger stroke and
that the plunger diameter is in the 10 to 15mm range.

/F7

(C) T - refers to tandem placement of the hydraulic heads.

(d) 110 - the plunger is 110-tenths of a millimeter or Ilmm.

(e) GH - refers to the type of governor used.

(f) 4900A - refers to customer specification data.

(g) 1 - refers to specification code number for speed range, governor springs,
regulation, and fuel quantity.

8-5. TESTING PSB 12BT FUEL INJECTION PUMPS.

a. Sequence of testing. Testing the PSB 12BT pumps follows this general sequence:

(1) Fuel leakage test.

(2) Delivery valve test.

(3) Bleeder valve test.

(4) Injection pump timing.

(5) Adjusting fuel delivery of No 1 hydraulic head.

(6) Balancing fuel delivery from No 2 hydraulic head.

(7) Adjusting high speed and fuel shutoff.

Note. - The first two tests in the above sequence are performed with nozzle tester
4910-255-864. The remaining tests are performed on the fuel injection pump test
stand 4910-817-7431.

b Fuel leakage test. During rebuild of the PSB 12BT pernp, all packings are replaced.
To insure that there is no fuel leakage, the following test is performed.

(1) Remove the fuel housings and sterns and the pump housing cover trorn injection
pump. Plug the fuel outlet from No 1 hydraulic head, using 1/4-in pipe plug. Screw the
connector stud, stamped N-31, into the hydraulic head inlet. Assemble flexible connector
\-2. to tne nozzle tester and the connector stud N-31, using connector nut N-4. Position
the tuel piunger Ortve gear ot No 1 hydraulic head so its slotted tooth alines with the punch-
r.lar . xi tr.e housing by rotating the camshaft, using camshaft turnIng wrench 10882804.
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(2) Operate the nozzle tester, using slow steady strokes, until a pressure of
400 PSI is read on the gage. DO NOT allow fuel pressure to exceed 425 PSI.

(3) Pressure will now drop slowly. When pressure drops to 350 PSI, time the
rate of drop to 250 PSI. If time of pressure drop is less than 30 seconds, an internal leak
is present. Visually inspect for fuel leaks around fuel control unit, hydraulic head, and
tappet. Fuel leakage dt these points indicates a worn control unit or damaged packings
wh+,ch must be replaced.

c. Delivery valve test. To check delivery valve-opening pressure;

(1) Position plunger so fuel will flow from one of the six outlets of the hydraulic
head. Use camshaft turning wrench 10882894 to turn camshaft while slowly operating nozzle
tester. When fuel flows from outlet, secure camshaft turning wrench so camshaft cannot
rotate. Remove the plunger bore screw from the top of the hydraulic head and install
plunger bore adapter N-41. Assemble plunger bore adapter to tlexible connector N-2 with
connector nut N-4. Make sure delivery valve spring seat is screwed tightly into delivery
valve before making test,

(2) Operate nozzle tester, using slow steady strokes, while holding plastic spray
collector cup under outlet port to collect fuel. Delivery valve should open between 250 and
400 PSI. This is determined by a sudden drop in the reading on the gage of the nozzle
tester. If delivery valve fails to open within above pressures, the delivery valve spring
must be replaced.

(3) Disconnect flexible connector from plunger bore adapter and remove adapters
and pipe plug from No 1 hydraulic head and repeat leakage and delivery valve test on No 2
hydraulic.

d. Mounting pump on the test stand.

(1) Install the fuel housing and stems on the injection pump.

(2) 5.4ount injection pump on bracket assembly (A, fig 8-8), using four hex nuts
and plain washers on bracket mounting studs. Be sure rubber 0-ring is seated in recess
for sealing lube oil return port. Slide pump coupling hub (C, fig 8-8) on pump camshaft
and secure with camshaft nut and lockwasher. Slide coupling sleeve (E, fig 8-9) on test
stand drive hubs. Place pump and bracket on test stand mounting rails and slide toward
drive hub. Mate sleeve to pump hub. Attach clamp bars and hand knobs (D, fig 8-9) to
underside of pump mounting bracket and tighten securely.

(3) When using stand for first timel fill accumulators (A, fig 8-10) two-thirds
full with test oil before installing nozzles to hasten delivery to graduates when testing.

(4) Screw nozzles and holders (F, fig 8-8) into accumulators, using nozzle
adapter wrenches (G, fig 8-9). Do not overtighten as 0-ring seal will be distorted,
breaking seal between holder and accumulator. Do not install high pressure lines.

(5) Install fuel hose between discharge block marked "fuel pressure" and pump
fuel inlet housing. Connect lube oil hose between lube pressure discharge block and
pump fitting at left of governor cover. Lube oil return hose is connected between fitting on
left side of pump mounting bracket and lube return discharge block. Connect remaining
fuel hose to pump bleeder valve housing and place free end near drain hole in test stand
drain pan.
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Figure 8-8. Test accessories for AM Bosch PSB 12BT injection pumps.
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(6) Place throttle spring (B, fig 8-8) between stud on pump mounting bracket
and pump operating lever to hold lever in FULL THROTTLE position.

Note. - Key letters below refer to figure 8-10 unless otherwise indicated.

e. Bleeder valve test. Turn on auxiliary switch (B) to start test stand fuel pump.
Turn fuel pressure regulator (C) clockwise until fuel begins to flow from the fuel return
hose in drain pan. Obsurve reading on fuel pressure gage (D). If bleeder valve does riot
open at 35 to 38 PSI, adjust by adding or subtracting shims between bleeder valve and
bleeder valve spring. When bleeder valve opens at correct pressure, turn off auxiliary
switch (B) and connect free end of fuel hose to discharge block marked "FUEL RETURN"
for following tests.

f. Injection pump timing.

(I) Connect high pressure lines (F, fig 8-9) to pump and nozzle holders. Lines
are tagged IL, 2L, 3R, etc, for aase in connection. Test nozzle and holder assemblies on
left of test stand represent left-hand bank of engine and would read one through six from
left to right. Connect these nozzles to No I hydraulic head.

(2) Back off the delivery valve sp:ing seats in each hydraulic head.

(3) Turn on auxiliary switch (B) and adjust fuel pressure regulator (C) until fuel
flows at 30 to 35 PSI. Bleed pump of all air by turning camshaft manually counterclock-
wise, using coupling sleeve spanner wrench (F, fig 8-9). After pump is bled, turn cam-
shaft counterclockwise until slotted tooth of plunger drive gear appears in inspection
window.

(4) Turn pressure regulator to reduce.pressure to a minimum.

(6) Disconnect No IR high pressure line from its nozzle and holder assembly.
Slowly rotate camshaft clockwise until fuel just begins to flow out of No 1 fuel line. Set
marker on test stand drive shaft to 00. Continue rotating camshaft clockwisc until fuel
flow stops. This is the port closing position.

(6) At port closing, the PC mark on the pump housing should aline with the slotted
tooth on the plunger drive gear. At the same time, the short tooth must be visible in the
timing plughole at the front of the pump. Turn off auxiliary switch (B) and connect IR
high pressure line to test nozzle.

(7) Repeat above procedure with No 2L fuel outlet to determine the port closing
of No 1 hydraulic head. Port closing fu.. No 2L fuel outlet shnuld occur 30° after No 1R
fuel outlet. At conclusion of tests tighten delivery valve spring seats.

(8) It is not necessary to mark the port closing of No 1 hydraulic head. The check
of No 1R fuel outlet is to determine whether or not the internal parts of the injection pump
have been properly installed and adjusted during pump assembly.

g. Adjusting fuel delivery of No I hydraulic head. Ready the test stand by performing
the following steps (fig 8-10).

(1) Turn on auxiliary switch (B).

(2) Turn on lube oil heat switch (E) to bring oil temperature to 150° F on lube
oil temperature gage (F).
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(3) Adjust lube oil regulator (G) to obtain 25 to 30 PSI on lube oil pressure gage
(H).

(4) Turn on fuel heat switch (I) to bring fuel temperature to 115° to 120° F on the
fuel temperature gage (J).

(5) Adjust fuel regulator (C) to obtain 30 to 35 PSI on the fuel pressure gage (D).

(6) Position fuel dumping lever (K) up.

(7) Set count selector switch (L) to 1,000. Two revolutions of camshaft are
necessary for a single injection from the pump. Thus, when counter is set for 1,000 h.
will be equivalent to 500 injection pump strokes.

(8)
coupling.

Set forward-reverse switch (M) to FORWARD for clockwise rotation of drwe

(9) Turn shifting crank (N) to high range.

(10) Set pump operating lever in FULL SPEED position.

(11) Push test stand start button (0) and increase speed to 600 RPM by pushing
fast button (P). Maintain 600 RPM speed for a 5-minute warmup period.

(12) After pump warmup, push fast button (P) and increase test stand speed to
2,440 RPM as indicated on tachometer (Q). tush count button (R) and hold momentarily.
Record delivery for No 1 hydraulic head at end of count. Work on the basis of average
delivery. Record the delivery of the burettes (S) for No 1 hydraulic head, add them
together, and divide by six for average delivery.

(13) It is good practice to use a total of three runs for determining average delivery.
Use pumping lever (K) to empty burettes (S) after each run.

(14) Average delivery for No 1 hydraulic head should be 104 to 106 cc. If the
delivery is above or below this average, remove governor cover and :novo the torque
control stop plate by means of the adjusting nut. Continue collecting fuel and adjusting
torque control stop plate until average delivery falls within 104 to 106 cc.

h. Balancing delivery from No 2 hydraulic head. Operate pump at 2,440 RPM as
outhned above and record average fuel dehvery for No 2 hydraulic head. If delivery is
above or below average delivery for No 1 hydraulic head, adjust the elastic stop nut un the
fuel control yoke assembly.

l. Droop screw adjustment. Operate pump at 1,000 RPM and adjust droop screw to
obtain 75 to 77 cc.

j. Adjusting high speed and fuel shutoff.

(1) Operate test stand at 2,570 RPM. Adjust high speed adjusting screw (vertical
screw to left of operating lever) to obtain 40 to 55 cc.

(2) Increase test stand speed to check for fuel shutoff. Fuel delivery should cease
at approximately 2,670 RPM. If not, the Figh speed adjusting screw and/or eovernor inner
spring must be adjusted.
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(3) Reduce test stInd speed to minimum by pushing slow button (T). When speed
reaches minimum, push stop button (U) and turn shifting crank (N) to the low range. Start
test stand and adjust speed to 150 RPM. Set count button (R) and collect fuel in burettes (S).
Fuel delivery must be at least 40 cc in each burette.

k. Idle adjustment. Operate pump at 650 RPM. Set idle adjusting screw to obtain
25 to 27 cc. If this is not possible, the outer governor spring tension must be adjusted.

1. Solenoid shutoff test. Operate pump at 2, 440 RPM and start count. Push 24-V
button to energize solenoid. Fuel delivery should cut off cleanly.

m. Test stand shutdown and pump removel.

(1) Reduce test stand speed to minimum by pushing slow button (T). Push test
stand stop button (U).

(2) Turn off tube oil (E) and fuel heat (1) switches.

(3) Turn off auxiliary switch (B).

(4) When pump is cool enough to handle, disconnect all lines and remove
from test stand.

(5) Install governor and pump housing covers.

2 0 r
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SECTION IX. FUEL INJECTION PUMP (AMERICAN BOSCH
MODEL PSB 6A) PRELIMINARY TESTING AND

ADJUSTING

For exact specifications and pump models, refer to TM 9-2910-220-35. For
identification, see figure 9-1.

9-1. FUEL LEAKAGE. All 0-rings must be replaced at overhaul. To insure that
there is no leakage at the hydraulic heads, filter screw, and control unit, the following
zest must be performed.

a. Remove the supply pump, bleeder valve, timing window cover, and fuel supply
fitting.

y.

b. Install pump with advance unit onto stand.

Note. - Do not attach any lines or fittings.

C. Plug fuel outlet from pump hydraulic head (use 1/4-in pipe plug).

/95"

d. Connect nozzle tester FSN 491-255-8641, using the proper adapters, and flex line
to the fuel supply orifice at the pump hydraulic head.

e. Turn the pump shaft until scribed-painted tooth is alined with the housing reference
mark in the timing window,

f. Slowly actuate the tester until a pressure reading of 400 PSI is attained.

Note. - Do not allow the pressure to exceed 425 PSI.

cr The pressure will now drop slowly. When it drops to 350 PSI, time the rate of
t,

drop to 250 PSI. II the time of pressure drop is less than 30 seconds, an internal leak is
present.

h. Visual inspection.

(I) Check the lube oil inlet T-fitting on the advance unit. Leakage at this point
indicates that the filter screw 0-ring gasket is damaged.

(2) Presence of oil at the control unit indicates a worn control unit shaft or a
damaged 0-ring.

(3) Excessive leakage past the tappet assembly only, as observed through the
supply pump opening, indicates that the head assembly 0-ring gasket is damaged or the
pump has an excessively worn plunzer.

(4) An external leak at the bottom of the head assembly flange, where it seats on
the housing, indicates that the rubber 0-ring gasket is damaged.

(5) Remove all of the test fittings and fixtures except the 1/4-in pipe plug in the
fuel dutlet side of the hydraulic head; i.e., after tee*: is valid.
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9-2. TIMLNG.

a. Adjust fuel and lube pressure to a minimum (ccw).

/9 2

b. Connect the fuel pressure line from the stand to the inlet side of the hydraulic head.

c. Connect the lube pressure and drain lines to pump and stand.

d. Turn the auxiliary motor switch on.

e. Adjust the fuel and lube pressures to 10 PSI.

t. Loosen 1/4-in pipe plug and turn pump shaft manually (bleeding of head is
essential). Tighten plug.

g. Turn the auxiliary motor switch off.

h. Remove delivery valve cap, valve, and spring. Replace cap securely.

Note. - Use caution so surfaces are not scratched.

1. Remove cover from advance unit timing window.

J. Secure operating lever (pump) in FULL LOAD position.

Note. - Use operating lever retaining spring.

k. Rotate pump shaft clockwise (normal rotation) until scribed-painted tooth of the
plunger drive gear appears in the inspection window.

1. Turn the auxiliary motor switch on.

m. Turn pump drive shaft until fuel stops flowing out of No 1 outlet; this is port
closing. At this point, the scribe mark on the coupling rim must register with the pointer.
The scribed-painted tooth in the timing window will be about one tooth off the housing
reference mark.

Turn auxiliary motor switch off.

0. This check will also prove whether internal parts of the pump have been properly
phased.

p. Replace timing window cover on advance unit.

Note. - De not disconnect or remove other adapters - continue.

9-3. DEL1VhrtY VALVE. To check the opening pressure of the delivery valve, the plunger
must be positioned so the fuel will pass its metering slot and be allowed to flow out one of
the head outlets.

a. Turn the auxiliary switch on.

b. Slowly rotate the pump camshaft until fuel flows out the No I fuel cutlet in the
head. Lock camshaft with holding tool.
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Note. - Pump is on port closing for No 1 outlet.

C. Turn auxiliary switch off.

d. Carefully replace the delivery valve and spring. Secure cap and tighten to
specification.

e. Remove the plunger bore screw and screw the delivery valve test adapter into the
plunger bore.

f. Place a 1/4-in pipe plug in the fuel inlet of the hydraulic*head.

g. Connect the nozzle tester FSN 4910-255-8641 to the delivery valve test adapter
hose and fitting.

h. Slowly build up the fuel pressure with the nozzle tester while holding a suitable
container or rag over the No 1 outlet port to catch the fuel. The delivery valve should open
between 250 to 400 PSI. This is determined by a sudden drop in the reading on the gage of
the nozzle tester.

i. Remove the 1/4-in pipe plugs from the hydraulic head and disconnect the nozzle
tester. Remove the delivery valve test adapter. Replace the plunger bore screw.

9-4. BLEEDER VALVE.

a. Replace the bleeder valve assembly to the pump hydraulic head.

b. Connect fuel inlet line to the pump hydraulic head.

C. Place caps over nozzle leakoff fittings on the bleeder valve.

d. Connect the fuel drain line to the bleeder valve.

e. Turn the auxiliary motor switch on.

f. Adjust the fuel pressure regulator knob until fuel flows from the bleeder valve
drain line. Adjust the bleeder valve to open at 27 to 33 PSI by adding or subtracting shims
to the valve. Refer to TM 9-2910-226-35 for specific model application.

g. Turn the auxiliary motor switch off.

Note. - The bleeder valve must maintain a pressure of approximately 15 PSI at engine idle
(550 RPM).

h. Connect the fuel drain line to the stand.

9-5. FUEL DELIVERY.

Note. - A fuel compensator known to be calibrated must be mounted on the pump.

a. Install test nozzles and high pressure lines.

b. Turn the auxiliary motor switch on.

C. Turn oil heater switch on to bring oil temperature to 1500 on the oil temperature
gage.



I
d. Turn the oil pressure regulator until an oil pressure of 35 to 45 PSI is obtained

on the oil pressure gage.

e. Turn the fuel heater switch on to bring fuel temperature between 1150 and 1200 on
the fuel temperature gage.

f. Turn the fuel pressure regulator knob until fuel flows at 27 to 35 PSI as indicated
on the fuel pressure gage (regulated by bleeder valve).

a Set test stand drive counter switch at 1,000.

h. Set test stand drive rotation switch at the REVERSE position.

j. Set test stand drive shifting lever in high.

j. Fh Ash stand start button and adjust speed to o00 RPM. Maintain this speed for 5
minlites (warmup time).

k. Adjust to 2, o00 RPM and record the average delivery. Adjust the fuel delivery to
obtain an a,,erage reading of 3o to 38 cc on 500 injection strokes (1,000 RPM). If the
delivery is above or below this average, adjust the guide screw (on compensator). Moving
the screw into the housing moves the stop plate toward the smoke limit cam and decreases
fuel deltvery. Insure locknuts are tight.

1. Reduce speed to 1,400 RPM and check for average delivery of 39.5 to 41.5 cc.
Again ady-st guide screw to obtain proper reading.

m. Increase speed to 2,850 RPM. Fuel delivery should stop. Adjust high speed screw
:or correct reading.

Note. - The high speed adjustment affects fuel delivery at lower RPM; therefore, a
combination of adjustments may be necessary to obtain the desired fuel delivery
readings. If fuel flow cannot be adjusted to limits, check the smoke limit cam
angle and set to c0°.

n. Stoo test stand and turn shifting crank to low range. Adjust speed to 150 RPM
and checA for fuel delivery of at least 30 cc. A lower reading would indicate a worn plunger.

O. Operate pump at 550 RPM and check for fuel delivery of 13 to 14 cc. Adjust idle
screw to obtain correct reading.

p. After this last adpistment the pump is properly calibrated and ready to be removed
from the test stand.
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SECTION X. FUEL DENSITY COMPENSATOR (PSB 6A PUMP)

10-1. GENERAL DESCRIPTION. The muitifuel engine i4t.5-series) operattts
have a significant variation in density and heat value per gallon. The characteriLtIcs ot the
fuels used in the engine show a definite relationship between fuel viscosity and heattri va:ue.
The fuel density compensator (fig 10-1) takes this into account b making the viscosit
characteristic a sensed variable. In the compensator the fuel is passed in series through
two orifices of widely different flow characteristics (sizes). A change in viscosit, et the
fuel flowing through these orifices causes'a pressure drop, moves a servopis: )n tc,
vary the full load stop plate.
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Figure 10-1. Fuel density compensator - schematic view.

10-2. OPERATION. The fuel supply is admitted to a pressure re.:u.ating valve v.herc
supply pressure is reduced to a constant regulated pressure e: ZL The fuel fio,s
through the first orifice formed by a close fitting piston in a From the servt -
pressure cylinder the fuel flows to the second orifice, which Is a :arp edge, ac2,stat..e
needle valve. The two orifices working at widely different rebtr, icth...ns to the C.ov
form a system sensitive to viscosity changes. The pressure difference between the tc
orifices will change the servopressure n threct relationship to tne viscosit; tD : the :ut-.
flowing. The position of the spring-loaded piston is varied In accordan,e t'-,est rvo-
pressure changes. The piston is connected by a link to the wece-Snapeu, ova.e vertical)
stop plate. The stop plate, in turn, serves as a limiting point the 8rnoke hm:t and
fulcrum lever travel to the maximum fuel position. Upward movement .): :he st);:,
due to compensator sensing, will increase fuel delivery.

Note. - Crilv qualified fuel and electric repairmen are authortzec t, test anc
fuel density compensator.



SECTION )a. INJECTION PUMP APE 6BB (AMERICAN BOSCH)
c)240/

11-1. GENERAL. The fuel injection system of the Mack model ENDT 673 engine consists
of the injection pump complete with governor, injector nozzles and holders, delivery and
overflow fuel lines, and filters. The injection pump drives a fuel supply pump that draws
tuel oil through the primary filter and pumps it through the secondary filter to the injection
pump. The supply pump is equipped with a handpump for priming the fuel system. The in-
jection pump meters and delivers at high pressure and correct timing all the fuel required
for engine operation. The governor controls the fuel volume in direct ratio to the position
of the accelerator pedal. It also prevents overspeeding of the engine when operation is on
downhill condition.

CHECK VALVE

GOVERNOR

OVERFLOW VALVE
ASSEMILY

EMER. INSTALLED
SHUTOFF VALVE

IDLE ADJUSTMENT
satEw

OPERATING LEVER

FUEL INJECTION
PUMP

FIJEL SUPPLY
PUMP

HAND PRIMER
PUMP

Figure 11-1.. Fuel injection pump assembly.

11-2. OPERATING PRINCIPLES.

ADAPTER

a. General operation. In the Mack model ENDT 673 engine, each cylinder has an
individual injection pump which meters the fuel and delivers it under high pressure to the
combustion chamber. The individual pumps are mounted in a common housing, are operated
by a common camshaft, and utilize the same control mechanism to insure an equal amount
of fuel in each cylinder at the proper time. Fuel oil is drawn through the primary filter by
the supply pump. The supply pump forces the fuel through the secondary filter to the injec-
tion pumps. The supply pump must maintain a minimum pressure of IZ-PSI flow from the
secondary filter. The fuel injection pumps force a measured amount of fuel through high-
pressure lanes to the spray nozzles in the combustion chambers. Excess fuel flows from
the injection pumps through both an overflow valve rated at 15 PSI and a check valve on the
common nousing and is returned to the fuel supply tank. Excess fuel in the injection nozzle
also returns to the fuel tank.
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b. Fuel injection pump.

(1) The pump is mounted on the engine in such a manner as to permit it to be
driven by the engine timing gears. The cam lobes on the pump camshaft cause upward
movement of the plungers, and springs produce the downward movement. The cams are
arranged to actuate the individual injection pumps in the same sequence as the firing order
of the engine (1-5-3-6-2-4). The injection pump camshaft is driven at one-half the engine
speed on the Mack 4-cycle engine.

(2) The individual pumps are the lapped plunger, constant-stroke metering bypass
type. The quantity of fuel delivered to the spray nozzle is regulated by the time that the
plunger covers the bypass port. The plunger stroke length remains constant at all loads and
speeds. The mjection must be timed to occur 290 BTC as demanded by the requirement of
the engine. Volumetric control is effected by rotating the plunger. Two ports lead to the
plunger barrel as shown in figure 11-2; one is the inlet and the other is the bypass port.
The plunger has a groove around its circumference which has a circular lower edge and a
hehcal upper edge. This space is connected to the plunger top by a vertical bypass slot
allowing any fuel above the plunger to flow into the helical space. Two lugs at the lower
end of the plunger engage a control sleeve around the plunger barrel.. The upper portion of
this sleeve is fastened to a gear segment which meshes with a horizontal tooth control rack.
Any movement of the control rack rotates the outer sleeve and plunger, through its lugs,
relative to the bypass port in the stationary pump barrel.. Movement of the control. ra.,..k
rotates each injection pump an equal amount to provide an equal delivery of fuel to each
cylinder.
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Figure 11-2. Fuel injector pumping principle.
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(3) Fuel from the pump fuel sump, under pressure from the supply pump, rushes

Into the barrel as soon as the upper edge of the plunger uncovers the two opposite ports in
the carrel. This action begins during the downward stroke of the plunger, and the ports
remain open as the plunger starts moving upward. When the plunger covers the ports on its
,inwar(1 stro,e, cutting off the fuel supply, the pressure exerted on the fuel causes the
sprin..-loaced delivery calve to unseat, permitting the fuel to discharge into the high-
pressure tubing which leads to the spray nozzle. The high-pressure delivery of fuel ceases
as soon as the helix on the plunger uncovers the bypass port in the barrel. At this instant,
tne fuel under pressure above the plunger is returned to the sump by way of the vertical
2roove and che helix uncovering the bypass port, thereby relieving the pressure on the
oeuverv valve. The delivery valve is quickly returned to its seat by the combined action
a: its spring and the great difference in pressure that exists between the barrel and the
nign-pressure line. In returning to its seat, the delivery valve performs a double function:
it prevents excessive draining of the fuel from the high-pressure line, and it relieves the
pressure :n the high-pressure line. This pressure relief is accomplished by the retreat of
an accurately lapped displacement piston in the delivery valve. Before the delivery valve
actl:aliv resets, it reduces the pressure in the high pressure line by increasing the volume
therein by a quantity equal to the volume of the displacement piston.

(4) The positions of the plunger from no fuel to maximum fuel delivery are shown
in figures 11-3, 11-4, and 11-5. For maximum delivery, the plunger is rotated in the
')arrel so that it will nearly complete its full stroke before the helix indexes with the bypass
port. For zero delivery, the plunger is rotated in its barrel until the vertical groove alines
cc:ith tne bypass port. In this position, the pressure chamber is connected, through the
groove, with the sump during the full plunger stroke. Any fuel delivery volume between
zero and max:mum can be obtained by moving the control rack in or out. The movement of
the control rack causes the plungers to rotate a proportionate amount. The rack controls
tne position of all six olungers simultaneously, thereby insuring the injection of equal
amounts of fuel in each cylinder of the engine.

VERTICAL
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S PILL POP'
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F..tel injector plunger no-fuel deliver,: position.
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Figure 11-4. Fuel injector plungernormal fuel delivery position.
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(5) The pump is supplied with engine lubricating oil from the engine lubrication
system on an intermittent basis, to lubricate the cams, roller bearings, tappet assemblies,
and governor. The intermittent feed of lubricating oil to the injection pump is controlled by
the movement of the No 6 tappet assembly. Figure 11-6 illustrates the tappet assembly at
its highest position, allowing a small quantity of oil to flow into the pump camshaft section
with each rotation of the camshaft. Figure 11-6 also illustrates the tappet assembly at its
lowest position, where the lubricating oil inlet is blocked and oil is prevented from entering
the pump. A lubricating oil drain hole at the drive end of the pump permits excess oil to
drain back to the engine crankcase while retaining the required amount in the pump and
governor. With this arrangement, it is necessary neither to, add to nor change the lubricat-
ing oil in the injection pump, and no provision for checking the level is required.

06
TAPPET
ASSEMBLY

LUBE OIL
INLET

CAMSHAFT

HIGHEST
POSITION

Figure 11-6. Fuel injector lubricationtappet raised and oil inlet openedtappet down.and
oil inlet cut off.

c. Injector nozzle and nozzle holder.

(I) General. For proper engine performance, the fuel oil must be injected into
the combustion chamber in a definite spray pattern. This is accomplished by the injector
spray nozzle which is held in the correct position in the cylinder head by the nozzle holder.
The four-orifice nozzle and holder used in the Mack model ENDT 673 engine is shown in
figure 11-7.
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(2) Operation. The fuel, delivered at the proper time by the injection pump, flows

through the high-pressure line and enters the nozzle holder inlet. It then flows through a
duct in the holder and nozzle body into the pressure chamber of the spray nozzle above the
..-alve seat. At the moment the fuel pressure, developed by the injection pump, exceeds the
pressure exerted by the pressure-adjusting spring, the nozzle valve is lifted off its seat and

the fuel is forced through the orifices and sprayed into the combustion chamber of the
engine. As the helix of the injection pump plunger reaches the bypass port, the pump ceases
to deliver fuel and the pressure spring returns the nozzle valve to its seat. A controlled
amount of seepage of fuel between the close-tolerance, lapped surfaces of the nozzle valve
and its body is necessary for lubrication. This leakage or overflow passes around the
spindle and into the spring compartment. From here it is returned by overflow lines to
the injection pump overflow valve.

d. Fuel supply and hand-primer pumps.

(1) General. The fuel transfer pump (fig 11-8) is mounted directly on the housing
of the injection pump and is driven by the injection pump camshaft. It is a variable-stroke,
self-regulating, plunger-type pump that will build pressure only up to a predetermined point.
It includes a hand-operated stroke pump for priming the low-pressure fuel system.

(2) Operation (fig 11-9). As the injection pump cam allows the supply pump
plunger to be forced by its spring toward the camshaft, the suction effect created opens
the inlet valve and permits the fuel to enter the spring chamber. As the rotating cam lobe
drives the plunger against its spring, the fuel inlet valve closes and the fuel is forced by the
plunger through the cutlet valve and around into the chamber created in back of the plunger
by its forward movement. As the injection pump camshaft continues to rotate, it allows
the compressed plunger spring to press the plunger backward again, forcing the fuel oil
behind the plunger out into the fuel line leading to the secondary filter and the injection
pump. At the same time, the suction-effect cycle is repeated. This pumping action con-
tinues as 1on4 as the fuel is being used fast enough by the injection pump to keep the supply
pressure from rising to the point where it equals the force exerted by the spring on the

plunger. The pressure between the supply pump and the injection pump holds the plunger
stationary against the spring and away from the pump rod. This prevents further pumping
action until the pressure drops enough to permit the plunger to resume operation. This
entire cycle is automatic and it continues as long as the engine is running.

(3) Hand priminp pump. The hand priming pump, attached to the supply pump at
the inlet valve chamber, permits priming of the fuel injector pump by manual'i filling the

low-pressure side of the injection system. Raising the pump handle creates a vacuum which

tn turn lifts the inlet vaive off its seat and causes fuel to be drawn into the hand primer
bump barrel. On the down stroke me inlet valve closes and fuel is pumped through the
supply ournp spring chamber to and through the outlet valve. Continued stroking of the
prirrnng oump will draw in fuel and pump it cut through the low pressiire lines to the
Injection pump. The hand priming pump must be used to purge the fuel system of air at
any time a line is disconnected or a filter changed. It may also be used to assist timing
of the injection pump.
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Figure 11-9. Schematic diagram illustrating operation of fuel supply pump.

e. Governor.

(1) General. All diesel engines require governors to Dreve nt overspeeding Qf the

,:.2int. under light loads. Vehicle diesel engines also require control of idling speeds.

Sln:( engine speed is controlled by the amount of fuel injected, the injection system

de's).gnea to supply the maximum aniount ox fz:el which will enable the engine to operate

at _ft.!! load and to reach a predetermined maximum speed (RPM). However, if the maximum

fueL charge were supplied to the cylinders with engine operatin:, at -PARTIAL LOAD' or

NO LOAD, the engine speed would increase beyond the critical operating range and rause

orerra-ure failure or excessive wear. Thus, the governor rnusL accurately control the

arnoi..ht f fuel injected to control the engine speid. The governrr used with the Macv model

YDT s73 engine is of the mechanical or centrifugal flyweight ty..)e. The governor is

,,ear-criven by the pump camshaft.



(2) Operation.

(a) The operation of the mechanical governor is based on the centrifugal
force of rotating weights counterbalanced by springs. When the speed of the engine
increases, the weights fly outward, pulling with them suitable linkage to change the
setting of the injection pump control rod. The governor linkage is connected to the injection
pump in such a manner that the spring moves the control mechanism toward the full-fuel
position, and the action of the flyweights reduces the amount of fuel delivered.

(b) A typical mriable speed governor is shown schematically in figure 11-10.
With this type of governor, the operator varies the governor spring tension to control the
quantity of fuel and does not at any time move the injector control rack directly. The con-
trol rack of the injection pump is connected to the yoke of the governor in such a manner
that any movement of the yoke will, directly affect the quantity of fuel injected. The spring
tension is controlled by the.operating lever, the movement of which is determined by the
Position of the foot throttle. The travel of the operating lever is limited by the idle- and
maximum-speed screws. With the weights fully collapsed (engine stopped), the spring
moves the sliding sleeve and yoke so that the fuel injection pump is in the full-fuel position.
When the weights are fully extended, the sliding sleeve and yoke move to the rear and
decrease the amount of fuel delivered.
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Figure (1-10. Mechanical governorcomponent locator.

(C) If the load or. the engine is decreased, the engine tends to accelerate. However,
'vr.en the engine accelerates, the governor flyweights move outward as a result of increased
..:entrifugal force. Since the flyweights are in contact with the sliding sleeve assembly, this
movement causes a longitudinal movement of the sleeve to the rear. This movement con-
tinues until an equilibrium is established between the governor spring force and the centri-
fugal force exerted by the flyweights. This occurs when the engine returns to the original
speed determined by the position of the foot throttle and its effect un the governor sonna.
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(d) If the load on the engine increases, the engine tends to slow down, thereby

causing an inward movement of the flyweights. As the weights move inward, resulting in
reduced force on the sliding sleeve, the compressed governor spring shifts the sleeve to
the front until the spring force and the centrifugal force exerted by the flyweights are
again balanced. In this way, the yoke, following the movement of the sliding sleeve,
moves the control, rack of the fuel injection pump toward the more-fuel position and
thereby returns the engine to the preset speed.

(e) To accelerate the vehicle, depress the foot throttle which, in turn, increases
the spring tension.. This causes the yoke to pivot to the rear, thereby increasing the supply
of fuel. The flyweights move outward as a result of increased engine speed and prevent
the control rack from reaching the full-fuel position unless the foot throttlt is fully depressed.
Deceleration is accomplished in the reverse manner. Spring pressure is decreased, the
engine slows down, the flyweights move inward, and a balanced condition between the fly-
weights and the spring is obtained at a lower engine speed.

11-3. DESCRIPTION AND DATA.

a. Model differences.

(1) Injection pump, model APE 6BB90Q 5036A.

(a) Model 5036A injection pump is the original equipment furnished on Mack
model ENDT 673 engine IIGBA 12006P1, FSN 2815-980-7092.

(b) Model 5036A injection pump includes model GVB 250/1050C 5037B
governor.

(2) Injection pump, model APE 6BB90Q 5748A.

(a) Model 5748A injection pump is the original equipment furnished on Mack
model ENDT 673 engine 11GBA 12006AP1, FSN 2815-087-2273 and 11GBA 12006BPI,
FSN 2815-045-6865.

(b) Model 5748A injection pump includes model GVB 25011050C 5479A governor.

(C) This pump is furnished with a spring-loaded operating lever. No additional
accelerator retractor spring is required. With the spring lever, both the external fast and
idle stopscrew stops are removed.

(3) Governor, model GVB 250/1050C 5037B.

(a) This governor shift is supported on two ball bearings. The weights have
two needle bearings each.

(b, A splined drive gear and hub assembly driven by the injection pump
camshaft is used to drive the governor.

(4) Governor, model GVB 250/1050C 5479A.

(a) This governor shaft is supported by one ball bearing and a Teflon bushing
in the end cap. The weights are also Teflon-bushed.

(b) A slip clutch drive gear assembly driven by the pump camshaft is
required ior usage with the Teflon bushings.
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b. Interchangeability. Either injection pump assembly may be installed on either
engine as a complete unit. The Teflon governor cannot be used on model 5036A pump,
nor can the metal bearing governor be used on the model 5748A injection pump, without
changing the drive gear assembly and operating level. Hand-primer pumps and supply
pumps are interchangeable.

c. Data.

(1) For 11GBA 12006P1 engine:

.....

Injection pump

Manufacture r American Bosch
Model APE 6BB900 5036A
Mack part number 313GC 4127
Plunger diameter 9mm

Governor

Manufacture r American Bosch
Model GVB 250/1050C 5037B
Mack part number 709GB 318
Nozzle holder opening pressure 2 300-2,350 PSI

(2) For 11GBA 12006 API and 11GBA 12006 BPI engine:

(3)

(4)

(5)

Injection pump

Manufacture r American Bosch
Model APE 6BB900 5748A
Mack part number 313GC 4127A
Plunger diameter 9mm

Governor

Manufacture r American Bosch
Model GVB 250/1050C 5479A
Mack part number 7096B 318A
Nozzle holder opening pressure 2,300-2,350 PSI

Governed speed

Fuel load 2,100 RPM
No load 2,250 RPM
Operating range (most efficient) I, 500-2,000 RPM
Idling speed 550-575 RPM (min)

Injection timing, port closing 29° BTC

Fuel oil grade
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11-4. TESTS AND CALIBRATION.

a. General.

(1) All components of the fuel injection system must be tested and calibrated, or
adjusted in a systematic method prior to installing on the engine. Since nozzles are
required to test the pump, they must be tested first. The governor speed settings cannot
be obtained until the injection pump fuel flow has been established.

/3

(2) The nozzle holders and injection pump assembly are installed as a matched
set on the original manufactured engine. Each nozzle holder carries the last three figcres
of the injection pump serial number. They are also numbered to show the cylinder location.
By mating the proper nozzle holders with the correct pump and in proper order, results
obtainea on the calibration stand will be duplicated when installed on the engine. Failure to
do this may result in an unbalanced fuel delivery.

b. Fuel transfer and hand-priming pump.

Note. - Key numbers in (1)(a) thru (d) below refer to figure 11-11 unless otherwise
specified.

(1) Pressure test.

(a) Remove tappet shell pin (5), tappet assembly (29), and tappet spring (4)
from fuel pump housing (6). To prevent loss of spindle during leakage test, insert a
1/8-inch diameter pin through the two holes in base of housing tappet guide.

(b) Ciose outlet side of pump with a 1/4-inch pipe plug. Connect fuel inlet
of pump to fuel nozzle test stand. Pump test oil into pump to a pressure of 300 PSI. The
minimum time for a pressure drop to 150 PSI is 10 seconds. Oil leakage will be evident
at the open end of spindle bore. Also, at this time, check the inlet and outlet valves and
plunger spring screw (23) for leaks.

(c) If excessive oil leakage is evident at the spindle, replace the spindle.

(d) Remove 1/8-inch diameter service pin from base of housing, tappet
spring (4), and tappet assembly (29) in housing (6) and retain, using tappet shell pin (5).
Stake the tappet shell pin (5) slightly at each end of pin.

(2) Operating test.

(a) The operating test is made with the fuel transfer pump and hand-priming
punip installed on the injection pump mounted in the calibration stand.

(b) Connect test stand fuel tank to pump inlet port. Install a 0-60 PSI
Pressure ;age in the return line. Operate test stand.

(C) Fuel transfer pump must deliver 20 PSI or greater pressure.

Note. - In the absence of pressure, the pump may be air-locked. Loosen the outlet valve
spring retaining screw sufficiently to bleed out all air. Retighten screw.

(d) With the fuel injection pump at rest, drath fuel lines and reconnect.
Stroke hand primer until fuel flows. If more than 30 strokes are required or if stem
leaks, replace piston packthgs.
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1 Tappet shell roller 11 Handpump adapter 21 Plunger preformed packing
2 Tappet roller pin 12 Adapter gasket 22 Barrel
3 Tappet shell 13 Valve spring 23 Plunger spring screw
4 Tappet spring 14 Valve 24 Plunger screw gasket
5 Tappet shell pin 16 Plunger gasket 25 Plunger spring
6 Fuel pump housing 16 Hand primer pump 26 Plunger
7 Valve 17 Bracket assembly 27 Tappet shell spindle
8 Valve spring 18 Cross pin 28 Pipe plug
9 Retaining screw guket 19 Plunger 29 Tappet assembly

10 Valve spring screw 20 Knob sealing washer

Figure 11-11. Fuel transfer and hand-priming pumpexploded view.
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(3) Testing hole-type nozzles.

Warning. -The penetrating power of atomized oil under pressure is sufficient to puncture
the skin and may cause blood poisoning. Therefore, hands must be kept away from a
spraying nozzle.

= (a) Attach nozzle holder assembly to correct size test stand (fig 11-12).
Close the pressure gage valve to protect the gage and actuate the test stand lever rapidly
(about 25 strokes per minute) to expel air from the nozzle and holder and to "settle" the
spring and nozzle loading column. Open the pressure gage valve one-half turn and depress
the operating lever slowly to riise pressure. Observe nozzle opening pressure on gage.
If opening pressure is other than 2,300 PSI, adjust to correct setting.

CONNECTOR TUBE

PRESSURE

GAGE VALVE

NOZZLE TESTER;
4910-255-8641

PUMP HANDLE

AT 8554

Figure 11-12. Nozzle test stand.

Note. - Protection cover must be removed and locknut loosened prior to rnakinz
adjustment. When adjusted, secure locknut.

(b) When a new pressure-adjusting spring is used, adjust the opening
pressure 10 percent higher than specification to a" 4.r for spring set.

(c) Actuate the operating lever slowly to build up pressure, and as the
correct opening point is approached, observe the spray orifice of the nozzle. If drops of
Lel form or oil issues as a stream at pressures 100 PSI below the opening pressure, the
nozzle is leaking and must be replaced.

(d) If the assembly passes the leakage test without leaking, the spray pattern
should be examined. Close the gage valve to protect the gage when lever of test stand is
actuated rapidly.
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Note. - Make sure that all holes are open and appear to be spraying the same quantity of
fuel.

(e) Operate lever at a rate of approximately 15 strokes per minute. The
spray formation should be sharp with a rather solid pattern, and the angles formed by the
individual sprays should be uniform (fig_11-13).

GOOD NOZZLE SPRAY

,/
1 \

I 1

POOR NOZZLE SPRAY

Figure 11-13. Nozzle spray patterns: Topgood nozzle spray; lower.
poor nozzle spray.

(f) Usually the spray of a hole-type nozzle will be satisfactory if the valve
seat is tight, valve free, and all spray orifices clean. However, if the nozzle is not in
good operating condition, the spray pattern will be poor (fig 11-13). If the spray pattern
cannot be corrected, the nozzle should be replaced.

(g) The nozzle chatter must be distinct and regular. A sharp, pitched sound
is not mandatory, and an occasional skip or variation in the chatter pitch sound is
acceptable.

(h) The ''chatter" test requires that the stroke of the test handle takes approxi-
rnately two seconds. This must be performed with the test stand pressure gage out of the
line (valve shut off).

(4) Internal timing.

(a) Whenever a fuel injection pump has been completely disassembled and
reassembled, it is necessary that both internal timing and calibration of the pump be
caecked even though none of the components were replaced. Internal timing for the Mack
END': t.73 engine injection pump is timed for port closing, or the upper end of the plunger
completely covers the fuel inlet holes in the barrel and no fuel flows from the delivery
valve. Each delivery valve must close 000, plus or minus 1/20, apart in firing order
sequence, to be properly timed.
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(b) To time an injection pump, a test stand equipped with a coupling having

a 3o0° protractor and pointer (FSN 4910-981-2770) is required to check the 600 intervals.
In addition, a dial indicator and modified delivery valve holder is required to check plunger
lift to cutoff point. Enlarge delivery valve holder bore to 0.156 inch.

(c) Assemble pump to test stand, using flange adapter FSN 4910-981-2771

(fig 11-14). Block operating lever in full open position. Remove side inspection cover.
Remove No 1 delivery valve holder and nut. Also remove delivery valve spring and needle.
Needle may be easily removed by pumping fuel to lift the needle from the valve. Install
modified delivery valve holder and nut. Carefully insert 0.125-inch diameter rod through
hole until it rests on plunger. Rod must be 3-1/2 inches or longer. Assemble dial
indicator to read stroke, and set dial at zero for lowest portion of stroke (fig 11-15).

Figure 11-14. Fuel injection pump assembly mounted on test stand.
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PLUNGER AT
LOWEST POSITION

PLUNGER AT
PORT CLOSING

Figure 11-13. Port-closing dial indicator.

Note. - The delivery valve needle is a lapped and mated part to the valve body. Do not
handle the lapped surfaces.

(d) Provide for fuel flow by hand supply pump, gravity feed, or test stand
pump. Attach fuel line to injection pump. Fuel should flow from No 1 delivery valve.
Rotate pump in a clockwise direction, when viewed from front, until fuel flow ceases.
Wipe fuel from holder to better observe fuel action. Fuel will cease the instant the plunger
covers the fuel inlet port. Read dial indicator.

(e) If no timing spacers are in the pump, the reading will be greatly above
specifications. Spacers are not always inserted at the time of pump rebuilding. Timing
spacers are obtainable in 0.030-, 0.034-, 0.058-, 0.062- and 0.066-inch thicknesses.
When properly timed, fuel will cease when plunger rises 0.113 inch, plus 0.010 inch,
minus 0.004 inch.

(1) Using plunger spring compressor (FSN 49:0-977-7419), rotate camshaft
to lower tappet and compress spring. Using two narrow screwdrivers, raise tappet knob
and insert proper tappet spacer under knob. Remove spring compressor.

(g) Repeat test, setting dial indicator at zero for low point. Fuel should
cease at specified stroke. If not, replace spacer with thicker or thinner spacer.

(h) When No 1 delivery valve port closing is correct, set indicator on test
stand protractor at 00 at point of port closing. Remove dial indicator, test rod, and
modified delivery valve holder. Carefully replace delivery valve needle and spring.
Replace delivery valve holder and nut. Torque to 85-90 lb-ft.

(i) Proceed to time remaining delivery valves in firing order sequence of
1-5-3-6-2-4. Test stand indicator should be 60°, + 30', at point of port closing. Each
additional valve must be timed to a multiple of 60°, 4-30'.

0) After timing all delivery valves, check plunger for bottoming on delivery
-.alve by rotating camshaft until No 1 plunger is at highest position. t.'sing narrow screw-
driver, pry up on plunger. Plunger must be free to move. If plunger is against delivery
valve, retime pump, using thinner spacer.
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SECTION XI CUMMINS FUEL SYSTEM

12-1. GENERAL. The NHC-250 Cummins engine (fig 12-1) is new,to the Army inventc y.
The PT fpressure-timed) fuel system is based on the principle that the volume of liquid
flow is ?roportional to the fluid pressure, the time allowed to flow, and the size of the
passage the Liquid flows through.
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Figure 12-1. NHC-250 engine model.

12-2. FUEL SYSTEM - BASIC OPERATION. The fuel system (fig 12-2) is composed of
one fuel tank with a vented filler cap and delivery and return lines going to the fuel supply
pump from the cylinder heads. Flexible lines connect the tank to the pump. Rigid Lines
connect the pump to drilled fuel supply passageways in the cylinder head. These passages
deliver fuel to the (PTD) injectors which are the unit type. Mounted between the fuel tank
and the fuel supply pump is one disposable type cartridge fuel filter. The PT fuel supply
pump is manufactured by the Cummins Engine Company and is the pressure-timed type.
The pump is gear driven at engine speed and mounted on the left side of the engine. The
PT (type G).-fuel pump can be identified by the absence of the return line at the top of the
fuel pump. The fuel pump has four main components.
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Figure 12-2. PT.fuel system - fuel flow diagram.
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a. The gear pump (fig 12-3) draws fuel from the supply tanks and forces it through
the pump filter screen to the governor. It is driven by the pump main shaft and contains a
single set of gears to pick up and deliver fuel throughout the fuel system. A pulsation
damper mounted to the gear pump contains a steel diaphragm which absorbJ pulsations
and smooths fuel flow through the fuel system. From the gear pump, fuel flows through
the filter screen to the governor screen. The PTG pumps are equipped with a bleed line
which is attached to the engine injector return line, or to the tank, and prevents excessive
fuel temperature within the fuel pump. The bleed line functions primarily when the pump
throttle is setat idle speed, but gear pump output is high due to engine operating speed as
occurs at downhill operation. A special check valve and/or fitting is used in the gear
pump to accomplish the bleed action.

,.-.. 4,,..-;, r 1
-u .,:, --.. :. ,11.. 2Z ("At,ft .,

Figure 12-3. Gear pump.

b. The governor controls the :low of the fuel from the gear pump, as well as the
maximum and idle speeds. The mechanical governor is actuated by a system of springs
and weights and has two functions. First, the governor maintains sufficient fuel for idling
with the throttle control in idle position; second, it cuts off fuel to the injectors above
maximum rated RPM. The idle springs (in the governor spring pack) position the governor
plunger so the idle fuel port is opened enough to permit passage of fuel to maintain engine
idle speed. During operation between idle and maximum speeds, fuel flows through the
governor to the injector in accordance with the engine requirements, as controlled by the
throttle and limited by the size of the idle spring plunger counterbore on the PTG fuel
pumps. When the engine reaches governed speed, the governor weights move the governor
plunger, and fuel passages to the injectors are shut off. At the same time, another
passage opens and dumps the fuel back into the main pump body. In this manner, engirl
speed is controlled and limited by the governor regardless of throttle position. Fuel
leaving the pump flows through the shutdown valve, inlet supply lines, and into the injectors.

C. The throttle provides a means for the operator to manually control engine speed
above idle as required by varying operating conditions of speed and load. In the PTG pump,
fuel flows through the governor to the throttle shaft. At idle speed, fuel flows through the
idle port in the governor barrel, past the throttle shaft. To operate above idle speed, fuel
flows through the main governor barrel port to the throttling hole in the shaft.
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d. Tbe fuel shutdown valve (fig 12-4) is located on top of the fuel pump. It shuts off
fuel to the injectors. With the master switch on, the solenoid opens the valve. With the
switch uff, the spring-loaded valve returns to the OFF position. In case of an electrical
failure, rotate the manual knob clockwise to permit fuel to flow through the valve. The
knob is located on the front of the valve.

MAIN SHAFT

IILTFR SCREEN VALVE

; r11.
TACHOMETER SHAFT t

1111.11

GEAR PUMP

"

we
IDLE SPRINGS

GOVERNOR

ASSIST

PLUNGER

GOVERNOR

WEIGHTS GOVERNOR PLUNGER THROTTLE SHAFT

PULSATION DAMPER

ID.E ADJUSTING SCREW

MAXIMUM SPEED SPRING

Figure 12-4. Cross section, PTG fuel pump.

12-3. POSITIVE DISPLACEMENT FUEL PUMP. This pump contains a drive gear and
shaft mluch is splined to the main drive shaft. An idler gear is located toward a bleed-off
passage and check valve fittthg. It is important that the correct restriction fitting is
-t,lized to insure integral gear pump cooling. A locating notch on the pump body and cover
is used for assembly and determination of pump rotation.

12-4. MECHANICAL MAXIMUM SPEED GOVERNOR. This is sometimes called an
-automotive governor" and is a limiting speed type. It is actuated by a system of springs
and weights and has two functions. First, the governor maintains sufficient fuel for idling
with the throttle control in idle position. Second, it cuts off fuel to the injectors above
maximum rated RPM. The idle springs, in the governor spring pack, position the ;governor
plunger so the idle fuel port is opened enough to permit pasaage of fuel to maintain engine
idle speed. A governor pliinger, guided by a barrel, operates between the toes of the
governor weights and the governor spring pack. A weight-assist plunger exerts some
pressure against the governor plunger to stabilize te governor action in the lower RPM
range.
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12-5. MECHANICAL VARIABLE SPEED GOVERNOR (MVS) (FIG 12-5). This supplements
the standard automotive governor. The automotive type governcr cannot be expected to
regulate engine speed below full-load speed and when trying to regulate engine speed by
reducing the throttle position; a slight variation in load from the power takeoff-driven
equipment will cause a varying engine speed. For all applications in which the engine is
driving the power takecff equipment, and at the same time the operator is not controlling
the engine speed by Maintaining a constant touch with the throttle, a variable speed
governor must be utilized. A typical application is found on the M816 wrecker. The MVS
governor assembly mounts on top of the fuel pump, and the fuel solenoid is mounted to the
governor housing. The governor also may be remote mounted. 'Fuel from the fuel pump
body enters the variable speed governor housing and flows to the governor barrel and
plunger. Fuel flows past the plunger to the shutdown valve and into the injector, according
to governor lever position (as determined by the operator). The variable speed governor
CANNOT produce engine speeds in excess of the automotive governor setting. Speeds
below idle setting may be obtained; however, adjustment settings should not be made for
less than automotive idle speed. On engine applications requiring a preset MVS governor,
an air-actuated cylinder is available. This cylinder has a preset 1-inch stroke and is
mounted to the governor in a position to push upon the governor throttle lever. A shorter
lever should be used with the air cylinder to avoid problems with travel length, RPM
range, and alinement. An air line under a minimum of 60 PSI, with a 1/8" NPT, is
required to hook up and activate the governor. Calibration procedures are similar to
regular pump testing with the exception of certain specifications.

12-6. NOZZLE IDENTIFICATION (FIG 12-6).

a. The PT injection system is used on Cummins engines only.

b. The system uses mechanically operated unit injectors and a variable pressure
fuel supply pump.

C. The letters PT that identify both the pump and the system signify pressure-time
and refer to the method of metering the fuel.

(1) Looking at an injector assembly, you will notice markings on the plunger,
injector adapter, and injector cup. These markings are important for matching parts
and testing procedures.

(2) Plunger - date, feed orifice size, and class fit.

(3) Injector adapter - cup hole size and flow code.

(4) Injector cup - number of holes, size of holes, degree of holes, and date
(month and year).
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12-5. Mechanical variable speed governor.
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1. Date
2. Feed orifice size
3. Class
Size marking location

on plunger

I

1. Cup hole size 2. Flow code
Size location on injector adapter

I. Number of holes
2. Size of hole

-
4.

5. Year
Size marking on injector clip

Degr\ee of holes
Month

1

2

3

'`,.........

t 1 2 PT ISA 2 7

Figure 12-6. Injector markings.

12-7. CONSTRUCTION OF INJECTORS (FIG 12-7).

a. Description.

(1) Injector body. The injector body is a centrally bored body that serves as a
housing to which all of the injector parts are lap-fitted into or attached to. The body has
drilled fuel inlet passages and outlet passages.

(2) Cup. The cup screws onto the base of the body and serves as a storage area
for the fuel during the metering phase. It has eight drilled orifices that the fuel is injected
through.

(3) Adjustable delivery orifice plug. The plug screws into the main body. The
orifice may be enlarged to allow more fuel into the injector. A screen covers the plug
for final filtering of the fuel.

(4) Check ball. The small steel ball that moves to seal off incoming fuel at the
end of the metering phase. The ball and stop may be replaced without replacing the main
body.

(5) Injector spring. The spring returns the plunger to the up position. It is
lapfitted to the body and has an annular groove that permits fuel to flow through the injector
and back to the tank for cooling purposes.
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CUMMINS NHC-250 ENGINE
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Figure 12-7. PTD injectorconstruction.
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b. Operation. Fuel flows from a connection at the top of the fuel pump shutdown
valve through a supply line into the lower drilled passage in the cylinder head at the front
of the engine. A second drilling in the head is alined with the upper injector radial groove
to d.rain away excess fuel. A fuel drain at the flywheel end of the engine allows return of
the unused fuel to the fuel tank,

12-8. PHASES OF OPERATION (FIG 12-8).

a. Metering. This phase begins with the plunger just beginning to move downward
and the engine on the beginning of the compression stroke. The fuel is trapped in the cup,
the check ball stops the fuel from flowing backwards, and the fuel begins to be pressurized.
The excess fuel flows around the lower annular ring, up the barrel, and is trapped there.

b. Preinjection. The plunger is almost all the way down, the engine is almost at
the end of the compression stroke, and the fuel is being pressurized by the plunger.

C. Injection. The plunger is almost all the way down, the fuel is injected out the
eicht orifices, and the engine is on the very end of the compression stroke.

d. Purging. The plunger is all the way down, injection is finished, and the fuel is
flowing into the injector, around the lower annular groove, up a drilled passageway in the
barrel, around the upper annular groove, and out through the fuel drain. The cylinder is
on the power stroke. During the exhaust stroke, the plunger moves up and waits to begin
the cycle all over again.
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Zo

Figure 12-8. Phases of operation.

12-9. CALIBRATION OF CUMMINS FUEL INJECTOR NOZZLES USING THE FLOW
COMPARATOR MODEL 67-7057.

a. The Bacharach model 67-7057 comparator (fig 12-9) is a bench-type comparator,
It is designed to calibrate arid flow test the Cummins PT and GMC unit injectors. The
comparator is a self-contained unit, operating from a 115-volt AC, single-phase, o0-cycle
power sr.i.,ply outlet, intended for mounting on a suitable frame or bench.

0. The comparator incorporates a motor-driven cam box, hydraulic ram cylinders,
a hydraulic system, injector fuel system, and instrumentation required for flow testing
the Cummins PT and GMC unit injectors. All major components are conveniently mounted
on the instrument panel and on the base plate which is also the fuel tank cover. The fuel
tank holds 10 gallons. In order to maintain constant calibrating oil temperature, a heat
transfer is built into the fuel tank.

C. The comparator is supplied with basic accessories for mounting and testing the
Cummins PT and GMC unit injectors (fig 12-10). The injector to be tested is placed in an
inverted Position between a suitable discharge head and the appropriate size pusher rod
extension (fig 12-11). It is clamped with a predetermined force by a hydraulic ram cylinder.
The cylinder is actuated by fuel pressure supplied by a motor-driven fuel pump. The carn,
box includes a two-lobe cam. One lobe is for driving the Cummins PT injector; the other
is for Detroit Diesel 53 and 71 series unit injectors. The cam lobes are contoured to
simulate exact engine operating conditions. The cam box may be driven at two different
speeds merely by shifting the V-belt from one pulley to the other. The speed may be
further changed by loosening the setscrew of the adjustable pulley and moving the pulley
away from the motor to increase the speed, or moving the pulley toward the motor to
decrease the speed.
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d. Each comparator is fully tested and calibrated at the factory prior to its shipment,
using the Cummins master injector ST768 and those representing each major injector
category.
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Figure 12-9. Comparator model 67-7057 with Cummins master injector
ST768 installed.
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Figure 12-10. Comparator accessories.

U S

Figure 12-11. Cumrnins L-injector mounted
on comparator.

12-10. MOUNTING THE PTD INJECTOR IN COMPARATOR.

a. Lubricate the internal surfaces of the adapter body and injector 0-rings with
Lubriplate.

b. Back out, or remove, the knurled locating screw from the adapter body. Remove
clip and inlet screen from the side of the injector if installed.

C. Aline the injector delivery orifice with the locating screw hole in the adapter
body. Press injector with hard pressure only into the adapter body until it bottoms.

d. Insert and tighten the locating screw into the adapter and look down from the
top of the adapter to see that the locating screw extended into the injector.

e. Engage adapter body with injector into the adapter plate (YY-6824, JC, side up)
and mount it in an inverted position on the comparator, using pusher rod No 67-1071.

1. While holding this assembly with one hand, operate the ram motor. Center the
injector cup under the discharge head. Place ram control valve handle in ''press" position.

P :t
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g. After the ram piston with the discharge head has clamped the injector in place,
wait 15 seconds and mechanically lock the piston by moving the locking handle forward.
Then place the ram control valve handle in "lock" position and switch off ram motor.

h. Attach swivel connectors to adapter body. The inlet port is the one nearest
the injector cup.

12-11. FLOW TESTING THE PTD INJECTOR.

a. Before regular flow testing of the injectors may be started, the comparator
must be calibrated using the Cummins master injector No ST768. The Cummins master
uijector must always be tested with the 0.013-inch orifice installed and the cam shift
lever in the "cam" position.

b. Mount the master injector (it is a flanged type) into the correct adapter plate,
No 5630, so that the plate dowels engage into the injector flange holes.

C. Grasp with one hand the injector and adapter plate so that the plunger and link
cannot drop and place the whole assembly in an inverted position between the guide posts.
The plunger link must rest against the pusher rod extension, and the slots in the adapter.
plate must engage the two guide posts over the two spacers. Make sure that the injector
fuel inlet and outlet ports are positioned so that the inlet and outlet swivel connector can
be easily attached from the operator's side.

d. While holding this assembly with one hand, operate the ram motor and with the
locking handle, lock in position. Turn ram motor switch off.

e. Attach inlet and outlet swivel connectors to injector. The flange injector
requires two reducer adapters.

f. The operating test fuel oil temperature must be 80° F to 1000 F. Adjust the
injector inlet pressure with the pressure regulator to read exactly 120 PSI. Run comparator
for approximately 30 seconds to purge the air that may be in the system.

g. Set counter to 1,030 strokes. This is done by raising red lid while depressing
black reset button and turning the individual digit wheels to the desired number of strokes.
Now push the counter button and collect oil in the graduate.

h. Take a total of three readings and find the average. If the volume is below
132 cc, increase counter setting (use more strokes). If the volume is above 132 cc,
decrease the counter setting. A change of 15 strokes will result in a volume change of
about 2 cc.

i. When the counter has been set to the number of strokes where the master
injector will flow exactly 132 cc, take two additional readings to insure repeatability.
The comparator is now considered to be calibrated. Do not alter this counter setting
and proceed to flow test each injector.

12-12. INJECTOR SPRAY PATTERN CHECK PROCEDURE (FIG 12-12).

a. Locate the spray test fixture (ST668) on or near the injector test stand (ST790).
or another source of 50 PSI constant fuel pressure, so injector inlet connection of the test
stand will reach the injector to be spray checked.

b. Attach drain hose to fixture base and place loose end in t'ne test stand drain pan.
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Figure 12-12. Spray pattern check procedure.

C. Assemble the cup seal spacer to seat bracket bore (H-2 seat). Place seat H-2
in seat bracket bore.

d. Check cup markings for number of spray holes and place applicable target ring
in base of fixture. The NHC 250 engine will have eight holes which will be marked as the
"target handle."

e. Insert injector into the adapter (ST1058) and remove the plunger assembly and
spring from the injector.

f. Install plunger bore plug and seal to protect injector from, dirt and damage.

g. Install the solid knurled plug in the drain opening adapter (5T1058).

h. Adjust holddown brackets with injector in fixture seat and tighten thumbscrew.

i. Tighten knob against plug and seal in plunger bore so it seals thoroughly.

j. Attach fuel inlet line from test stand to injector inlet of adapter.

k. Start test stand and set fuel pr-ssure at 50 PSI.

1. Shift target ring in base of fixture so one of the spray streams hits center of
No 1 or index window. This is the tallest window on the ring.

m. Each spray stream must hit a window in the target ring.

n. Each spray stream hits above, below, left, or right of a small window. Shift
the target ring so No 1 window is at that stream. If the stream is still outside of No 1
window, the cup is defective or the spray hole is dirty. Clean spray holes with compressed
air and recheck cup. If the spray pattern is still defective, check to make sure proper
target ring is being used, or discard cup.

Note. - For a cup to be acceptable, no more than one stream must require the increased
tolerance of the No 1 window.

0. After spray testing, assemble plunger with spring in adapter and store in a
clean place until ready for flow test.



SECTION XIII. CALIBRATION OF CUMMINS PTG FUEL PUMP

13- 1. GENERAL. When testing the PTG pump, fuel delivery is not measured in the
burettes of the 10 hp test stand. Instead the total output volume of the pump is routed
through the auxiliary flow panel (fig 13-1). Fuel quantities are indicated by a float, while
the variable pump pressures and vacuum are shown on corresponding gages. The'test
stand fuel supply pump is not utilized when calibrating PTG pumps.

Figure 13-1. Test stand with flow panel.

13-2. AUXILIARY FLOW PANEL.

a. The flow panel may be attached to eit;r side of the test stand (fig 13-2).

b. Fuel readings are taken by observing the relative position of a float device within
the rotameter. A graduated glass tube shows a range of 1.0 to 10.0 x 100 (times one
hundred) in PPH (pounds per hour). The fuel pressure gage with flow control valve or
pressure regulator ranges from 0 to 300 PSI. A four-way selector valve allows routing of
fuel w'nen conducting a specific test. The three valve positions for normal pump testin2
are from left to right: rotameter, leakage test, and idle. Other control and connection
points are a bypass valve, a pressure gage outlet, fuel input, fuel outlet, and leakage test
outlet fittings. The complete auxiliary flow panel modification kit is listed under
FSN 4910-763-7495.
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Figure 13-2. Flow panel.

13-3. PUMP MOUNTING.

a. Bracket and hardware.

(1) Mount adapter ring ("top" mark) to adapter bracket.

(2) Flange-fit and secure pump to bracket assembly.

(3) Place assembly on test stand rails and slide toward drive coupler.

Note. - A special stand drive shaft coupler and star wheel must be used.
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(4) Aline and engage pump to shaft coupler and (allow for 1/16" clearance)
tighten clamp bar.

b. Hose connections.

(1) Install .Jump inlet adapter and/or suction valve at gear pump inlet.

(2) Connect No 8 hose from test stand fuel outiet/suction valve to pump inlet
adapter.

(3) Connect vacuum gage to small flare connector at pump inlet adapter.

(4) Connect dual line from pressure gage auxiliary panel to pump outlet fitting
at solenoid.

(5) Connect No 8 hose from flow panel fuel outlet to test stand fuel return.

(6) Connect No 4 hose (plastic) from pump cooling port to flow panel au.xiliary
fuel inlet.

(7) Install nozzle adapter in accumulator chamber nearest to flow panel and
connect line from leakage test outlet.

13-4. TEST AND CALIBRATION. Tests on the PTG pump are divided into the following
steps:

a. Gear pump suction test.

Note. - Do not turn on auxiliary motor switch during tests.

(1) With main power switch closed, tun on fuel heater (800 to 1000 F).

(2) Range selector to HIGH.

(3) Direction of rotation REVERSE.

(4) Open bypass valve, suction valve, and flow control valve.

(5) Selector valve to ROTAMETER.

(6) Throttle to full forward.

(7) Start test stand and operate at 450 to 50n RPM.

(8) Observe fuel flow in flow meter. If air bubbles are present, move throttle
between full fuel and idle position. If bubbling persists, check for air leaks.

(a) Check all lines and connections.

(b) Apply lubricant to weep hole at pump drive cover and tachometer drive
to detect leaks.

(9) With speed at 500 RPM, slowly close suction valve until 15 inches E-N is
inthcated on vacuum gage. A lower reading indicates leaks or defective gear pump.
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b. Vacuum adjustment (fig 13-3).
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Figure 13-3. Suction valve vacuum setting.
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(1) Close bypass valve,

(2) Open suction valve and fuel flow valve.

(3) Increase speed to 2,000 RPM.

(4) Slowly close suction valve until 8 inches Hg is indicated on vacuum gage.

Note. - Suction valve will remain in this position for an further tests since the pump is
calibrated with a simulated fuel filter restriction of 8" Hg.

c. Total fuel flow.

(1) Increase pump speed to rated 2,100 RPM.

(2) Gradually close fuel flow control valve until the flow meter indicates
340 lb-hr at 171 to 176 PSI manifold pressure.

(3) Reading is taken at lower edge of float cone. Multiply face value by 100 for
correct reading,

(4) If fuel pressure does not fall within tolerance range of 171 to 176 PSI with
rated flow of 340 lb-hr, remove throttle shaft restriction plunger. Remove shims to
increase pressure. Set pressure from 3 to 6 PSI above maximum (176 + 3 to 6).

Note. - Rear throttle screw is used for final adjustment,

d. Governor cutoff RPM.

(1) With all controls in the same position, increase pump speed until fuel
pressure just begins to drop. This should take place at 2,130 to 2,150 RPM.

c.23,5

(2) Add shims at governor high speed spring (outer spring pack) to raise speed.
Each 0.001-in shim = 2 RPM.

(3) Increase test stand speed until fuel pressure drops to 40 PSI. This should
take place at 2,300 RPM.

e. Checkpoint two.

(1) Lower speed to 1,400 RPM and check for 220 lb-hr at 91 to 97 lb fuel
pressure. Compensate by adjusting flow control valve.

(2) If not within specifications, the governor plunger and/or weight assist plunger
is defective.

i. Weight asist pressure.

(1) -Check fnr low speed torque.

(2) At 800 RPM, check for 35 to 41 PSI with 120 lb-hr of fuel flow. Compensate
with Low control valve.

(3) .Ada shims under weight assist plunger to raise pressure. Pump must be
recaliorated.
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g. Throttle leakage test.

(1) Reduce speed to 500 RPM.

(2) Turn selector valve to leakage test position.

Note. - Open bypass valve.

(3) Set test stand count selector to 1,000.

(4) Increase speed to 2,100 RPM and move throttle to idle position.

(5) Push START COUNT button and observe fuel collection in burette.

(6) Repeat count; delivery pe'r count should be 15 to 17 cc.

(7) Adjust front throttle screw in to increase delivery.

(8) Monitor pump temperature. To avoid excessive heat, move throttle to full
fuel position to allow circulation of fuel.

h. Idle fuel pressure.

Reduce speed to 500 RPM.

Close bypass valve.

Turn selector valve to IDLE position.

With throttle at idle position, fuel pressure should indicate 26 PSI.

(5) To increase pressure, remove pipe plug in spring pack cover and turn idle
screw clockwise with special tool (ST).

Pump removal.

(1) Shut down test stand.

(2) Drain and remove pump.

(3) Seal all openings.

Note. - When mounting the pump on an engine, slight adjustments of manifold pressure
and idle pressure can be made. However, a correction of more than 5 PSI
manifold pressure calls for calibration of the pump assembly.

13-5. CALIBRATION OF PTG PUMP WITH MVS GOVERNOR MOUNTED.

a. Move both throttle levers to full fuel position.

b. Back out maximum speed screw (top screw).

C. Set suction restriction to 8-in Hg at 2,000 RPM.

d. Adjust fuel flow at rated RPM to specific 2,100 RPM; 340 lb-hr at 171 to 176 PSI.
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e. Check automotive governor setting by increasing RPM until fuel pressure drops
(2,120-21 140 RPM). Make correction at governor high speed spring.

1. Adjust MVS governor after setting automotive governor as follows:

(1) Operate pump at maximum rated speed. -

(2) Turn maximum speed screw (top screw) of MVS governor in until manifold
pressure starts to drop.

(3) From this point, one turn out will be required to set the MVS governor
slightly above the automotive governor.

g. Make idle adjustment with MVS governor as follows:

(1) With throttle shaft in idle position, check for 26 PSI fuel pressure at
500 RPM. Adjust idle pressure in spring pack housing.

(2) With automotive idle adjusted, move throttle shaft to full fuel position and:

(a) Move MVS throttle to idle position.

(b) Adjust idle screw (rear) to 26 PSI fuel pressure.

Figure 13-4. Testing PTG pump with MVS governor.
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APPENDIX

REFERENCES

TM 9-2320-260-34, Direct and General Support Maintenance Manual: Truck Chassis,
5 Ton, 6x6, M809, June 1970.

TM 9-2350-215-20, Organizational Maintenance Manual: Tank, Combat, Full-Tracked,
105mm Gun, M60A1, February 1965.

TM 9-2815-207-35, Direct and General Support and Depot Maintenance. Engine Assembly,
Mack ENDT 673, September 1968.

TM 9-2910-200-35, Field and Depot Maintenance Manual for Pumps, Injectors, Field
Assemblies (Sirnmonds Models SU-15 and SU-570), December 1959.

TM 9-2910-212-34, Field and Depot Maintenance Manual: Pump, Metering Fuel, and
Injection Assembly (American Bosch Model PSB-12BT). End Item Application: Engine,
Diesel, 12-Cylinder, Continental Model AVDS 1790-2 , November 1962.

TM 9-2910-226-35, Field and Depot Maintenance for Pump, Fuel, Metering and
Distributing, Assembly (American Bosch Model PSB-6A). End Item Application: Engine,
Diesel (Multifuel): 6-Cylinder, Continental Model LD and LDS 465, October 1964.

TM 9-4910-387-12, Operator's Manual for Fuel Injector Pump Tester, May 1962.

TM 9-4910-409-12, Operator and Organizational Maintenance Manual: Tester Fuel
Injector Nozzle, October 1963.

Handbook of Operation and Service Instructions AD 369Sirr.rnonds Aeroscessories, Inc,
Tarrytown, New York.

r ield Service Bulletin No 193Description of Fuel Injection System Used on Continental
Model AVSI 1790-6, Engine, Continental Motors Corporation, Muskegan, Michigan,
August 1954.
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NOTICE

The inclosed responses are listed in numerical order. After making
a circle around the number of your choice on the ANSWER SHEET, check
the same number on the exercise response list. If you selected the correct
answer, the response will indicate it with the word "CORRECT" appearing
as the first word. Read the response for further information and then
proceed to the next question. If the response shows you have not selected
the correct choice, read the information presented to find out why your
choice was wrong and where you can find the correct answer. The suggested
references are designed to cover major teaching points in each lesson, thus
reinforcing the student's learning process.

REMINDER!! Be sure to PRINT your name, grade, social security account
number, subcourse number, and date in the top left corner of your
answer sheet before you start your first exercise.
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RESPONSE
NUMBER RESPONSE*

100 CORRECT. The water jacketed intake manifold magitains the
temperature of the air entering the cylinders at 150 F even in cold
climates.

101 Para,e( 1 i

103 Para 7b

104 Para la

109 CORRECT. A small and short intake manifold will retain the air velocity
for good fuel distribution.

110 Para 2a

112 CORRECT. The heating of a liquid will aid in the movement of the
molecules into the air.

113 Para 2c(2)

116 Para 2g(1)

117 CORRECT. This is always a good test method to use when checking
continuity.

119 Para 7c

122 Para 5b(1)

124 Para 34190=a4 ax-
129 CORRECT. A spring moves the plunger down if it has been raised by

the vacuum.

133 Para 21/ di.

134 CORRECT. Any problem such as leaks, restrictions, or dirt that
causes the oil pressure to drop below 28 PSI will cause poor engine
idling.

i36 CORRECT. The rotating generators receive the hot exhaust gases from
the turbine and cool the gases as they pass through them.

138 ST 9-177, para 3-2c(2)

141 Para 5a

143 Para 3b

*If your response is not listed CORRECT, check the indicated reference for the proper
answer.
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145 ST 9-177, para 3-243)

147 ST 9-177, para 6-1b(1)

150 Para 6b

152 Para 2e

154 Para 6e(2)(c..)

156 CORRECT. The function of the accelerating pump is to supply additional
fuel when the throttle is suddenly opened.

161 CORRECT, The power stroke of a 4-stroke-cycle engine is longer
because the exhaust valves stay closed longer.

164 ST 9-177, para 3-2f(3)

166 Para 2a

167 CORRECT. Injection components require fuel that is free from all
foreign material.

170 Para lf

173 Para 5a(3)

175 Para 5b(8)

177 CORRECT. The fuel-air mixture is diluted by a high percentage of
inert exhaust gases at engine idling speeds.

178

179

Para 7c

CORRECT. This is the pressure that is applied to the fuel in the
float bowl.

184 CORRECT. The logistical problems plus the fact that gasoline engines
operate only on high octane fuelfor which there is no suitable substitute.

188 CORRECT. The spring closes the poppet on the valve in the circuit.

191 CORRECT, When air is passing through the venturi it creates the
pressure difference, causing fuel to discharge from the fuel nozzle.

192 Para 3c (3)



194 ST 9-177, para 7-5h

195 CORRECT. It would be very difficult to achieve a uniform rate of fuel
injection using this method.

197 Para 3b

200 CORRECT. The maximum package weight is 6 pounds per horsepower.

204 CORRECT. The choke valve is placed above the venturi, so when it
is closed it will create a high-pressure difference at cranking speeds.

205 ST 9-177, para 3-3e(1)

206 CORRECT. The valve opening is not affected under these conditions.

207 ST 9-177, para )-2a(3)(e)

210 CORRECT. The fuel is sprayed in the chamber in the direction of the
air swirl.

213 CORRECT. A reading in ohms of any number from 25 to 32 indicates the
field coils are serviceable.

215 Para 2f

218 ST 9-177, para 3-21(3)

220 Para 5a(2)

223 Para lc

225 Para 6e(2)(d)

227 CORRECT. If you check table I you will find the AVSI 1790-6 engine
uses this model of the Simmonds pump.

228 Para 3h(1)

231 Para 4c

233 CORRECT. The camshaft operates the overhead valves and push
rods from a gear that is part of the helical gear train and located at the
fan end of the engine.

235 CORRECT. This would be the approximate temperature for igniting
a homogeneous fuel-air mixture under still conditions.

236 CORRECT. Atmospheric pressure on the fuel will force it from the
bowl when a partial vacuum is created at the outlet nozzle.

239 ST 9-177, para 4-31(1)

241 Para lc

3
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242 Para 2c

243 Para lc

245 Para 5a(4)

248 CORRECT. When an electric fuel pump is used on a vehicle it normally
is placed in the fuel tank.

253 Para 2d(3)

256 Para 3c

259 CORRECT. The stepped end of the metering rod fits in the high speed
jet. When the rod is raised, more fuel enters the high speed circuit.

260 Para 2c

264 Para 3c(3)

268 CORRECT. With a metering valve hanging open, the engine will pop
under load conditions caused by a lean mixture.

271 Para 5b(7)

274 Para 2e(2)

276 Para 7d

277 Para 2b

278 Para 2e

279 Para 2d(3)

282 CORRECT. Jets spray oil on the underside of the pistons to aid in
the cooling process when the engine is operating.

284 ST 9-177, para 2-3b(1)
d-

288 Para/d(4)

289 Para 4c

290 Para 3a

292 Para 2c

293 Para 2d

295 Para 2e

296 CORRECT. When the spring is heated it opens the valve and, as it cools,
it closes the valve.

0.-
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298 Para 21:(3)

299 CORRECT. The air bleed allows air to enter the fuel circuit where it
helps to atomize the fuel.

74 bk.
304 ST 9-177, -patio 5-1

307 Para 2a(4)

309 CORRECT. This is the temperature at which thermal cracking of
crude oil is accomplished.

311 ST 9-177, para 4-3b(2)(b)

313 Para 5a(2)

316 CORRECT. A leak in the manifold line will allow additional fuel to
enter and mix with the air-fuel mixture, resulting in a rich mixture,

c>2

320 CORRECT. The skew shaft is a machined mechanite casting containing
self-lubricating properties.

323 ST 9-177, para 4-3f(1)

324 CORRECT. A metering rod is used in some carburetors instead of
the power jet.

326 Para 2d

330 Para 2d(4)

333 Para 2e(3)

336 CORRECT. This happens in a carburetor when the globules of gasoline
mix with air.

339 Para 51)(4)

341 Para 2d

342 CORRECT. The iso-octane has a great resistance to detonation before
ignition takes place at the proper spark setting.

344 Para 5a(4)

347 Para 2e(2)

349 Para 2e(2)

350 ST 9-177, para 5-3c

352 Para 6e(2)(i)

356 CORRECT. The ab moving through the air horn creates the pressure
differential that opens the off center choke valve.

5
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358 CORRECT. The atmospheric pressure moves the piston cylinder
against the spring tension.

360 Para 5b

362 CORRECT. An impeller is essential for proper distribution of the
fuel in a radial engine.

363 Para 6e(2)(c)

365 Para 5b(1)

367 ST 9-177, para 2-3b(1)

369 CORRECT. Soft steel is used because of the pressures caused by the
injection of fuels.

372 Para 5a

375 CORRECT. The percentage of hydrogen content to carbon determines the
potential heat energy per unit. The greater the hydrogen content of
hydrocarbon molecules, the greater the heat potential.

376 ST 9-177, para 3-3e(1)

378 Para 9f

379 Para 2d(3)

382 Para 7d

385 Para If

389 ST 9-177, para 6-1b(1)

390 Para 3b

391 Para 9e

392 Para 2c(2)

393 CORRECT. It is difficult to obtain maximum economy in an engine
because of incomplete mixing of fuel and air under the various loads
and speeds.

394 Para 2i b

396 Para 5c

397 Para 2c(3)

400 Para 6e(2) LI )

402 CORRECT. The valve is controlled by pressure differences to
reduce the amount of fuel flow in relation to the reduced airflow.

6



403 ST 9-177, para 7-5a

405 Para 5a(4)

407 CORRECT. The supercharger requires additional power to operate;
therefore, more fuel is required for operation of the engine.

408 CORRECT. When the throttle is closed, a resriction or small
opening is created. This creates a high vacuum below the throttle
valve.

409 Para 5b

412 Para 2d

415 ST 9-177, para 3-2f(3)

416 CORRECT. This must be done so the proper ratio of air and fuel is
delivered to the engine for all speeds and operating conditions.

417 CORRECT. To compensate for the increase in temperature in the
cylinder head, heat exchangers or sod:um-filled valves are used.

420 Para 3a

421 Para lc

422 CORRECT. More air is packed into each cylinder with a supercharger.
Remember, the greater the pressure at the beginning of a compressor's
stroke, the greater the pressure at the end of the stroke.

423 CORRECT, This condition will cause a rich mixture to enter the
engine; therefore, more fuel will be used.

425 ST 9-177, fig 5-25

426 CORRECT. More air is forced into the cylinders and this produces a
more constant fuel-air ratio, which increases engine power.

427 CORRECT. This is created during the refining of crude oiI.

429 CORRECT. The undesirable effects, chargeable to detonation, are
always factors to consider.

432 Para 3b

434 Para 6b

437 CORRECT. The dry pump depends on a pocket of air while the wet
pump has a spring; when the compressed air or spring expands, the fuel
continues to flow.
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440 Para 5b

442 ST 9-177, table45I

444 CORRECT. This fuel is first ignited and it, in turn, ignites the main
charge.

448 CORRECT. The military required an engine that would use most types
of fuel to help overcome fuel problems in areas of operation.

452 CORRECT. The venturi creates a partial vacuum (or low-pressure area)
at the outlet of the nozzle.

457 Para 2g

460 CORRECT. The temperature of the compressed air is the determining
factor for any diesel engine to ignite.

463 Para 3b

465 Para 2g(2)

468 ST 9-177, para 5-4e

471 Para 2d

474 Para 6e(2)(d)

477 ST 9-177, para 2-2c

482 Para 2f

483 Para lc

485 CORRECT. The vacuum booster pump assists or helps keep the
wiqdshield wipers operating during periods when the manifold vacuum
is low.

486 Para 2a

488 CORRECT. The fuel density compensator is an integral component of
the injector pump assembly.

490 Para 81

491 Para Zc(2)

492 Para 2c

493 Para 4(1)

496 Para 21:(2)

497 ST 9-177, para 7-51

8
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498 CORRECT. The combustion chamber injection is more effective during
extremely high speeds.

500 Para 2d(3)

501 CORRECT. Carbon and hydrogen combined in other proper chemical
elements will burn freely.

504 ST 9-177, para 3-2d

505 ST 9-177, para 4-3b(2)(b)

508 ST 9-177, para 3-2c(2)

510 Para 7d

516 Para 2b(1)

520 ST 9-177, para 4-3b(3)

521 Para 9e

522 Para 2c(3)

523 Para 2e(3)

524 Para 7d

526 Para 5b(4)

527 CORRECT. A catalyst used in this process breaks down some
of the chemicals into usable fuels.

529 Para 7b

531 Para 5a(4)

533 CORRECT. The fuel consumption is higher with a supercharged
engineso it is more costly to operas

536 Para la

537 Para 3c

539 CORRECT. Hot air from the exhaust manifold is directed onto the
thermostatic spring.

541 CORRECT. You may find a fuel filter located near the tank or near
the carburetor. The fuel must be filtered bec.ore it enters the carburetor.

545 CORRECT. The volume is reduced one-half if the pressure is doubled.

547 Para 4b

549 Para 5a(1)

9
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553 ST 9-177, para 7-5h

555 Para 2a(4)

559 CORRECT. The burning of fuel only. as it evaporates, prevents the
knocking normally caused by low octane gasoline.

562 CORRECT. A less volatile fuel will wash the oil seal from the cylinder
walls and dilute the oil in the crankcase,

563 Para 2c(2)

565 Para 5b(7)

567 Para 2c

570 ST 9-177, para 2-2c

572 Para 2e(2)

573 CORRECT. You do this so the openings in the top and body will aline
when assembling the pump.

575 CORRECT. The gas turbine engine can operate on a wide range of fuels
and mair.tain high torque at stall speeds.

577 Para 2c

578 CORRECT. The motor method test conditions are more severe and give
truer results.

579

580

Para 3b

CORRECT. A centrifugal supercharger is a nonpositive, displacement-
type pump.

581 CORRECT. The main nozzle is positioned in the venturi and is part
of the high speed circuit.

582 CORRECT. If a fuel ta.nk is positioned high enough, gravity will send
the fuel to the carburetor so no pump will be needed.

584 Para 2g(2)

590 CORRECT. There is an outer and inner smaller spring that does the
regulating.

591 Para 2g

594 Para 2e

395 Para lc

597 CORRECT. If a positive-type pump was used to suppl)r fuel to a carburetor,
a bypass line would be necessary to take care of excess fuel when the
carburetor bowl was full.
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600 CORRECT. These components are constructed to withstand the pressures
developed by high combustion pressures.

603 ST 9-177, para 4-3c(2)

608 Para 3h(1)

612 Para Za

615 ST 9-177, para 3-2d

617 Para 2c1(3)

621 ST 9-177, para 4-3c(2)

624 CORRECT. Compression ignition engines have a higher compression
ratio than spark ignition engines because the compressed air produces
enough heat to ignite the fuel-air mixture.

627 Para Zg

628 Para 9f

629 ST 9-177, para 4-3b(3)'

630 CORRECT. These are added to prevent the formation of gum deposits
in the fuel system components.

631 ST 9-177, para 5-3c

634 CORRECT. The dual carburetor is so designed that the throttle valves
are mounted on a single shaft.

635 Para 5b

636 Para 5c

637 Para Zd

638 ST 9-177, para 7-5a

639 CORRECT. This is to hold the fuel in the accelerating pump cylinder
until it is discharged.

642 Para 204

643 Para Zg

647 CORRECT. Excess fuel will be flowing into the system; therefore,
the fuel consumption will be high.

a-
648 ST 9-177, para

o 51 CORRECT. The compressed air pressing through the rotating regenerators
is heated by the regenerators.

11
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6.,7 CORRECT. Gasoline is readily vaporized when heated and will be
one of the first products released when distilling crude oil.

661 CCRRECT. These chemical properties of gasoline tend to oxidize,
which causes gums to form in fuel system components.

662 Para 2d(3)

665 Para 5a(1)

669 ST 9-177, para 5-4e

672 CORRECT. The heated compressed air enters the combustors where the
injected fuel is ignited,

674 Para 26(1)

677 ST 9-177, para 5-25

679 Para 2d(3)

682 CORRECT. Also included would be free-piston engines. Turbines
are expected to approach diesel engine fuel economy at part and full
load.

684 Para 5b(8)

685 Para 4b

688 Para 5a(3)

690 Para 2a

691 CORRECT. This is the circuit that provides the fuel to keep an engine
operating while the vehicle is parked.

694 ST 9-177, para 7-5f

696 CORRECT. The "controlled evaporation" principle is the precess
developed by Dr. Meurer. This process is sometimes called hypercycle.

699 Para 2h(2)
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S/C No.
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75-77

18-21 FOR KEYPUNCH ONLY

FIRST FOUR LAST NAME
001 444

ATTENTION STUDENT: Fill in 1 thru 9 and 18 thru 21 only.

DUTE1
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Rdcr o the inttructions preceding lesson exercise question 1 in your study tcxt for information on the use of
this Answer sheet And the exercise response list. After your selections of choices for all exercise questions have been
sircicd. tear this sheet out of the subcoune, fold it as instructed on the address side, and mail it to the school.

a b c a b c a b c a b c a

I. ICW 501 536 41. 437 523 333 81. 245 405 460 121. 625 346 515 161. 428 613 114

2. 223 657 596 42. 349 639 274 82. 360 440 624 122. 484 256 399 162. 201 552 443

3. 421 309 243 43. 277 394 647 83. 600 365 122 123. 217 698 436 163. 509 373 660

4. 241 483 527 44. 539 496 699 84. 233 526 339 124. 334 503 139 164. 180 481 230

5. 375 166 612 45. 113 408 392 85. 565 282 271 125. 593 388 291 165. 357 272 554

6. 690 110 427 46. 522 397 299 86. 175 684 488 126. 111 660 331 166. 588 366 174

7 582 290 420 47. 191 642 412 87. 434 160 575 127. 633 252 479 167. 343 151 686

8. 630 197 463 48. 358 662 253 88. 651 363 164 128. 216 438 528 168. 120 519 495

9. 579 143 661 49. 500 379 416 89. 225 474 672 129. 411 198 671 169. 628 246 314

20. 547 685 342 50. 116 493 204 90. 400 136 352 130. 558 169 398 170. 487 652 203

11. 769 578 231 51. 164 415 533 91. 371 535 202 131. 368 697 275 171. 285 433 540

12. 635 409 235 52. 829 195 520 92. 513 366 446 132. 144 487 656 172. 618 155 381

13. 429 306 638 53. 311 505 498 93. 106 654 543 133. 476 602 123 173. 473 658 240

14. 103 112 529 54. 167 239 323 94. 644 262 454 134. 602 258 450 174. 211 586 489

15. 119 336 178 55. 304 442 227 95. 387 518 181 135. 229 303 598 175. 182 351 681

16. 510 276 452 56. 631 350 590 96. 169 374 606 136. 168 441 305 176. 308 466 588

17. 236 362 524 57. 677 206 425 97. 557 127 332 137. 472 660 125 177. 638 265 105

18. 101 490 362 58. 389 402 147 98. 410 819 212 138. 350 157 576 178. 445 187 648

19. 521 391 389 59. 316 838 443 99. 247 461 587 139. 534 380 244 179. 153 542 31:

20. 828 378 426 60. 194 563 268 100. 328 551 188 140. 675 221 401 180. 234 656 46E

21, 496 124 582 61. 393 570 477 101. 199 301 614 141. 267 589 606 181. 670 283 550

22. 641 492 242 62. 284 367 109 102. 693 131 459 142: 364 696 189 182. 302 430 148

23. 326 133 597 63. 207 545 648 103. 431 607 250 143. 641 297 499 183. 574 317 240

24. 293 4as 637 64. 422 138 508 104. 281 480 612 144. 183 696 306 184. 166 346 664

244 1W 286 65. 615 504 417 105. 561 296 318 145. 646 322 267 185. 325 803 261

2t, 152 295 423 66. 145 447 218 106. 116 507 231 146. 229 449 514 16. 622 176 460

27 296 591 643 67. 560 205 376 107. 601 222 419 147. 411 130 809 187. 902 269 618

:s 573 390 432 68. 621 177 603 108. 414 190 669 148. 508 395 196 188. 208 517 327

29. 537 213 266 69. 466 669 320 109. 356 811 172 149. 294 604 406 189. 585 413 107

30. 197 264 117 70. 134 497 694 110. 687 439 329 150. 424 168 353 190. 377 673 132

31. 681 471 341 71. 385 448 170 111. 140 381 669 151. 645 219 548 191. 135 319 461

32. 279 617 324 72. 200 656 307 112. 384 867 193 152. 128 683 254 192. 683 185 370

33. 691 577 292 73. 674 184 516 113. 610 118 656 153. 321 453 676 193. 494 251 525

34. 259 679 298 74. 667 260 882 114. 149 447 209 154. 171 364 620 194. 544 489 232
5. 347 672 129 75. 228 608 161 115. 482 335 623 155. 653 237 464 195. 267 530 649

36. 156 594 278 76. 372 141 696 116. 33$ 686 404 156. 435 692 148 196. 668 263 455
37. 179 663 491 77. 649 686 210 117. 106 224 300 157. 680 102 337 197. 315 160 632
38. 486 584 188 78. 444 220 313 118. 599 664 142 158. 310 632 270 198. 137 511 340
39. 216 634 482 79. 688 669 173 119. 306 121 840 159. 214 475 571 199. 568 383 280
40. 467 827 366 80. 100 344 531 120. 183 470 273 160. 678 162 348 200. 478 689 126
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CORRESPONDENCE COURSE
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US ARMY ORDNANCE
CENTER. AND SCHOOL
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EXAMINATION

Ordnance Subcourse No 403 Principles of Fuels and Fuel Systems

Credit Hours One

Objective To test your knowledge of all matnrial studied
in this subcourse.

Suggestions Before starting this examination, it is
suggested that you review all lessons studied
in this subcourse.

Study Assignments ST 9-1.77; all study texts used in this sub-
course.

Materials Required Answer sheet

(Do not send these pages inuse the answer sheet provided for recording_ and mailing

your solution.)

Requirement-40 QuestionsWeight 100All items are weighted equally.

MULTIPLE CHOICE
(See instructions on answer sheet provided)

I. What characteristic of carbureted air-fuel.systems is the MOST undesirable in tactical

situations? 01'

a. Icing
b. Excessive warmup time
c. Inability to operate in all positions
b. Backfiring

Z. What is taking place when the molecules of a liquid move from the liquid into the air?

a. Condensation
b. Eva poration
c. Atomization
d. Aeration
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3. What type compressor pump is MOST suitable for gas turbine engines?

a. Axial flow
b. Root's blower
c. Centrifugal vane
d. Sliding vane

4. The definition of volatility is "The ease with which the fuel is

a. mixed with air for burning."
b. atomized under pressure."
c. vaporized under prescribed conditions."
d. stabilized under heat."

5. What is generally established as the best air-fuel ratio in a gasoline engine?

a. 12:1
b. 13:1
c. 14:1
d. 15:1

o. When overhauling a carburetor, which components must be installed as a matched set?

a. Float needle valve and seat
b. Accleration pump piston and cylinder
c. Metering rod and jet
d, Step-up piston and cylinder

7. The Simmonds injector pump will deliver the MOST fuel when the

a. capsule is expanded.
b. skew shaft is high.
c. skew shaft is low.
d. plunger stroke is short.

8. How would fuel injected engine operation be affected if the skew shaft of the injector
pump were sticking?

a. Mixture would be too lean during idling
b. Engine acceleration would be poor
c. High pressure oil would stop circulating through pump
d. Wobble plate would stop oscillating

9. To check the resistance in the armature windings of a 24-volt fuel pump, the test
meter leads are connected to alternate commutator bars. How many ohms of
resistance should the meter indicate if the windings are satisfactory?

a. 0.70 to 1.00
b. 1.35 to 1.7
c. 3.0 to 3.85
d. 5.4 to 7.0
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10. The greatest volume of fuel-air mixture will enter the intake manifold of an engine
when the

a. throttle valve is parallel to airflow.
b. throttle valve is perpendicular to airflow.
c. choke valve is closed.
d. metering rod is seated in its jet.

11. The fuel pumps used on MOST vehicles with gasoline engines

a. are driven by a aide gear on the distributor shaft.
b. operate on the nonpositive pump principle.
c. depend on gravity to feed fuel from the fuel tank.
d. operate on th positive pump principle.

12. Which statement regarding the air-fuel induction system of a carbureted engine is
TRUE?

a. Fuel intake per cylinder is constant for all speeds
b. Fuel input is the major factor limiting engine power output
c. Air supply is the major factor limiting engine power output
d. Air velocity through the carburetor horn is constant at all speeds

13. What carburetor component aids in atomizing the fuel during idle speed operation?

a. Air bleed
b. Needle valve
c. Bowl vent
c. Main venturi

14. The accelerating pump circuits used in most carburetors

a. contain a venturi and air bleed.
b. direct high air pressure to top of float bowl.
c. supply extra fuel during high speed operations.
d. are operated mechanically by throttle linkage.

15. After the cover of a fuel pump with a vacuum pump assembly aas been separated from
the body, what is the next step in disassembly?

a. Move rocker arm and unhook links from diaphragm
b. Remove lower oil seal retainer
c File off riveted end of pump rocker arm pin
d. Remove linkage and bushin; from rocker arm

16. What is the greatest advantage in the use of multifuel engines as opposed to gasoline
operated engines?

a. Greater horsepower can be achieved
b. Logistical costs in the transportation of fuel are reduced
c. Gross-country maneuverability is improved
d. Increased tactical applications due to reduced noise level
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17. What is associated with rapid combustion and a high rate of pressure rise in a gasoline

engine?

a, Excess fuel consumption
b. Loss of thermal efficiency
c. Detonation
d. Slow performance

18. How much resistance, in ohms, should exist in the field coil when testing a 24-volt

electric fuel pump?

a, 80 to 85
b. 90 to 97
c. 100 to 109
d. 113 to 125

I What action occurs in a multifuel engine that operates on the hypercycle principle?

a. Slow evaporation produces a long burning time
b. The fuel evaporates and ignites simultaneously with injection
c. 95 percent of the fuel ignites on contact with combustion chamber
d. A maximum of 5 percent of the fuel is injected into swirling air of the chamber

ZO. The amount of spring tension that tends to keep a carburetor automatic choke valve

closed is determined by the

a, intake manifold vacuum.
b. volume of air passing through the horn'.
c. temperature of the engine.
d. pressure applied on throttle linkage.

21. What must be done to a new diaphragm before it is installed in a mechanical fuel pump?

a, Apply sealing compound to outer edges
b. Soak it in clean kerosene
c. Apply a coat of shellac to engine side
d. Soak it in hot water

22. What condition exists when the throttle of a fuel injected gasoline engine is open past

the idle or no-load position?

a, The fuel air miature is about 10:1

b. Maximum power is developed
c. The ignition phase is retarded
d. Exhaust gas dilution is at its minimum

23. What statement, in reference to the LDS-465-1 multifuel engine, is TRUE?

a, It operates on a 10:1 compression ratio
b. Its crankshaft is designed to withstand 3,5P PSI firing pressures
c. It operates on the principle of compression ignition
d. It is designed as a short-stroke engine
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24, One of the problems of carbureted air-luel induction that does NOT exist in injection
systems is that the fuel

a. must be filtered extensively.
b. may condense before reaching cylinder.
c. vaporizes in the intake manifold.
d. supply pressure must be high.

25. What are the two basic methods for rating fuels for automotive engines?

a Research and supercharge
b. Motor and supercharge
c. Motor and AN performance number
d. Research and motor

26. What item is needed on the LDS-465-1 engine to keep the induction air warm during
cold weather operation?

a. Water jacketed manifold
b. Off-vehicle heating kit
c. Flame heater in the exhaust manifold
d. Electric heater in the turbocharger

27. Which is an undesirable characteristic of diesel engines?

a Insufficient torque is developed at low speeds
b. Excessive carbon monoxide is present in exhaust gases
c. Starting is rather difficult
d. The fuel does not ignite easily

28. What causes a 3uxn formation in gasoline when it is exposed to high temperatare during
storage?

a Evaporation
b. Oxidation
c. Vaporization
d. Condensation

29, What is a disadvantage of GMT-305 turbine engines?

a Engine weight In comparison to horsepower output is excessive
b. Engines cannot maintain high torque at stall speeds
c. Complicated cooling equipment is required to maintain acceptable temperatures
d. Deceleration of the engine does not assist braking action of vehicle

30. Which item in the full-power circuit of a carburetor is controlled by the throttle valve
linkage?

a Metering rod
b. Power jet
c. Vacuum step-up
d. Air bleed
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31. Repair of a grounded armature from an electric fuel pump should NOT be attempted
because

a repair parts are not readily available.
b. the armature is in dynamic balance and cannot be disassembled for repairs.
c. the pressure required for disassembly is a safety hazard.
d. the armature and field coils must be in matched sets.

32. What statement in relation to gases is CORRECT ?

a. Volume increases as the pressure applied increases
b. Weight decreases as pressure applied decreases the volume
c. Density increases as pressure applied increases
d. Volume decreases proportionally with temperature increases

)i. American diesel engines are classified according to the

a. speed at which engine normally operates.
b. number of cylinders.
c. horsepower the engine develops.
d. cetane number of fuel required for the engine.

34. Intake manifolds are built straight and short as possible in order to

a. reduce ignition lag.
b. lessen the chance of condensing the fuel.
c. increase the fuel-to-air ratio.
d. prevent engine backfire.

35. Which carburetor malfunction will cause poor gas mileage?

a. Leak around the manifold gasket
b. Worn leather on the acceleration pump piston
c. Float level set too high
d. Choke valve remaining in the full-open position

36. After the capacrewa are removed from the mechanical fuel pump cover it can be
separated from the main body by

a. inserting a small screwdriver between the units and prying.
b. securing body in a vise and removing cover with a wrench.
c. tapping cover lightly with a wooden mallet.
d. rotating cover in a counterclockwise direction.

)7. Which vapors are separated first when crude oil is distilled?

.,. Natural gasoline
b. Kerosene
c. Diesel oil
d. Straight-run gasoline
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38. What type engine is considered to be a true rnultifuel engine?

a. Diesel
b. Gasoline
c. Gas turbine
d. Wankel

39. What type combustion chamber is found on 2-stroke-cycle diesel engines?

a. Precombustion
b. T urbulence
c. Divided
d. Open

40. What is a common cause of preignition in the gasoline engine?

a. Late timing
b. Hot exhaust valves
c. High octane fuel
d. Cold intake valves
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